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Wind power is well known for being variable. Our main insight is that one can take advantage
of variability by appropriately building wind-energy harvesters that may be stowed/retracted
when winds are calm. We refer to harvesters that can be deployed and retracted on command
as retractable wind-energy harvesters (RWEHs). Among other advantages, stowed harvesters
do not block views, do not constrain avian life, and do not make noise, and thus can increase
the neighborliness of harvesting wind near or within a residential community.
RWEH control algorithms help owners to achieve the neighborliness that might be re-
quired by an RWEH hosting community while helping RWEHs' eﬃciency. The stowing
requirements, or operation limitation agreements (OLAs), specify conditions when the re-
tractable harvesters should be stowed (e.g., when it is not windy).
In this work, we contribute a suite of benchmarks to compare RWEH control algorithms,
three families of control algorithms, and a simulator with which to run the algorithms. The
benchmark suite provides workloads formed from the following workload components: 1.
speciﬁcations of a harvester to be controlled, 2. a set of historical windspeeds from 30
weather stations, and 3. a variety of stowing requirements.
We derived OLAs from a survey of 304 respondents in which survey-takers were asked
whether they would support RWEHs viewable from where they live and when the RWEHs
should be hidden or stowed.
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1.0 THESIS AND INTRODUCTION
The thesis of this work, A Benchmarking Framework for Sensitivity and Comparative Anal-
ysis of Energy Harvesting Strategies via Retractable Wind Energy Conversion Systems, is
that it is possible to create such a framework that meets the objectives/goals, and that rises
to the challenges addressed in the following section.
1.1 OBJECTIVES/GOALS, AND CHALLENGES
1.1.1 Overarching goals and approach
The overarching goals and wishes of this research are to lower the cost of renewable energy, to
protect customers from grid disturbances, and to improve stability and resiliency of the grid
(deﬁned in Section 1.2.1). (Some of those overarching outcomes, which are above the scope
of this research, could be measured by counting the number of disturbances, percentage of
customers aﬀected by grid disturbances, and time-to-recovery from disturbances.)
Toward those ends, this dissertation seeks to help developers of retractable-harvester
control algorithms to meet or exceed the terms of operation limitation agreements (OLAs)
between harvester-hosting communities and harvester operator(s). For example, such an
OLA could specify the type of harvester a community hosts and the limits in which the
harvester(s) must operate.
The approach is to discuss what solutions retractable harvesters provide (reducing visual
and noise pollution as well as reducing the need for long-distance transmission lines) and to
contribute the following aids for developers of retractable-harvester control algorithms:
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1. Metrics to gauge the performance of retractable-harvester control algorithms
2. A set of preliminary retractable-harvester control algorithms
3. Benchmarks or workloads to provide common bases on which to compare algorithm
performance
4. A simulation environment in which to run the algorithms.
1.1.2 Speciﬁc goals
The speciﬁc goals of this work are to answer the following questions:
Question 1: What operation limitation agreements (OLAs) and weather conditions ap-
proximate actual ﬁeld conditions of retractable-harvester control algorithms?
Question 2: Does the metric SCNetNorm (Equation 4.5) suﬃciently measure how well
a retractable-harvester control algorithm controls a harvester, within a operation limitation
agreement (OLA) between the harvester operator and the harvester-hosting community?
Question 3: Which energy harvesting strategies (implemented by the preliminary control
algorithms and simulator contributed by this work) performed best in the approximate actual
ﬁeld conditions found in Question 1 as measured by the metric examined in Question 2 (and
another metric based on time-of-day electricity prices)?
1.1.3 Challenges
1.1.3.1 Anticipating actual agreements Challenges included the gathering of ex-
pressed preferences from residents across the U.S.A. that might reasonably be embodied
into actual OLA's between harvester operators and harvester-hosting communities. Such
actual OLA's would likely be derived through coalitions of stakeholders, discussions with
legal teams, and harvester-operation vendors. Since, to our knowledge, since RWEHs seem
to still be at the developmental and envisioned stages, actual OLA's do not yet exist. Thus,
a challenge is to anticipate actual terms of such agreements.
We seek to approximate potentially actual agreements via survey results and the Pareto
principle (which is demonstrated by our earlier work).
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1.1.3.2 Anticipating actual wind conditions Are there trends in windspeeds? Can
past wind conditions predict future ones? What is a good way to analyze a variety of wind
conditions covering at least approximately 40% of the U.S. population?
We examine those questions herein.
1.1.3.3 Anticipating actual electricity-price proﬁles Are there trends in hourly
electricity prices provided by an independent system operator (ISO)? Is the ratio between
the morning peak and afternoon peak prices changing? We search for some trends those
electricity prices herein.
1.2 WHY RETRACTABLE-ENERGY HARVESTERS
1.2.1 Self-suﬃcient microgrids
The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) deﬁned the electrical power grid as
[a] system of synchronized power providers and consumers connected by transmission and
distribution lines and operated by one or more control centers [22]. The U.S. electrical
grid has a total length of high-voltage transmission lines over 150,000 miles [9, Table 2].
Transmission lines are shown in Figure 1 on page 7 in the context of the traditional grid.
It has been suggested that the electric grid is especially vulnerable to cascading failures
because its organization is geographic [92], [g]iven its age, some existing lines have to be
replaced or upgraded and new lines will need to be constructed to maintain the electrical
system's overall reliability, and that a challenge to improving the grid includes [e]nsuring
that the network of long-distance transmission lines reaches renewable energy generation
sites where high-quality wind and solar resources are located, which are often far from areas
where demand for electricity is concentrated [100].
One way to protect customers from extended grid failures is to arrange customers (and
electricity generation systems) into a small subset of the power grid which can operate
independently from the grid at times. That grid subset is called a microgrid. Microgrids
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are localized grids that can disconnect from the traditional grid to operate autonomously
and help mitigate grid disturbances to strengthen grid resilience [69].
Long-distance transmission lines have some drawbacks. New long-distance transmission
lines require approval and rights-of-way, complicate construction cost recovery (a line in
one state beneﬁts another) [100]. [T]ransmission lines needed to carry renewable energy
hundreds of miles, from remote areas where it's captured to cities where it can be used, are
expensive to build and sometimes opposed by people living in their path [96]. Existing lines
are easy targets for a physical attack, but can also be repaired quickly unless there is a
coordinated widespread attack. Even then, the transmission lines can be repaired almost as
soon as replacement towers can be delivered [14, Chapter 5]. Since the last occurrence of
a major geomagnetic storm in 1921, the [United States'] high voltage (HV) and extra high
voltage (EHV) systems have increased in size over tenfold. Longer transmission lines that
span greater surface potentials act as conductors for the geomagnetically induced current
(GIC) that can devastate the electrical grid. GIC poses the risk of catastrophic damage to
EHV transformers and can lead to long-term outages of large portions of the grid [24].
One way to reduce the need for long-distance transmission lines is to harness renewable
energy by wind-energy-conversion devices (e.g., wind turbines) locally. Harnessing local
wind energy has at least one advantage over harnessing remote wind energy: it does not use
long-distance transmission lines. We assume that a microgrid may also harness solar energy
locally and also assume that locally harnessed solar energy might not meet all the energy
needs of some microgrids.
1.2.2 Wind energy harvesters that are retractable
Since we are assuming that solar energy might not meet all the energy needs of some micro-
grids, we are assuming that a microgrid seeking to be self-suﬃcient will look also to another
local, renewable energy source, wind.
However, some wind harvesting projects have been rejected because, in least in part,
there were concerns that wind turbines ruin landscapes. Three examples follow:
1. A county council in Ireland rejected a wind turbine for a business park; In considering
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the scale of the turbine relative to the houses, the decision said it `would result in a
visually overscaled, unbalanced overdominant, confusing and incongruous development'
within the area [87].
2. A hillside wind farm proposal in Northern Ireland, which drew concerns from the North-
ern Ireland Tourist Board, was rejected partly because of its predicted noise and negative
visual eﬀects; there was also a concern about its possible electro-magnetic impact on a
communications network [49].
3. In her proposed ruling, [a Maryland public utility law judge] found that a wind farm's
adverse impacts  the eﬀect noise and shadow ﬂickers would have `on the esthetic of
local communities on and around Dan's Mountain'  would outweigh any beneﬁts [1].
Opponents of those three proposed projects might have agreed to the projects if the
project proposals would have oﬀered operation limitation agreements (OLAs) that limit the
visual impact of the proposed wind harvesters. Reducing the visual impact of wind harvesters
is discussed in the next section.
1.2.2.1 Reducing the visual impact of wind harvesters One way to reduce the
visual impact of wind harvesters is to strategically stow and deploy them. For example, at
the start of a several-hour strong breeze, the harvester would be deployed and then after the
strong breeze subsides into a light breeze, the harvester would be retracted. Examples of
retraction-suitable wind harvesting technologies are given in Appendix A.6, and include an
energy kite [48], a towered turbine [75], a buoyant turbine [4], and other devices.
1.2.2.2 Controlling the retractable harvesters In this work, we are not concerned
with algorithms that control internal aspects of the harvesters, such as blade-pitch angles,
but are concerned with algorithms that stow and deploy the harvesters. Such stowing-
and-retracting control algorithms include crisp algorithms (e.g., when the windspeed is
greater than 10 knots deploy and when the windspeed is less than 8 knots retract) and fuzzy
algorithms [80, p. 410] (e.g., when it is windy, deploy; when calm, retract). Restricting
deployment to windy weather is part of four standard operation limitation agreements which
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we introduce in Section 4.1. The algorithms can be conﬁgured via machine learning (e.g.,
neuro-fuzzy modeling1).
1.2.2.3 Time-of-day electricity pricing The U.S. Energy Information Administration
(EIA) notes, Electricity demand is usually highest in the afternoon and early evening (peak
hours), and costs to provide electricity are usually higher at these times [21]. How well
can a harvester supply energy when demand is high? To help answer that question, we
deﬁne a metric in Section 4.1.5 that takes into account time-of-day electricity pricing. The
EIA deﬁnes time-of-day pricing as [a] special electric rate feature under which the price per
kilowatthour depends on the time of day [22].
1.2.3 Benchmarks
This benchmark suite we are building provides various data for the control algorithms, sim-
ilar to benchmarks in computer architecture (e.g., PARSEC [7]) which rely on simulations
to determine whether a technique is eﬃcient. So that control algorithms can train them-
selves to process testing data for each weather station ws, training data is provided by this
work for each weather station ws of a set of 30 weather stations from across the U.S. (Ap-
pendix A.15). Some algorithms might use weather forecasts. Thus, the benchmarks include
simulated forecasted windspeeds. Because some algorithms might use electricity pricing, the
benchmarks include time-of-day electricity price data.
1.2.4 Why these benchmarks and metrics
No other retractable-harvester benchmark suite exists, to our knowledge, that uses OLAs
that limit when and/or how much time retractable harvesters may be visible. (Please see
Section 2 for related work and a literature search.) To help future retractable-harvester oper-
ators meet or exceed the terms of such OLAs, this work contributes benchmarks (Section 4.2)
1[T]he term neuro-fuzzy modeling refers to the way of applying various learning techniques developed
in the neural network literature to [learning fuzzy if-then rules for] fuzzy inference systems [39]. [A]n
integration of neural networks and fuzzy systems can yield systems, which are capable of learning [fuzzy
if-then rules] and decision making [11].
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and metrics (Section 4.1) to measure how well those algorithms perform. The contributed
benchmarks and metrics can be used by designers of future retractable-harvester control
algorithms to advance the state of the art of time-restricted retractable-harvester control.
The metrics can also be used by harvester-hosting communities to deﬁne incentives (Sec-
tion 4.2.0.1) for retractable harvester operators.
Figure 1: Electricity from power plant to home [99].
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2.0 STATE OF THE ART AND ITS SHORTCOMINGS
Related to this dissertation work, which involves feeding minute-by-minute windspeeds into a
retractable wind turbine simulator, are the sub-hourly wind-data sets described in Section 2.4
and the wind turbine simulators described in Section 2.5. We discuss a benchmark related to
this work in Section 2.2.2. Because this dissertation work involves surveys of persons about
wind energy projects, we discuss related surveys in the following section.
2.1 SURVEYS ABOUT WIND ENERGY PROJECTS
[A] sizable literature has developed on the public perception of wind energy [90], which
includes, for example, the National Survey of Attitudes of Wind Power Project
Neighbors [33] which [collected] data from a broad-based and representative sample of
individuals living near U.S. wind power projects. The aim was to widen the understanding
of how U.S. communities are reacting to the deployment of wind turbines, and to provide
insights to those communities considering wind projects [33]. The National Survey of Atti-
tudes of Wind Power Project Neighbors includes a project where [in] 2015 and 2016, [data
was collected] from 1,705 randomly drawn individuals living within 5 miles of all U.S. wind
projects, with oversampling being done within 1 mile. The ﬁndings indicate an overall posi-
tive attitude toward the nearby turbines, including for those living even as close as 1
2
mile.
Roughly 8% of the population had negative attitudes within 5 miles. In an examination
of a broad set of possible correlates to attitudes, it was found that neither demographic
nor local wind project characteristics were signiﬁcantly related. Attitudes were signiﬁcantly
correlated with compensation, sensory perceptions of the nearby turbines, planning process
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perceptions, and attitudes toward wind turbines in general [33]. A peer-reviewed version of
the survey ﬁndings [27] state jurisdictions should consider developing procedures that ensure
citizens are consulted and heard and establish benchmarks or best practices for developer
interaction with communities and citizens and [o]ur ﬁndings might be best summed up as:
`[Attitudes of wind power project neighbors correlate to] the public process, the developer,
aesthetics and general wind power attitude/clean energy values' [27].
The National Survey of Attitudes of Wind Power Project Neighbors is diﬀerent from our
work in that The National Survey of Attitudes of Wind Power Project Neighbors did not
inquire about retractable wind turbines. We are aware of no other national survey besides
our own that gathered data about attitudes toward retractable-harvesters. (Note that the
The National Survey of Attitudes of Wind Power Project Neighbors found that attitudes of
permanently-deployed wind turbines correlate to aesthetics, which retractable-wind turbines
address by stowing.)
Another example from the body of literature on the public's attitudes toward wind
energy is a regional survey which was developed to explore perceptions of wind energy
in the [Texas] region as well as general attitudes about energy and the environment. . . .
Findings support the view that the use of [Not-In-My-Backyard (Nimby) phenomenon] does
not adequately explain the attitudes of local wind farm opposition [90]. The regional survey
found that slightly less than the majority of respondents (47.2%) indicat[ed] that wind
turbines are unattractive and a notable amount of respondents (26.7%) indicat[ed] that
wind turbines are an attractive feature of the landscape [90] and found nearly half of
all respondents (46.6%) willing to support wind farms on their property and a very small
portion (13.8%) that do not support wind farms at all [90]. The two authors of the regional
study, Swoﬀord and Slattery, ask, So what factors are individuals basing their attitudes
on? Krohn and Damborg (1999) argue that the positive acceptance of wind power is largely
based on public attitudes regarding the beneﬁts of wind energy, while the negative opposition
of wind power is largely based on public attitudes regarding the negative aspects of wind
turbines [90]. Swoﬀord and Slattery note that their ﬁndings seem to agree with Krohn and
Damborg, but temper that agreement by pointing out that there will always be additional
factors inﬂuencing attitudes that are unique to locale (e.g., earning income from turbines
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on private land) [90]. Swoﬀord and Slattery suggest that the region's communities be taught
about beneﬁts of wind energy and, citing another work, state, Communities that are in close
proximity to wind farms are typically inadequately informed about wind energy projects and
are often excluded from decision making and the planning process [90].
Our standard OLAs presented in this work can help educate communities because a stan-
dard OLA can provide a solid frame of reference to which to compare a proposed project.
For example, if community A is considering implementing an OLA that community B has
already adopted, then community A can learn lessons about the exact OLA they are consid-
ering by learning from community B's speciﬁc experience with that same OLA. If community
A is considering to enter into an OLA that is not standard, then it seems less likely that
community A would ﬁnd another community that has entered into that non-standard OLA.
Another advantage of communities considering standard OLAs over non-standard is that
when communities ask for bids from various vendors on standard OLAs, then the vendors
will develop bids that can potentially be re-used, and possibly develop price lists posted to
websites that communities can compare without asking for bids. (That comparison shopping
might result in lower renewable energy prices.)
2.2 BENCHMARKS INVOLVING WIND TURBINES
2.2.1 Benchmarking the control of rotor speed
Of the thirteen benchmark problems for non-linear system identiﬁcation and control that
Kroll and Schulte oﬀer [45], one benchmark problem is for a wind turbine [45, Section 3.12],
which involves keeping a modeled turbine's rotor speed and generator torque within limits.
The control performance is assessed for two operating ranges: The partial and the full load
range. In the partial load range the rotor speed is regulated to obtain optimum energy
eﬃciency. . . . In the full load range the requirement change to a set-point controller to
limit the energy production even with increasing wind speed and keep also the mechanical
loads and pitch activity to a minimum [45]. Kroll and Schulte refer to using a step-
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gust simulation and a stochastic wind ﬁeld with given mean wind speeds and turbulence
intensities to assess extreme loads and reduction of fatigue loads, respectively [45]. Their
benchmark problem is concerned with controlling a turbine's internals that are modeled
by a reference 5 GW oﬀshore turbine model provided by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL).
Such internal modeling is beyond the scope of our benchmark suite. As we explain in
Section A.3, we model an envisioned retractable harvester model via a power curve (Sec-
tion A.3.1) and functions that calculate how much energy the retractable harvester uses to
deploy and retract and a function that models the harvester's deployment speed and degree.
2.2.2 Benchmarking stochastic control of energy storage devices
An algorithm and benchmark by Salas and Powell was published in 2017 [81]. Salas and
Powell present and benchmark an approximate dynamic programming algorithm that is
capable of designing near-optimal control policies for a portfolio of heterogenous storage
devices in a time-dependent environment, where wind supply, demand, and electricity prices
may evolve stochastically.
[Salas and Powell's] model works on a time scale of ﬁve minutes, which means 288 time
periods over a daily cycle. The time scale is ﬁxed by the grid operator, PJM, which updates
electricity prices every ﬁve minutes [81]. [They] benchmark against optimal policies for the
full problem [81]. Salas and Powell benchmark against optimal policies. . . on deterministic
and stochastic time-dependent problems for a one-device system, which include the pres-
ence of exogenous information such as wind, prices, and demand and set forth this set of
problems as a library that may be easily used to test the performance of other algorithms
[81]. Salas and Powell's test problems each consist of 2,000 periods (spanning approxi-
mately one week). For the deterministic benchmarks, [Salas and Powell] designed. . . test
problems. . . where the electricity prices, renewable energy and energy demand evolve de-
terministically over time. [Salas and Powell] consider four diﬀerent dynamics: sinusoidal,
constant, step, or ﬂuctuating with no particular pattern [81].
Instead of a ﬁve-minute time scale/step, the work presented herein uses a ﬁner one-minute
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time step. Our windspeed data is minute-by-minute. Where Salas and Powell's model uses a
ﬁner resolution than we do is electricity prices. Salas and Powell model ﬁve-minute electricity
prices. We provide 1-hour electricity prices and 1-minute wind data for 11 years. Salas and
Powell's test problems each span approximately one week. Salas and Powell's deterministic
benchmarks are determined by functions (sinusoidal, constant, step, or ﬂuctuating). Con-
versely, our benchmarks are derived from actual minute-by-minute weather data and from
actual hour-by-hour electricity prices over 11 years. (An advantage of using actual histor-
ical conditions instead of simpliﬁed functions is that the simpliﬁcations might not contain
information that is important during actual ﬁeld operation. That information is more likely
to be in our benchmarks because our benchmarks are closer to actual ﬁeld conditions. The
actual conditions would probably include a real-time data feed from wind speed sensors.)
In a related paper [40], Salas and Powell along with Jiang1 et al. mention that energy stor-
age and inventory management are closely related [40]. For example, Harsha and Dahleh's
work on energy storage [32] refers to Federgruen and Yang's paper on inventory control [25].
We note that inventory management is related to meeting delivery deadlines, which is related
to task scheduling in computer science. Hence, we direct the reader who is interested in en-
ergy storage to also consult inventory management and computer-task scheduling research.
(We indirectly address energy storage via a metric (Equation 4.7 on page 58) that measures
how often a retractable-harvester control algorithm harnesses energy when energy is and is
not needed.)
2.3 STOCHASTIC CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Powell, in an invited review [76], provide[s] a modeling framework [for stochastic optimiza-
tion] with which we can create a single canonical model that describes all of the [follow-
ing] problems [76]: Decision trees. . . Stochastic search. . . Optimal stopping. . . Optimal con-
trol. . .Markov decision processes. . . Approximate/adaptive/neuro-dynamic programming. . .
1An interesting fact is that Dr. Jiang is an assistant professor in the Department of Industrial Engineering
here at the University of Pittsburgh [89].
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Reinforcement learning. . . Online algorithms. . .Model predictive control. . . Stochastic pro-
gramming. . . Robust optimization. . . Ranking and selection. . . Simulation optimization. . .
Multiarmed bandit problems. . . [and] Partially observable Markov decision processes" [76].
The problems involve various ﬁelds including business, science, engineering, economics and
ﬁnance, health and transportation [76].
Our benchmarks diﬀer from stochastic problems in that our benchmarks provide deter-
ministic problems. In addition to deterministic problems, we provide a Weibull windspeed
distribution for each of 30 weather stations that can be used to develop stochastic solutions
within Powell's canonical model.
2.4 SUB-HOURLY WIND DATA
2.4.1 Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) data set DSI 6405
The Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) data set DSI 6405 provides an average of
windspeeds of the previous two minutes [58, p. 3] nearly every minute. An advantage of using
DSI 6405 is that it is freely available. However, it has some quality issues such as missing
minutes and repeated timestamps. We describe how we derived the training and test data
from the minute-by-minute ASOS data set DSI 6405 in Appendix A.4.1 and Appendix A.7.1.
2.4.2 Minute-by-minute windspeed data from NREL's M2 tower
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) provides minute-by-minute windspeed
and direction data from its M2 tower in Colorado measured at six heights ranging from 2 to
80 meters [38].
A drawback of using data only from Colorado is that Colorado weather does not nec-
essarily represent weather experienced by major population centers in coastal states (e.g.,
hurricanes). We solve that drawback by using, as noted later in this document, data from
30 weather stations from across the U.S. (Appendix A.15) instead of just one location.
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2.4.3 Fifteen-minute windspeed data from MADIS
The Meteorological Assimilation Data Ingest System (MADIS) [61] quality-checks wind-
speed data. However, according to MADIS Support, MADIS-checked one-minute data is not
available and MADIS runs every ﬁve minutes and preserves 15-minute values.
An advantage of using 1-minute windspeeds instead of 15-minute values is that 1-minute
windspeeds better simulate a real-time data feed that a control algorithm might use to
control a retractable harvester. As mentioned above, the data feed would probably include
real-time anemometer data. Each anemometer would most likely be sending data at one-
minute intervals or less.
2.5 WIND TURBINE SIMULATORS
2.5.1 WISDEM
The Wind-Plant Integrated System Design and Engineering Model (WISDEM) is a set
of models for assessing overall wind plant cost of energy (COE) [67]. Documentation for
WISDEM implies that WISDEM uses a Weibull distribution to model windspeeds instead of
historical minute-by-minute windspeeds as evidenced by the following documented WISDEM
input parameters [68], where each parameter is set to an example annotated value having a
description ﬁeld:
1 wind_speed_50m = Float ( 8 . 3 5 , un i t s = 'm/ s ' , i o type=' in ' , desc='mean
annual wind speed at 50 m he ight ' , group='Plant_AEP ' )
2 weibull_k= Float ( 2 . 1 , i o type=' in ' , desc = ' we ibu l l shape f a c t o r f o r
annual wind speed d i s t r i b u t i o n ' , group='Plant_AEP ' )
Wiebull distributions may not ﬁt actual distributions of windspeeds exactly. Instead
of simulating windspeeds, we use actual historical minute-by-minute windspeed data (and
interpolate gaps) as noted later in this work (Section 4.2).
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2.5.2 HOMER
HOMER is an acronym for Hybrid Optimization of Multiple Energy Resources [34]. HOMER
software products are used to [e]valuate design options for both oﬀ-grid and grid-connected
power systems for remote, stand-alone, and distributed generation applications [64].
HOMER allows the inputting of wind data in a time series, but only one year's worth.
HOMER [Pro] can accept one year of data at timesteps down to a minute [36].
A disadvantage of using one year of wind data instead of multiple years is that it takes
more than one year of wind data to detect seasonal trends. The current version of our
simulator (Section 3.2.1) can handle 11 years (and with relatively slight modiﬁcation can
handle many more). We describe the 11 years of data we provide in Section 4.2.
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3.0 MODES OF OPERATION DEFINED BY OPERATIONAL
LIMITATION AGREEMENTS (OLA'S)
Figure 2: Overlapping groups of survey respondents
3.1 DERIVING POTENTIAL OPERATION LIMITATION AGREEMENTS
3.1.1 Survey results
To derive operation limitation agreements (OLAs) between harvesting-hosting communities
and harvester operators, we obtained 304 interview results from persons across the USA via
a survey company1. The full results of our ﬁve question survey are given in Appendix A.9.
1Survata, Inc. (www.survata.com)
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(Because none of the questions mention the ﬁnancial beneﬁts a harvester-hosting community
might receive, we are assuming that those anticipated beneﬁts did not obfuscate the pref-
erences of the interviewees.) Results are listed here in parentheses following each question
and are represented in Figure 2 on the preceding page, where each of the four major groups
below is represented by a circle (The ﬁgure is cropped intentionally). Each circle's diameter
is determined by the size of the group, which is given in Figure 2 in black font. Intersections
of the circles, which are labeled in white font, represent the four intersections, A, B, C, and
D, described here:
1. Would you support or oppose a wind turbine project if you could always see the installed
turbines from where you live?
(a) Support (241/304 or 79%) (Of the 241 that support permanently visible har-
vesters, 220 also support retractable turbines under certain conditions: We label
the support-both intersection/group as C in Figure 2.)
(b) Oppose (63/304 or 21%) (Of the 63 that oppose permanently visible harvesters, 38
also oppose retractable turbines: We label the oppose-both intersection/group as
A in Figure 2. Of the 38 persons in Group A, ﬁve persons explicitly commented
negatively about the appearance or visual impact of wind turbines. It is possible
that those ﬁve persons might compromise by accepting retractable wind turbines
that are highly limited in visibility if those persons received ﬁnancial beneﬁts.
Four members of Group A made comments indicating a lack of knowledge about
retractable wind turbines (e.g., i just don't understand their purpose. Those
four members might assent if they were to learn more about turbines that are
retractable. At least three members of Group A indicated that they oppose both
types of turbines because better options exist (e.g., Solar is better" and Better
options.")).
2. Would you support or oppose a wind turbine project viewable from where you live that
uses only retractable wind turbines? Retractable wind turbines are able to be deployed
and retracted when speciﬁed. E.g., deploy when windy and retract when calm.
(a) Support retractable wind turbines under certain conditions (245/304 or 81%) (Of
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the 245 that support retractable turbines under certain conditions, 25 oppose per-
manent deployment. We label the oppose-permanent-and-support-retractable
group as D in Figure 2.)
(b) Oppose retractable wind turbines (59/304 or 19%) (Of the 59 who oppose
retractable wind turbines, 21 support permanent deployment. We label the
support-permanent-and-oppose-retractable group as B in 2. One of the mem-
bers of Group B seems to actually make a case for retractable turbines by com-
menting, If they are retractable, they will kill fewer birds. . . .")
3. When should the retractable wind turbines be retracted and hidden? Check all that
apply. (Please note that 220 of the 245 persons responding to this question also support
turbines that are permanently deployed. Statistics for the remaining 25 person are
enclosed below in curly braces. The statistics for both groups shown graphically in
Figure 3.)
(a) When it's not windy (138/245 or 56%){9/25 or 36%}
(b) When the month is not March (8/245 or 3%) {4/25 or 4%}
(c) During every morning (13/245 or 5%) {3/25 or 12%}
(d) During every afternoon (13/245 or 5%) {4/25 or 16%}
(e) During every night (29/245 or 12%) {7/25 or 28%}
(f) When birds are migrating (100/245 or 41%) {6/25 or 24%}
(g) During every weekend (12/245 or 5%) {4/25 or 16%}
(h) After it has been visible a certain proportion the month (14/25 or 6%) {2/25 or
8%}
(i) Other (15/245 or 6%) {0/25 or 0% }(Three of the answers were related to high
winds.2) The ﬁfteen respondents left these short-answers (and these comments in
response to Question 5 below):
1. Windy days storms (comment: No comments)
2Because some interviewees do not want to see turbines during high winds, we included the restriction
Windspeed is TOO HIGH in OLAs 1-4, which are all windspeeds above the harvester's cut-out threshold
as deﬁned by the harvester's power curve (a power curve is shown in Figure 30)
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2. Never (comment: None)
3. Doesn't matter (comment: None at this time)
4. Doing [sic] a hurricane (comment: Only during a hurricane, it would be
scary seeing them move fast because of the strong winds.)
5. During a storm (comment: no comment)
6. No need to retract them, we need wind turbines 24/7 (comment: I have no
opposition against any sort of wind turbines. We should use them en masse
every day.)
7. No idea (comment: Don't know much about turbines)
8. never (comment: we should always use the turbines, they should never be
hidden)
9. not sure (comment: no comment)
10. whenever the turbine doesn't need to be in use (comment: Don't feel one
way or the other. If turbines create energy at a low cost, wouldn't matter if
I could see it or not.)
11. weather (comment: do not have one)
12. who cares, turbines are good (comment: nope)
13. don't know (comment: none)
14. it doesn't bother me either way (comment: clean energy is the future....it
has to be)
15. doesn't matter (comment: I don't oppose any forms of turbines)
4. After what percentage of the month that the wind turbine has been visible should
the turbine be hidden? (Of the 14 interviewees that indicated After it has been
visible a certain proportion the month excluding the person that answered 0% of the
month3, the average is 49% of the month. In the next section, we derive OLAs from
3We excluded that 0%-of-the-month response because 0%-of-the-month could indicate that the respondent
did not understand the question. To Question 1 of the survey, which is Would you support or oppose a
wind turbine project if you could always see the installed turbines from where you live? (Table 24), the
respondent indicated support. Thus, the respondent supports permanently deployed harvesters, which are
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the survey results presented above. Since the 14 interviewees are only 6% of the 245
interviewees who support retractable wind turbines, we, in the next section, do not
restrict deployment on the basis of how long the harvester has been visible in the two
OLAs that we named basic, but the basic OLAs still restrict deployment on the basis
of windspeed and quiet hours.) { The two oppose-permanent-support-retractable',
Group-D, persons that indicated After it has been visible a certain proportion the
month answered 40% and 10%, which average 25%.}
5. If you have any comments, please share them here. (Especially, if you oppose all types
of wind turbines including retractable wind turbines, why?)
Figure 3: Preferences of those who support retractable harvesters.
deployed 100% of the month. But, 0% of the month was the respondent's answer.
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3.1.2 Using a threshold to derive OLA conditions
The survey results can lead to the following OLA portion where 10% or more4 of survey
interviewees in each category (if that group of interviewees has a plurality) chose the following
conditions to retract or keep the harvester hidden:
3.1.2.1 Requirement 1 of 2: When it's not windy (138/245 or 56%). Fifty-six
percent of respondents chose to retract the harvester when the weather is not windy. To
deﬁne when the weather is not windy, we ﬁrst ﬁnd a windspeed threshold for each station.
After we ﬁnd the windspeed threshold, we allow each algorithm to choose the size of the
window of the running windspeed average for each month. Prior to each month, the harvester
operator should give the hosting community the monthly running-windspeed-average-window
size (deﬁned in Section 3.2.1) so that the hosting community can measure compliance with
the when-it's-not-windy requirement. When the running windspeed average is one (1) knot
below the windspeed threshold deﬁned in the ﬁrst step, we consider the weather to be not
windy. (Conversely, when the running windspeed average is at or above the windspeed
threshold deﬁned in the ﬁrst step, we deem the weather to be windy.)
Note: The When it's not windy requirement prevents algorithms from deploying until
the running average windspeed reaches the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy kws at
the pertinent weather station ws and prevents algorithms from remaining deployed when
the running average windspeed drops below the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy less
1 knot: kws − 1. (We explore oﬀsets greater than the 1-knot oﬀset in Section 4.6.4 for the
Aging algorithms for OLAs 3 and 4.)
Finding the windspeed threshold for each station We use the method detailed in
Appendix A.2.1. There, a method is described to create a membership function that assigns
a membership value (inclusively ranging from 0 to 1) in the fuzzy set NOT WINDY AT
KBOS to each windspeed in a universe of discourse. (KBOS refers to a speciﬁc weather
station at Boston's Logan International Airport.) For each weather station ws, we use the
4A community might choose x to be 10% because it might be useful to build a coalition and/or to be
neighborly. A threshold x% that is not greater than 50% can make sense where no other equally-or-larger
percentage of the community opposes the x%. For example, we are assuming that the group wanting to stow
harvesters during every night is larger than a group wanting to deploy harvesters every night.
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training data in our benchmark speciﬁc to that weather station to create its fuzzy set NOT
WINDY AT ws. (Thus, in the benchmark suite, we provide 30 membership functions, one
for each weather station.)
Then, from that fuzzy set, we create a lambda-cut set. (A general deﬁnition of a lambda-
cut set can be found in Ross [80].) In this case, the lambda-cut set is the set of all windspeeds
in the fuzzy set NOT WINDY having membership values of λ or higher. We chose λ to
be 0.9 because lower values did not perform well in initial testing (during relatively early
development). In Appendix A.2.4, we describe how to create a lambda-cut set and list the
Lowest Windspeed Deemed to Be Windy for each station when λ is 0.9. By choosing
λ = 0.9, each Lowest Windspeed Deemed to Be Windy happens to be either a Gentle
Breeze or Moderate Breeze on the Beaufort Scale, as shown Table 11 in Appendix A.2.4.
In Appendix A.2.4, ﬁve other values for lambdas are brieﬂy explored. In other words, we
determine how lambda aﬀects the range of the Lowest Windspeed Deemed to Be Windy
in a brief sensitivity analysis on lambda.
There are other ways to deﬁne the NOT_WINDY fuzzy set for each station besides
relativizing each set to historical windspeeds at each station. For example, another approach
is to derive one NOT_WINDY fuzzy set to be shared by all stations from an absolute scale
such as the Beaufort Scale [60]. An advantage of using an absolute scale that is that only
one membership function is required for all stations. A disadvantage of a one-threshold-
ﬁts-all approach is that the universal membership function is not embedded with historical
windspeed information that is speciﬁcally local. Thus, if the local historical information is
useful, the algorithm would need to extract that local historical information itself during
training. We adopt the individualized membership functions, one for each station, because
it is embedded with historical windspeed information.
3.1.2.2 Requirement 2 of 2: During every night (29/245 or 12%). Twelve
percent of survey respondents chose to stow the harvester during every night5. Because noise
5We are interpreting During every night to be noise-restricted hours as deﬁned by some municipalities
(Appendix A.10). Survey results might have been diﬀerent if instead of the option During every night, we
had used During quiet hours since Schwarz notes that [s]elf-reports of. . . attitudes are strongly inﬂuenced
by features of the research instrument, including question wording, format, and context [83]. Although
such an investigation is outside the scope of this present work, we are assuming that possible future revisions
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Figure 4: An envisioned harvester stowing before sunset at St. Louis at 16:51 regardless of
windspeed
was a factor in some opposition to proposed wind-power projects [49] [1], we are assuming
that at least some of the respondents who chose to keep harvesters hidden every night did so
because they were concerned about noise. Thus, for each station, we derived deﬁnitions of
every night or quiet hours from each station's corresponding city's noise ordinance's deﬁnition
of nighttime. The derived quiet hours are in Appendix A.10. For example, quiet hours
derived from Boston's and Minneapolis's municipal codes begin at 6 p.m. and end at 7 a.m.
each weekday and quiet hours include the entire weekend. Pittsburgh's quiet hours start at
10 p.m. and end at 7 a.m. everyday. St. Louis's quiet hours begin at sunset and end at 6
a.m. and include the entire day of Sunday. Thus, a harvester in St. Louis must be stowed
before sunset regardless of the windspeed-deployment are retraction thresholds (which, in
this case, are 7 knots and 6 knots, respectively) if the harvester is observing the During
every night restriction, as illustrated in Figure 4.
of the benchmarks presented herein will incorporate new survey data gathered in the context of speciﬁc
actual or proposed retractable-harvester installations. Thus, we are proposing that future surveys ask some
questions repeatedly using various wording[s], format[s], and context[s].
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3.1.2.3 Out-of-scope requirement: When birds are migrating (100/245 or
41%). Forty-one percent of respondents chose to retract the harvester when birds are
migrating. Although bird migration is outside the scope of this present work, our ﬁnding
the relatively strong concern for birds among interviewees provides a motivation to consider
adding bird migration indicators or data to a future version of this benchmark suite.
Bird migration indicators or data could be based on weather radar. Weather radar can
detect birds [29]. A 2017 report states, Recent changes in the data delivery and processing
timescale for [NEXRAD weather surveillance network] Level II information via Amazon
Web Services (https://aws.amazon.com/noaa-big-data/nexrad/) has greatly increased
the potential of using the level II product for responsive, near real-time analyses" [85]. We
envision that real-time bird migration data feeds will someday be provided by organizations
specializing in bird migration forecasting (e.g., the BirdCast project6, which is associated
with the Cornell [University] Lab of Ornithology).
3.1.3 Sets of operational limitations
From survey results, previous work, and the Pareto principle, we derive the following three
sets of operational limitations:
Set Alpha A Basic allows a harvester to remain deployed 100% of month as long as the
following conditions are met:
• when windy (but not during extremely windy conditions (Appendix A.3.2)) and
• during daytime.
Set Beta B Operational-constraint set B is the same as set A except that set B has the
additional requirement that the harvester must not be visible more than 8760 minutes
of each month, approximately 20%. A reason that we chose 20% is that it is lower
percentage of the total time and that we found in an earlier work that 80% of the
wind available over our two-month sample period can be extracted by wind harvesters
deployed merely 20% of that time [51] and is an example of the Pareto principle.
6http://birdcast.info
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Set Gamma Γ Transition-limited OLAs 5 and 6 are the same as OLAs 3 and 4, respec-
tively, except that OLAs 5 and 6 limit the number of state-transitions to two per
month. The two states are the deployed state and the stowed state. Thus, the two
possible state-transitions are stowed-to-deployed state-transition and the deployed-to-
stowed state-transition. A reason to choose two state-transitions per month instead of
unlimited state-transitions is that it greatly simpliﬁes the determination of the opti-
mum deployment and retraction timestamps. Also, two state-transitions describe a
single wind-harvesting event: A harvester deploys, harvests energy (ideally), and then
retracts. A single duration-limited (e.g., limited to approximately 20% of the month)
wind-harvesting event per month is a relatively straightforward allowance to convey to
potential harvesting-hosting communities: the harvester will deploy once per month
and/or retract once per month.
Set Gamma Γ Set Γ has the following operational constraints:
• not during extremely windy conditions (Appendix A.3.2)),
• not visible more than more than 8760 minutes ( 20%) of each month, and
• not more than two (or three in case harvester needs to lower during extremely windy
conditions) state changes (i.e., raises/lowers) each month
Table 1 shows the attributes of each of the six standard OLAs, where the dashed-line
between the odd-numbered and even-numbered OLAs is meant to emphasize that the only
diﬀerence between the odd-numbered and even-numbered OLAs is the reward/penalty func-
tion. Odd-numbered and even-numbered OLAs pass SCNetNorm() and SCMQNetNorm(),
respectively, to I().
Table 1: The standard OLAs
Attribute
OLA Numbers 1. & 2. Basic
OLAs








Number of times harvester may
change states each month
Unlimited Unlimited 2
The weather is not windy Yes Yes No
Nightly visibility ban is in eﬀect Yes Yes No
Windspeed is too high (i.e., wind-
speed is above cut-out threshold)
Yes Yes No
Harvester has exhausted its visibility
allocation, which is x minutes of each
month
x = 100% x = 8760 min x = 8760 min
month(s) of year all all all
Version of OLA that uses
I(SCNetNorm(a, wrk), b) (Deﬁned
in Section 4.2.0.1) as reward/penalty
function where b ∈ [1, 100] is chosen
by each harvester-hosting community
OLA 1 OLA 3 OLA 5
Version of OLA that uses
I(SCMQNetNorm(a, wrk), c))
(Deﬁned in Section 4.2.0.1) as
reward/penalty function where
c ∈ [1, 100] is chosen by each
harvester-hosting community
OLA 2* OLA 4* OLA 6*
*OLAs 2, 4, and 6 use a diﬀerent reward/penalty function than OLAs 1, 3, and 5.
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3.2 VARIOUS ENERGY HARVESTING STRATEGIES; INTRODUCING
THE ALGORITHMS
In this section, we develop energy harvesting strategies:
• Static: These algorithms do not change settings (e.g., deployment and retraction thresh-
olds) while running.
• Dynamic: The algorithms may change settings during the simulation:
 Aging (with and without weather prediction), which may lower the windspeed re-
traction threshold as the month progresses,
 Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid (with and without weather prediction), which uses crisp logic to
determine when to retract to ensure that the algorithm complies with its controlling
set of operational limitations (e.g., stow during quiet hours ∈ A) and which uses
fuzzy logic to determine when to deploy,
where each of the dynamic algorithms have two operating modes:
 Non-predictive mode: At each time-step of the simulation, the simulator provides to
the algorithm current, but not predicted, wind data from the sequence of windspeeds
in the benchmark that the simulator is using.
 Predictive mode: At each time-step t of the simulation, the simulator provides to the
algorithm current and simulated predicted day-ahead windspeeds from a sequence,
hereafter called S, of windspeeds in the benchmark. Speciﬁcally, for each minute-
by-minute time-step t of the simulator, the simulator will pass to the algorithm the
windspeed s[t] ∈ S and the distorted windspeed d(x, s[t+ x]) where
• s[t+ x] ∈ S and
• x = 1440 minutes is the time-horizon of the prediction (i.e., x = 1440 minutes or
one day beyond time-step t) and where
• function d() distorts each future windspeed to simulate a windspeed-prediction
accuracy7.
7In Section 4.2.0.3, we describe how we simulate the prediction of windspeeds.
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3.2.1 The simulator: conﬁguring and running the control algorithms
We are providing an environment in which to train and to test the control algorithms.
The environment consists of input data and a Java program. In Figure 5, the Java pro-
gram is represented by the rectangle labeled Simulator and the input data are represented
by the horizontal arrows pointing to the rectangle. The arrow having no ﬁll and labeled
Algorithm-conﬁguration Arguments → represents settings or values which can aﬀect the
algorithm's performance (e.g., window size of windspeed running average, windspeed deploy-
ment threshold). (We discuss a way to ﬁnd those values in the next paragraph.) The output
of the simulator is labeled → Metrics. . . .
In this section, we describe parameters and values with which we experiment. The
purpose of the settings are to tune the performance of the algorithm that the simulator is
running. To that end, we explore sets of parameter values. The values are described and
exploration results are referenced via Table 4 on page 84 and Table 9 on page 105 in the
context of diﬀerent explorations. The tables also include a purpose for each exploration.
Window size of windspeed running average: Recall that the benchmark suite provides
windspeed data that is minute-by-minute (which is labeled Multi-year Minute-by-Minute
Windspeeds in Figure 5) and that we interpolated any gaps so that no minutes are missing.
At every minute, the ﬁle contains a windspeed that we call a sample. The window size m of
the windspeed running average is the number of samples (which is identical to the number of
minutes because we interpolated any gaps) that the algorithm sums to calculate a running
average of windspeed samples at each timestep of the simulation.
Averaging the sequence of windspeeds mitigates momentary winspeed changes (e.g.,
spikes). If a control algorithm does not ﬁlter out spikes, the algorithm could momentarily
unstow a fully retracted harvester, wasting visibility time. Likewise, if a control algorithm
does not ﬁlter out transient dips in windspeeds, the control algorithm could momentarily
retract partially a fully deployed harvester, wasting opportunities to harvest.
The following is how the simulator uses the running average size m, where m is the size
of the moving window measured in minutes. The simulator reads samples one at a time each
minute. Let tnow and tprev be the minute timestamps of the samples that the simulator would
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read most recently and next-to-most recently, respectively. The simulator inserts the most
recently read samples into a set of samples having timestamps in the range (tnow −m, tnow].
Mathematically, the running average having window size m minutes can be deﬁned as
follows: Let ti be the minute timestamp of each windspeed wi for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n where n
tends toward inﬁnity. Let tnow = max(ti). Deﬁne the set
M = {wi | i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (m− 1) and (ti > (tnow −m))}.




Values: Tables 4 and 9 show the various sequences of window sizes of the running wind-
speed average as part of various explorations, including the following examples:
• Exploration 1: We tested values in the sequence [1 (step 30) 121], which causes 5 iter-
ations, for all 30 stations, for all algorithms, for all OLAs. The window size sequence
starts at 1 minute, ends at 2 hours, with half-hour increments. The relatively large step
size was conducive to completing a level of testing that is spread across all 30 stations,
all algorithms, and all OLAs within a previous schedule.
• Exploration 2: For all 30 stations, one algorithm, and one OLA (OLA 3), we extended and
tightened the sequence: [1 (step 1) 361]. We extended the sequence to 361 to determine
if the upper limit of Exploration 1, i.e., 121 minutes, was reasonable. If the training
routine were to often ﬁnd that values greater than 121 result in the Aging algorithm's best
NetNorm or MQNetNorm scores, then we would suggest that the training routine should
extend its search space beyond Exploration 1's upper limit of 121. (Recall that OLA
3 limits a harvester's visibility to approximately 20% of each month. Thus, unﬁltered
spikes might have a more detrimental eﬀect on OLA 3 than OLA 1, which allows the
harvester to be visible 100% of non-quiet hours if windspeeds are within a speciﬁed
range.)
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Windspeed deployment threshold or y-intercept: The windspeed deployment thresh-
old argument, which has a unit of knots, is passed to the algorithm Static. Static does
not change the argument's value during the entire simulation. The windspeed deployment
threshold tells Static when to deploy if other conditions are being satisﬁed (e.g., the harvester
has time remaining in its monthly visibility allotment.) The y-intercept argument is used by
the algorithm Aging as part of a linear equation dependent upon how much time remains in
the month. The training routine may ﬁnd a diﬀerent y-intercept for each month of the year.
Values: We explored diﬀerent window sizes of windspeed deployment thresholds and
y-intercepts in multiple explorations, as shown in Table 4 and Table 9.
Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid's deployment membership value in fuzzy set: As stated else-
where, the Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid algorithm uses crisp code to retract and fuzzy code to deploy.
When the fuzzy-code-produced membership value in a combined fuzzy set reaches the value
speciﬁed by this parameter, the fuzzy code directs the harvest to deploy (but the fuzzy code
is overridden by the crisp code if the harvester must remain retracted.)
Values: Please see Tables 4 and 9.
Lambda (λ): As stated in Section 3.1.2.1, the lambda-cut set of the fuzzy set NOT WINDY
is the set of all windspeeds having membership values of λ or higher in the fuzzy set NOT
WINDY. The membership function that we are using assigns to low windspeeds high mem-
bership values in NOT WINDY and assigns to high windspeeds low membership values. As
windspeed increases, the membership value in NOT WINDY decreases. (An example of a
mapping of windspeeds to membership values is plotted in Appendix A.2.1.) The lambda
cut partitions all windspeeds into two crisp subsets: CRISP NOT WINDY and CRISP
WINDY. The x-axis location of the boundary between the set CRISP NOT WINDY and
the set CRISP WINDY decreases as λ increases. Thus, as λ increases, the lowest windspeed
deemed to be windy decreases.
Values: Please see Tables 4 and 9.
Retraction Threshold Diﬀerence: Section 4.6.4 describes a sensitivity analysis we did
on the retractable threshold diﬀerence.
Values: Please see Tables 4 and 9.
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Information about the other algorithms can be found in Appendix 3.4. Some algorithms
have arguments (e.g., window size of windspeed running average, y-intercept of linear func-
tion that maps time remaining in month to windspeed deployment threshold) that are arrays
containing settings for each month of the year.
Figure 5: Environment in which to train and to test the control algorithms.
A way to ﬁnd algorithm-conﬁguration arguments or values is to search a conﬁguration
space. In other words, a way to train is to search. The process of searching a conﬁguration
space is represented on the left-hand side of Figure ??. Searching might involve using nested
loops to ﬁnd sets of conﬁguration values that maximize the output metrics during training.
Thus, searching the conﬁguration space might involve running the simulator hundreds of
iterations.
The center of Figure ?? represents that training (which we implemented by searching)
found two sets of conﬁguration values: one set maximized the MQNetNorm metric; the other
set maximized NetNorm. (Both sets might happen to be identical.)
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Figure 6: Categories of algorithms we wrote and tested and their variants (Var.)
The right-hand side of Figure ?? represents the test phase, in which the simulator is run
only twice. One run uses the conﬁguration values that maximized the MQNetNorm metric
during training. The second run uses the conﬁguration values that maximized NetNorm.
We have described the environment in which to run the algorithms. We discussed training
(via searching). Let us now turn to the goal of the algorithms and give an overview of the
three algorithm categories that we are examining below.
3.2.2 Goal and overview of the control algorithms
The control algorithms for retractable harvesters fall into the following categories as shown
in Figure 6:
• Static: These algorithms do not change deployment and retraction thresholds while
running.
• Dynamic: The algorithms may change deployment and retraction thresholds during the
simulation:
 Aging (with and without weather prediction), which may lower the windspeed re-
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traction threshold as the month progresses,
 Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid (with and without weather prediction), which uses crisp logic to
determine when to retract to ensure that the algorithm complies with its controlling
OLA and which uses fuzzy logic to determine when to deploy,
where each of the dynamic algorithms have two operating modes:
 Non-predictive mode: At each time-step of the simulation, the simulator provides to
the algorithm current, but not predicted, wind data from the sequence of windspeeds
in the benchmark that the simulator is using.
 Predictive mode: At each time-step t of the simulation, the simulator provides to the
algorithm current and simulated predicted day-ahead windspeeds from a sequence,
hereafter called S, of windspeeds in the benchmark. Speciﬁcally, for each minute-
by-minute time-step t of the simulator, the simulator will pass to the algorithm the
windspeed s[t] ∈ S and the distorted windspeed d(x, s[t+ x]) where
• s[t+ x] ∈ S and
• x = 1440 minutes is the time-horizon of the prediction (i.e., x = 1440 minutes or
one day beyond time-step t) and where
• function d() distorts each future windspeed to simulate a windspeed-prediction
accuracy8.
3.3 VARIANTS IN EACH CATEGORY OF ALGORITHMS
Each algorithm category (Static, Aging, Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid) has the following variants:






8In Section 4.2.0.3, we describe how we simulate the prediction of windspeeds.
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• Use Weather Prediction column describes whether (1) or not (0) the variant uses
weather prediction, and the
• Transitions Limited column describes whether (1) or not (0) the variant must limit
the number of state transitions that the harvester it is controlling may make per month,
which it must do to comply with OLAs 5 and 6 (Section 3.1.3).
3.4 ALGORITHM CATEGORIES
3.4.1 Static (with and without weather prediction)
The Static algorithm category is comprised of the simplest of the algorithms we wrote and
benchmarked. We refer to each member of this category as Static. Static keeps the same
deployment and retraction thresholds as well as the same window size used to calculate the
running windspeed average (described in Section 3.2.1) throughout the testing phase.
To train Static (i.e., to ﬁnd the algorithm-conﬁguration values that Static will use to
process a speciﬁc workload, we explored the two-dimensional design space described in Sec-
tion 3.7. Once trained, Static will not change its deployment and retraction windspeed
thresholds and windows size of the running average windspeed.
3.4.2 Aging (with and without weather prediction)
The Aging algorithms may change the deployment and retraction thresholds of windspeeds
as the month ages. To change the deployment and retraction thresholds, we pass the to-
tal number of minutes remaining in the month to a linear function d() that returns the
deployment-windspeed threshold. The linear function d() has a slope and y-intercept which
are determined during the training phase (Section 3.7) for each month of the year. Examples
of d() explored during the training phase are plotted in Figure 7 for Revision 1.1 and Figure 8
for Revision 1.2. (We chose the retraction-windspeed threshold to be d() − 1 knots.) The
points on the x-axis are the minutes until the month ends (Revision 1.1) or minutes having
expired during the month (Revision 1.2). The y-axis indicates the windspeed at which the
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algorithm deploys (if no other restrictions are in eﬀect, such as quiet hours. The minimum
value for each d() is the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy at the pertinent weather
station (Appendix A.2.4) in order to ensure that Aging complies with OLAs 1 - 4, which
restrict deployment to windy weather. (OLAs 5 and 6 do not restrict deployment to windy
conditions.)










Minutes in 31 days
Deployment-windspeed threshold
Figure 7: Iterations of deployment-threshold function d() explored during training phase of
Aging algorithms (Rev. 1.1) (drawing not to scale)
3.4.3 Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid (with and without weather prediction)
The Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid algorithms have crisp code and fuzzy code [80]. The fuzzy code
combines membership values in fuzzy sets. The combination depends on the variant (Sec-
tion 3.3) of the Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid algorithm we are testing. In the following sections, we
explain the combination we use for each variant.
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To comply with each OLA, we have a crisp component of the algorithm that retracts
the harvester before it can violate the time-visible limit of the OLA. (Crisp part: If the
time that harvester has been visible plus the time it takes the harvester to retract is greater
than a certain amount, or if the minutes until the month ends equals or is less than than
the time it takes for the harvester to retract, then retract.) Outside of those OLA-violating
conditions, we use the fuzzy logic described in the following sections, in which the fuzzy sets
are delineated by quotation marks. (Thus, we named these algorithms Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid,
but because these algorithms do have a fuzzy part, we sometimes refer to these algorithms
as simply Fuzzy.)
3.4.3.1 Fuzzy-Crisp variant 0x0 If the weather is Windy now and (if the time of
day is Not Approaching Quiet Hours or if there are Plenty of Allocated Visibility Minutes
Remaining), then deploy. (That is, even if it is approaching quiet hours but there is plenty
of visibility time left and the weather is windy, go ahead and deploy.) Otherwise retract. Or
retract if the crisp conditions of the OLA will be violated if the algorithm does not retract.
3.4.3.2 Fuzzy-Crisp variant 0x1 If the weather is Windy now or if the time of the
month is Approaching the Use-Visibility-Allocation-or-Lose-It Point (i.e., if the weather is
fuzzily approaching the crisp point where the visibility allocation (e.g., x minutes) equals
the amount of month remaining), then deploy. Retract if the crisp visibility-time condition
of the state-transition-limited OLAs (OLAs 5 and 6) will be violated if the algorithm does
not retract.
3.4.3.3 Fuzzy-Crisp variant 0x2 If the weather will be Very Windy tomorrow and
there are Not Plenty of Allocated Visibility Minutes Remaining, then retract.
Otherwise, use the same rules used by variant 0x0.
3.4.3.4 Fuzzy-Crisp variant 0x3 If the weather is Windy now and the weather will be
Windy tomorrow or if the time of the month is Approaching the Use-Visibility-Allocation-
or-Lose-It Point then deploy.
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Otherwise, use the same rules used by variant 0x1.
3.4.3.5 Membership functions In the Appendix are descriptions or examples of the
membership functions for the following fuzzy sets:
Fuzzy set Figure
Not Windy Figure 41 on page 261
Not Very Windy Figure 41
Plenty of Allocated Visibility Minutes Remaining Figure 42 on page 261
Approaching Near the Start of Quiet Hours Figure 43 on page 262
Approaching the Use Visibility Allocation or Lose It Point Figure 44 on page 262
3.4.3.6 Combined degree of membership We combine the fuzzy sets as described
above linguistically in the sections on variants of the fuzzy algorithms (Sections 3.4.3.1 to
3.4.3.4). We mapped the linguistic words or and and to the mathematical functions max
and min, respectively [39, Equations 5 and 6]. For example, the conditional clause in the
conditional sentence,
If the weather will be Very Windy tomorrow and there are Not Plenty of Allocated
Visibility Minutes Remaining, then retract,
maps to the mathematical expression
min(µvw(p), 1− µpvr(c)) (3.1)
where
• µvw(p) is the degree of membership of p in the fuzzy set Very Windy,
• p is the predicted day-ahead windspeed,
• µpvr(c) is the degree of membership of c in the fuzzy set Plenty of Allocated Visibility
Minutes Remaining, and
• c is how many minutes of visibility allocation that the harvester has already consumed.
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We call the result of that mathematical operation (Equation 3.1) a combined degree of
membership.
Let us translate a more complex linquistic expression to a mathematical one. The con-
dition for deploying in the following paragraph
If the weather is Windy now and (if the time of day is Not Approaching Quiet Hours
or if there are Plenty of Allocated Visibility Minutes Remaining), then deploy. Otherwise
retract. Or retract if the crisp conditions of the OLA will be violated if the algorithm does
not retract.
maps to the mathematical expression
min(µvw(n),max(1− µaqr(t), µpvr(c))) (3.2)
where
• µw(n) is the degree of membership of n in the fuzzy set Windy,
• n is windspeed now,
• µaqr(t) is the degree of membership of t in the fuzzy set Approaching Quiet Hours,
• t is current time,
• µpvr(c) is the degree of membership of c in the fuzzy set Plenty of Allocated Visibility
Minutes Remaining, and
• c is how many minutes of visibility allocation that the harvester has already consumed.
3.5 PSEUDO-CODE
Pseudo-code of the most recent and penultimate revisions of each of the variants of each
category described above are given in Appendix A.1. In the following section, we examine
selection portions of actual Java code.
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3.6 A LOOK INTO SELECTED CODE OF THE ALGORITHMS
3.6.1 Code for the Aging algorithms (Dynamic1 and Dynamic1P )
In this section, we describe the code in the Aging category or family of algorithms. The Aging
family has variants that allow the harvester to deploy and retract an unlimited number of
times each month. The variants that allow unlimited state transitions are 0x0, which does
not use weather prediction, and 0x2, which does use weather prediction. Variants 0x0 and
0x2, which may be used to comply with OLAs 1 through 4, use the code we describe directly
below.
3.6.1.1 For OLAs allowing unlimited state transitions OLAs 1 through 4 require
the harvester to be stowed when the weather is not windy. Line 17 in Listing 3.1 on the next
page is where the code tests whether or not the windspeed average is below the retraction
threshold, which is calculated in Line 9, and is one knot less than the deployment threshold
retrieved from a date-dependent, linear function at Line 8. That date-dependent function
is what makes the Aging family sensitive to the day of month. As the month wears on, the
deployment threshold may increase linearly (Rev. 1.1), as shown in Figure 7 on page 35,
or may decrease linearly (Rev. 1.2), as shown in Figure 8 on page 49, or remain constant.
In Rev. 1.2, as explained in Section 3.4.2, the deployment threshold on the last day of the
month is the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy at the pertinent weather station. The
y-intercept is determined during training.
For example, suppose that the training determines that the y-intercept for January at
station KATL is 17 knots, as training did when it trained Aging variant 0x0 to process OLA
3 at KATL (Table 41). The deployment threshold starts at 17 knots on January 1 and
decreases linearly reaching 7 knots on January 31 because the lowest windspeed deemed to
be windy at KATL is 7 knots (Appendix A.2.4 on page 156).
Because OLAs 3 and 4 limit the amount of time a harvester may be visible each month,
Line 28 tests whether the sum of the harvester's time visible this month and the time it
takes the harvester to retract is above a threshold. The sum is normalized by the number
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of minutes in the month. Hence, the variable holding the sum is named with the preﬁx
fraction. If fractionVisbilePlusTimeToRetractMonthly is greater than 0.99 (which is
speciﬁed on Line 24), the code directs the harvester to retract (Line 30), via the method of
the harvester object named .resetMode(). The algorithm knows the number of minutes
that the harvester is permitted to be visible each month by reading a .properties ﬁle.
OLAs 1 through 4 mandate that the harvester be stowed during quiet hours. Stowing
during quiet hours is implemented via the if statement starting on Line 58. The boolean
variable bDuringNightlyVisibilityBan is set by a variable in the .properties ﬁle and,
if set, instructs the algorithm to check quiet hours if transitions are unlimited. Because
the harvester takes some time to retract (explained in Appendix A.3.5), which is called
TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES in the code, the algorithm looks ahead that number of
minutes to determine whether quiet hours will be starting then (Line 60) or whether quiet
hours have begun (Line 62). If either is the case, the algorithm directs the harvester to
retract/remain retracted (Line 67).
Listing 3.1: Code of Aging that processes one windspeed sample for OLAs not limiting state
transitions
1 p r i va t e void processOneSampleTrans i t ionsUnl imited (Workload .
WindspeedSample sample , boolean bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
2
3 f i n a l i n t RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE = 1 ;
4
5 // Determine what c on t r o l s i g n a l to output .
6 // Use v i s i b i l i t y −time−remaining to con t r o l deployment th r e sho ld
7
8 i n t deploymentThresholdKnots = getDeploymentThresholdKnots ( sample .
date ) ;
9 i n t re t ract ionThresho ldKnots = deploymentThresholdKnots −
RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE;
10
11 double windspeed_knots_average = ra . updateRunningAverage ( sample .
windspeed_knots , running_average_window_size ) ;
12
13 i f ( windspeed_knots_average > deploymentThresholdKnots ) {
14
15 ha rve s t e r . setMode ( ) ;
16
17 } e l s e i f ( windspeed_knots_average < ret ract ionThresho ldKnots ) {
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23 // check amount o f time used per month
24 f i n a l f l o a t FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD = ( f l o a t ) 0 . 9 9 ;
25 double f ract ionVisb i l ePlusTimeToRetractMonthly =
26 ha rve s t e r . getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (ws .
iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth ) ;
27
28 i f ( f ract ionVisb i lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly >
FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD){
29




34 // I f ha rve s t e r has somewhat near ly exhausted i s a l l o c a t e d
v i s i b i l i t y time f o r the month and
35 // tomorrow w i l l be much wind ie r than today ,
36 // then r e t r a c t to save v i s i b i l i t y time
37 i f ( bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
38
39 f i n a l double MUCH_WINDIER = 1 . 2 5 ;
40 f i n a l double FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED =
0 . 6 4 ;
41 double windspeed_knots_average_future =
42 ra . updateRunningAverage ( sample . windspeed_knots_predicted_one_day ,
running_average_window_size ) ;
43
44 i f (
45 ( f ract ionVisb i lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly >
46 FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED) &&
47 ( windspeed_knots_average_future > ( windspeed_knots_average∗
MUCH_WINDIER) )
48 ) {
49 //System . out . p r i n t l n (" Retract ing because fu tu r e windspeeds are
much wind ie r . . . " ) ;




54 // i f with in r e t r a c t i o n time o f qu i e t hours or during qu i e t hours ,
then r e t r a c t or remain r e t r a c t ed
55 i f (ws . bDur ingNight lyVi s ib i l i tyBan &
56 (
41
57 ! noiseAl lowedFutureRetract ionTime . bIsNoiseAl lowed ( sample . date .
plusMinutes ( ha rve s t e r .TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES) )
58 | // do not shor t c i r c u i t
59 ! ( no iseAl lowed . bIsNoiseAl lowed ( sample . date ) )
60 )
61 ) {
62 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
63 }
64
65 ha rve s t e r . processMode ( sample , ep , t rue ) ;
66 }
3.6.1.2 For OLAs limiting state transitions to two per month Because OLAs 5
and 6 limit the harvester to only two state transitions per month yet allow the harvester
to remain deployed even when the weather is not windy, the Aging algorithm uses the code
shown in Listing 3.2 instead of Listing 3.1 for OLAs 5 and 6.
Listing 3.2: Code of Aging that processes one windspeed sample for OLAs limiting state
transitions
1
2 p r i va t e void processOneSampleTrans it ionsLimited (Workload .
WindspeedSample sample ,
3 boolean bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
4
5 f i n a l i n t RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE = 1 ;
6
7 // Determine what c on t r o l s i g n a l to output .
8 // Use v i s i b i l i t y −time−remaining to con t r o l deployment th r e sho ld
9
10 i n t deploymentThresholdKnots = getDeploymentThresholdKnots ( sample .
date ) ;
11
12 double windspeed_knots_average = ra . updateRunningAverage ( sample .
windspeed_knots , running_average_window_size ) ;
13
14 f i n a l double MUCH_WINDIER = 1 . 2 5 ;
15 double windspeed_knots_average_future =
16 ra . updateRunningAverage ( sample . windspeed_knots_predicted_one_day ,
running_average_window_size ) ;
17
18 i f (
19 ( ha rve s t e r . getMinutesVis ib leMonthly ( ) < 1) &&
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20 (
21 ( Da t e S t a t i s t i c s . getMinutesInMonthRemaining ( sample . date ) < ws .
iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth )
22 | |
23 // ha rve s t e r has not yet been v i s i b l e t h i s month
24 (
25 ( windspeed_knots_average > deploymentThresholdKnots ) &&
26 ( ! ( bUseWeatherPrediction &&
27 ( windspeed_knots_average_future > ( windspeed_knots_average∗







34 ha rve s t e r . setMode ( ) ;
35 }
36
37 // check amount o f time used per month
38 f i n a l f l o a t FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD = ( f l o a t ) 0 . 9 9 ;
39 i f ( ha rve s t e r . getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (ws .
iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth ) >
40 FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD){
41
42 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
43 }
44
45 // i f with in r e t r a c t i o n time o f end o f month , then r e t r a c t
46 i f ( Da t e S t a t i s t i c s . getMinutesInMonthRemaining ( sample . date ) <=
47 harve s t e r .TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES
48 ) {
49 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
50 }
51 ha rve s t e r . processMode ( sample , ep , f a l s e ) ;
52 }
3.6.2 How the algorithms use weather prediction
3.6.2.1 Static and Aging variant using weather prediction and is not transition-
limited (i.e., variant 0x2) As shown in the code above starting at Line 14 and repeated
in the snippet below (which is shared by both Static and Aging), Static and Aging variant
0x2 uses weather prediction in an eﬀort to save visibility time. To save visibility time, when
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the harvester has somewhat nearly exhausted its allocated visibility time for the month and
tomorrow will be much windier than today, the harvester will retract. Thus, if a day is
particularly windy, the harvester will still retract, using 20 minutes of visibility time without
harvesting. Tomorrow, the harvester uses another 20 minutes without harvesting to deploy.
1
2 // I f ha rve s t e r has somewhat near ly exhausted i s a l l o c a t e d
v i s i b i l i t y time f o r the month and
3 // tomorrow w i l l be much wind ie r than today ,
4 // then r e t r a c t to save v i s i b i l i t y time
5 i f ( bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
6
7 f i n a l double MUCH_WINDIER = 1 . 2 5 ;
8 f i n a l double FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED =
0 . 6 4 ;
9 double windspeed_knots_average_future =
10 ra . updateRunningAverage ( sample . windspeed_knots_predicted_one_day
, running_average_window_size ) ;
11
12 i f (
13 ( f ract ionVisb i l ePlusTimeToRetractMonthly >
14 FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED) &&




18 //System . out . p r i n t l n (" Retract ing because fu tu r e windspeeds are
much wind ier . . . " ) ;





3.6.2.2 Static and Aging variant using weather prediction and is transition-
limited (i.e., variant 0x3) As shown in the code snippet directly below (which is shared
by both Static and Aging), Static and Aging variant 0x3 uses weather prediction when the
harvester has not been visible yet during the month. Then, even when the rolling average
windspeed surpasses the windspeed-deployment threshold, the harvester will not deploy if
tomorrow is predicted to be much windier (deﬁned as 1.25 times windier) than today.
1
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2 f i n a l double MUCH_WINDIER = 1 . 2 5 ;
3 double windspeed_knots_average_future =
4 ra . updateRunningAverage ( sample . windspeed_knots_predicted_one_day ,
running_average_window_size ) ;
5
6 i f (
7 ( ha rve s t e r . getMinutesVis ib leMonthly ( ) < 1) &&
8 (
9 ( Da t e S t a t i s t i c s . getMinutesInMonthRemaining ( sample . date ) < ws .
iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth )
10 | |
11 // ha rve s t e r has not yet been v i s i b l e t h i s month
12 (
13 ( windspeed_knots_average > deploymentThresholdKnots ) &&
14 ( ! ( bUseWeatherPrediction &&
15 ( windspeed_knots_average_future > ( windspeed_knots_average∗







22 ha rve s t e r . setMode ( ) ; // deploy
23 }
3.6.2.3 Fuzzy variant using weather prediction and is not transition-limited
(i.e., variant 0x2) As shown in the code snippet below, Fuzzy variant 0x2 uses weather
prediction in an eﬀort to save visibility time. To save visibility time, if the harvester is
running out of allocated visibility time for the month and tomorrow will be much windier than
today, then allow an intermediate membership value to be less than 1. That intermediate
membership value becomes the maximum value of the resulting membership value. That
resulting membership value must be above a certain threshold in order for the harvester to
deploy. Thus, weather prediction might cause a harvester not to deploy even when a day
is particularly windy, but tomorrow will be very windy and the harvester is running out of
visibility time.
pr i va t e double getResult ingMembershipValueTrans it ionUnl imited ( double windspeed_knots_average ,
Workload . WindspeedSample sample , boolean bUseWeatherPrediction , double windspeed_knots_average_future ) {
double membershipValueConditional ;
i f ( bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
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// I f very windy tomorrow and running out o f time , r e t r a c t
// −or−
// Allow deployment i f not very windy tomorrow
//// −or−
// i f not running out o f time
membershipValueConditional = Math .max(
not (windy . getMembershipValueForVeryWindy ( ( i n t ) windspeed_knots_average_future ) ) ,
ha rve s t e r . getMembershipValueForPlentyOfAl locatedVis ib i l i tyMinutesRemaining (
ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l oca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth
)
) ;
} e l s e {
membershipValueConditional = 1 ;
}
f i n a l i n t MINUTES_BEFORE_QUIET_HOURS_X_INTERCEPT = 120 ; // upgrade : s e t during t r a i n i n g
// I f windy and ( i f not approaching qu i e t hours or i f f r a c t i o n o f time spent
// stowed i s low )
double result ingMembershipValue = Math . min ( membershipValueConditional ,
Math . min (windy . getMembershipValueForWindy ( ( i n t ) windspeed_knots_average ) ,
Math .max(
not ( noiseAl lowed . getMembershipValueForApproachingQuietHours ( sample . date ,
MINUTES_BEFORE_QUIET_HOURS_X_INTERCEPT) ) ,
ha rve s t e r . getMembershipValueForPlentyOfAl locatedVis ib i l i tyMinutesRemaining (
ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l oca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth ) ) )
) ;
r e turn ( result ingMembershipValue ) ;
}
3.6.2.4 Fuzzy variant using weather prediction and is transition-limited (i.e.,
variant 0x3) As shown in the code snippet below, Fuzzy variant 0x3 uses weather pre-
diction to only deploy (i.e., consume a transition from being stowed to being deployed) only
when both today and tomorrow are windy. Thus, if a windy day is followed by a calm day,
the harvester will not deploy, missing the windy day.
1 p r i va t e double getResult ingMembershipValueTrans it ionLimited ( double
windspeed_knots_average ,
2 Workload . WindspeedSample sample , boolean bUseWeatherPrediction ,
double windspeed_knots_average_future ) {
3
4 double windspeed_knots_average_to_use ;
5
6
7 i f ( bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
8
9 // must be windy today and windy to−morrow




12 } e l s e {
13




18 double result ingMembershipValue = Math .max(
19 windy . getMembershipValueForWindy ( ( i n t )
windspeed_knots_average_to_use ) ,
20 Da t e S t a t i s t i c s . getMembershipValueForApproachingUseItOrLoseItPoint
( sample . date , harves te r , ws ) ) ;
21
22 re turn ( result ingMembershipValue ) ;
23
24 }
3.7 TRAINING METHOD: EXPLORING A TWO-DIMENSIONAL
DESIGN SPACE
To train algorithm a to process a speciﬁc workload wrk, we run a multiple times over the
training partition of wrk. The number of times that we run a is governed by nested loops
where we iterate an inner-loop variable yintercept (deﬁned in the sections immediately below)
and an outer-loop variable r where r is the size of the windspeed-running-average window.9
We explore the following windspeed-running-average window sizes: r ∈ {1, 31, 61, 91,
121}, which we express in shorthand as r ∈ [1 (step 30) 121] for all the algorithms. The
units are minutes (or, equivalently, samples of windspeeds since we provide a windspeed each
minute).
With respect to the metric that we shall use in the testing phase (i.e., NetNorm(a, wrk)
4.1.3 or MQNetNorm(a, wrk) 4.1.5.3), we record the best yintercept and windspeed-running-
average size r for each month of the year (for the cases of training the Aging and Fuzzy
algorithms) or for the entire training period (for the case of training the Static algorithms).
9In this release of the control algorithms, we use a relatively simple training or parameter-tuning method
in that each iteration uses a constant step size. More sophisticated parameter-tuning methods exist that use
local search [2]. We did not use local search in this release.
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3.7.1 Context of yintercept for the Static and Aging category of algorithms
The variable yintercept is part of a linear equation that returns a deployment-windspeed thresh-
old when given the number of minutes remaining in the month. For the Aging algorithm, the
linear equation's slope m is less than or equal to 1. When m < 1, the deployment threshold
decreases as the month wears on. However, for the Static algorithm, the slope of the linear
equation is zero; The deployment threshold remains constant throughout the testing phase.
For the Static and Aging algorithms, the values we explore for the inner-loop variable
yintercept are {w,w + 10, w + 20, w + 30}, which we express in shorthand as yintercept ∈ [w
(step 10) w+30], where w ∈ N is the least windspeed deemed to be windy (deﬁned in A.2.4)
at weather station ws and where the units of w are knots.
3.7.2 Context of yintercept for the Fuzzy category of algorithms
The variable yintercept is part of a linear equation that returns a deployment threshold of the
combined degree of membership (Section 3.4.3.6). The slope of the equation is zero. That is,
the deployment-degree-of-membership threshold remains constant throughout each month.
For the Fuzzy algorithms, the value we use for the variable yintercept (i.e., the deployment-
degree-of-membership threshold in the fuzzy set NOT WINDY) is 0.5 which maps to the














Figure 8: Iterations of deployment-threshold function d() explored during training phase of
Aging algorithms (Rev. 1.2) (drawing not to scale)
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4.0 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we present metrics by which to measure the performance of retractable-wind-
harvester control algorithms and a set of various benchmarks or workloads. The metrics and
benchmarks together form a suite to cover a variety of operating scenarios.
4.1 METRICS
When should an operationally-limited (e.g., limited-by-operation-limitation-set-A) control
algorithm deploy and retract? That answer depends on what metric that algorithm is trying
to optimize. How do we know whether a given metric M measures how well a retractable-
harvester control algorithm controls a harvester? We address that question by listing criteria
in the next section:
4.1.1 Criteria
Let the union of an operation limitation set with a metric M form an operational limitation
agreement (OLA) between an RWEH-hosting community and an RWEH vendor. Suppose
that an algorithm a is operating that OLA while processing a workload wrk.
1. If an abstract metric M(a, wrk) satisﬁes the following suﬃcient (and not necessarily
necessary) criteria, then M(a, wrk) measures how well a retractable-harvester control
algorithm a ∈ A controls a harvester:
a. The metric M(a, wrk) reﬂects the fact of whether or not algorithm a violates the
OLA when processing workload wrk.
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b. If a complies with the OLA, then the value of M(a, wrk) depends on how much
energy that the harvester controlled by algorithm a nets.
c. M(a, wrk) > M(b, wrk) if and only if, without loss of generality, algorithm a pro-
cesses workload wrk better than algorithm b processes the same workload where
better is deﬁned as
• a netting more energy than b in the case where both a and b both comply with
the OLA or
• a complying with the OLA over the entire workload wrk and b violating the OLA
during some point during b's processing of wrk.
4.1.2 Applying the criteria to a speciﬁc metric, SCNetNorm
Now that we have listed the criteria, let us ask the following question: Question 2: Does the
metric SCNetNorm (Equation 4.5) suﬃciently measure how well a retractable-harvester con-
trol algorithm controls a harvester, within a operation limitation agreement (OLA) between
the harvester operator and the harvester-hosting community?
Example OLA: A community will host a retractable harvester if the harvester will comply
with the following three conditions:
• be visible (i.e., not fully stowed) less than tviz minutes each month,
• be hidden at night between TNightStart and TDayStart (e.g., between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.
to facilitate amateur astronomy and to reduce noise), and
• be a retractable version of a typical towered wind turbine1 (e.g., a Vestas V90 turbine)
without any other restrictions (e.g., day of month, month of year). Let the requirements
listed directly above along with a function deﬁning incentives and penalties form an example
OLA between the harvester operator and the hosting community.
1A community might choose a towered retractable harvester over an airborne wind energy system (Ap-
pendix A.6.2) because a towered harvester's potential space in which it might operate is smaller than that
of an airborne system. For example, one speciﬁc airborne system ﬂies autonomously in loops averaging 250
meters in diameter [48]. Thus, it might be easier to obtain the necessary permissions to operate a (more
familiar) towered harvester versus an airborne one.
Conversely, a community might choose a ﬂying harvester over a towered harvester because windspeeds
typically increase with altitude [17, p. 668] (and a ﬂying harvester might provide entertainment value).
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4.1.3 The NetNorm metric
To determine how well a control algorithm a controls the harvester, we compare a to an
algorithm that keeps harvester hm permanently deployed called Permanent. Let us normal-
ize the net energy harvested by a to the net energy harvested by Permanent and call the








where the NetNorm metric's numerator is the following simpler metric:
NetEnergy(a, wrk) = E
(a,wrk)
Harvested − E(a,wrk)DeployandRetract (4.2)
where, in the ordered pair (a, wrk), wrk = {OLA,ws, hm} where, in turn,
• OLA indicates the operation limitation agreement constraining control algorithm a,
• ws is the weather station code,
• hm is the model of the harvester that the algorithm a is controlling,
and where
• E(a,wrk)DeployandRetract is the total energy that the wind harvester being controlled by control
algorithm a used to deploy and retract when processing workload wrk. (Some harvesters
consume energy to deploy. For example, the Makani energy kite has propellers that
consume energy to lift the wing to a particular energy-harvesting height [48]. Conversely,
it is conceivable that E
(a,wrk)
DeployandRetract = 0 if a harvester were to use airfoils to deploy and
gravity to retract. Also, E
(a,wrk)
DeployandRetract = 0 when algorithm a =Permanent.), and
• E(a,wrk)Harvested is the energy harvested by the wind harvester being controlled by control algo-
rithm a processing workload wrk. Note that a can be set to the Permanent deployment
denoting the energy harvested by the wind harvester processing workload wrk if it were
permanently deployed. (To assist the users of this benchmark suite, E
(Permanent,wrk)
Harvested for
each station's training and testing data is provided in Table 65 on page 265 for the
envisioned towered harvester controlled by the algorithms described herein.)
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4.1.4 Measuring OLA compliance
4.1.4.1 OLA-compliance function We are assuming that an actual OLA would spec-
ify penalties and rewards for violating the agreement and for surpassing the agreement,
respectively. Although outside the scope of this work, an example of a penalty metric could
translate each minute that the harvester is out of compliance (i.e., the harvester is visible
beyond its limits) into points. Each point would equate to a ﬁne that the harvester-operator
must pay to the harvesting community.
For the purposes of this work, we deﬁne an OLA Compliance Corrector function
SCC(a, wrk) that simply returns 1 (which indicates a boolean value of true) if control
algorithm a meets all the requirements of an OLA and otherwise returns 0 (which indicates
a value of false). That is, we deﬁne
SCC(a, wrk) =

1, if a controlling hm satisﬁes OLA over the entire
windspeed testing ﬁle of station ws
0, otherwise,
(4.3)
where wrk contains the speciﬁcation of the harvester model hm, the weather station ws,
and the operation limitation agreement OLA (i.e., wrk = {OLA,ws, hm}).
4.1.4.2 OLA-compliance-measuring metrics We deﬁne OLA-compliance-measuring
versions of NetEnergy (Equation 4.2), NetNorm (Equation 4.1), and MQNetNorm (deﬁned
below in Equation 4.8 on page 58), which return the ordered pairs:
SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) = (SCC(a, wrk), NetEnergy(a, wrk)), (4.4)
SCNetNorm(a, wrk) = (SCC(a, wrk), NetNorm(a, wrk)), (4.5)
and
SCMQNetNorm(a, wrk) = (SCC(a, wrk),MQNetNorm(a, wrk)), (4.6)
respectively.
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Note that a very simple mapping of the ordered pair (x, y) where x ∈ {0, 1} and y ∈ R
to the real number system R where (0, y) is mapped to 0 ∈ R and where (1, y) is mapped
to y ∈ R results in (0, y) being mapped to a higher number in R (namely, 0 ∈ R) than
the number to which (1, y) is mapped (i.e., the number y ∈ R) if y < 0. In other words,
such a simple mapping would interpret an OLA-violating performance as higher than an
OLA-complying performance. To avoid that problem, we deﬁne orderings of the ordered
pairs themselves in the next section.
4.1.4.3 Orderings of OLA-compliance-measuring metrics We need to deﬁne or-
derings of the OLA-compliance-measuring metrics in order to know how to compare the
values of those metrics. In Section 4.1.6, we use order RXwrk , deﬁned immediately below.
Let A be the set of all retractable-harvester control algorithms.
Let Xwrk be the set of all ordered pairs generated by SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) for every a ∈ A.
That is, let Xwrk = {SCNetEnergy(a, wrk)|∀a ∈ A}.
Also, let Ywrk = {SCNetNorm(a, wrk)|∀a ∈ A}.
We deﬁne the following order RXwrk on set Xwrk of ordered pairs where the ordered pair
xa = (SCC(a, wrk), SCNetEnergy(a, wrk)) ∈ Xwrk and a ∈ A
and the relation of xa ∈ Xwrk to xb ∈ Xwrk is given by the following cases where algorithm
b ∈ A:
• If SCC(a, wrk) = 1 and SCC(b, wrk) = 0, then xa > xb. That is, any compliant
algorithm always scores higher than a non-compliant algorithm.
• If SCC(a, wrk) = 0 and SCC(b, wrk) = 1, then xa < xb (which is abstractly identical
to the ﬁrst bullet, but included here for clarity).
• If SCC(a, wrk) = 0 and SCC(b, wrk) = 0, then xa = xb. That is, the score of all
non-compliant algorithms is the same.
• If SCC(a, wrk) = 1 and SCC(b, wrk) = 1, then xa relates to xb indentically to how
SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) and SCNetEnergy(b, wrk) relate. That is, xa < xb if and
only if SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) < SCNetEnergy(b, wrk), and xa = xb if and only if
SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) = SCNetEnergy(b, wrk).
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The order RYwrk on set Ywrk is identical to the order RXwrk except where RXwrk refers to
the NetEnergy metric the order RYwrk refers to the NetNorm metric.
Because in this dissertation, we are assuming that our example algorithms fully comply
with the pertinent OLAs, the SCNetNorm() metric reduces to the NetNorm() metric, the
ordering RYwrk reduces to the typical ordering of the real number system R when we evaluate
our example algorithms herein using the NetNorm() metric.
4.1.5 Cost-dependent complementary metrics
On a grid itself, the amount of energy being injected into the grid must always match the
amount of energy leaving it [63]. Matching involves adjusting inputs into the grid (gener-
ation) and/or outputs (loads). In the category of outputs or loads, we include dump (or
diversion) loads, which can receive excess energy when, for example, normal loads become
unavailable or when normal loads cannot absorb available energy [82, p.181]. Wholesale
electricity markets sometimes result in prices below zero. That is, sellers pay buyers to take
the power. This situation arises because certain types of generators, such as nuclear, hy-
droelectric, and wind, cannot or prefer not to reduce output for short periods of time when
demand is insuﬃcient to absorb their output. Sometimes buyers can be induced to take the
power when they are paid to do so [23].
The following algorithm-performance-measuring metrics, which are complementary to
the NetNorm metric from Section 4.1.3, seek to quantify the degree to which an algorithm
a processes a workload wrk to cause a retractable energy harvester to help or hurt the
eﬀort to balance electricity demands with supplies in the immediate energy market: Market
Quadrants Scores, Market Quadrants Matching Percentage, and MQNetNorm (all deﬁned
below). To deﬁne those metrics, we ﬁrst deﬁne the following two states:
• helping as generating electricity when electricity prices are positive and using energy
when electricity prices are negative, and
• hurting as using electricity when electricity prices are positive and generating energy
when electricity prices are negative.
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4.1.5.1 Market Quadrants Scores (MQS) The metric Market Quadrants Scores
or MQS uses the variable price of energy over time t. MQS is a two-dimensional matrix
describing the frequency distribution of the number of minutes that the combination of an
electricity market and harvester is in the following four cases, which are shown in Figure 9
as four quadrants of a co-ordinate system where EPrice(t) and NetEnergy(a, wrk, t) are on





III. Helping IV. Hurting
−NetEnergy(a, wrk, t)
NetEnergy(a, wrk, t)
Figure 9: Quadrants indicating whether harvester is helping directly to match energy supply
with demand or is directly hurting the matching eﬀort
I. Harvester Helping Demand-Supply Match: The market is demanding energy and har-
vester is generating energy; (EPrice(t) > 0) and (NetEnergy(a, wrk, t) > 0).
II. Harvester Hurting Demand-Supply Match: The market has excess energy and the har-
vester is generating energy; (EPrice(t) < 0) and (NetEnergy(a, wrk, t) > 0).
III. Harvester Helping Demand-Supply Match: The market has excess energy and the har-
vester is consuming energy; (EPrice(t) < 0) and (NetEnergy(a, wrk, t) < 0).
IV. Harvester Hurting Demand-Supply Match; The market is demanding energy and the
harvester is consuming energy: (EPrice(t) > 0) and (NetEnergy(a, wrk, t) < 0).
where
• t is the minute-by-minute time-step of the windspeed dataﬁle where t ranges from 0 to
n − 1 where n is the number of minute-by-minute time-steps in the windspeed dataﬁle
that algorithm a is processing (e.g., testingKPIT2009-2014in.csv has 3,154,946 lines)
• EPrice(t) is the price per kWh of energy at time-step t in Canadian dollars2, and
2The price is in Canadian dollars because we derived EPrice(t) from data available from Ontario's Inde-
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• NetEnergy(a, wrk, t) is NetEnergy(a, wrk) (deﬁned by Equation 4.2 on page 52.)
earned or expended during time-step t
4.1.5.2 Market Quadrants Matching Percentage (MQMP) In the co-ordinate sys-
tem shown in Figure 9, when algorithm a processes workload wrk in a simulation, each sim-
ulated minute can be plotted as a point. Each point not on an axis is either in a helping
quadrant or a hurting quadrant. To calculate a percentage we call the Market Quadrants
Matching Percentage (MQMP), we count the number of points in the helping quadrants
and then divide by the sum of points in the helping and hurting quadrants (Equation 4.7).
(Points on the axes are not counted when we total the number of points in each quadrant
type, as shown in the following example.)
For example, suppose algorithm a (which is a very early version of an algorithm that
we present herein) processes workload wrk which has exactly 2,630,774 minutes (which is
approximately 5 years worth) and each minute falls in the seven categories listed in Table 2
on page 59, which are also listed here:
I. Harvester Generating Energy When Grid Needs Energy
II. Harvester Generating Energy When Grid Has Excess Energy
III. Harvester Using Energy When Grid Has Excess Energy
IV. Harvester Using Energy When Grid Needs Energy
−Horiz. Axis. Harvester Idle When Grid Has Excess Energy
+Horiz. Axis. Harvester Idle When Grid Needs Energy Minutes
Vert. Axis. Energy Price Is Zero.
We sum the minutes in the helping quadrants (I and III); the sum is 244,047. The sum
of the minutes in the hurting quadrants (II and IV) is 42,898. The harvester is idle for
2,343,829 minutes because algorithm a is complying with an OLA. (For example, the OLA
limits a harvester's operation to 8760 minutes of each month, which is approximately 20% of
each month, and mandates that the harvester must be stowed when windspeeds are below a
pendent Electricity System Operator [37]. The prices have not been corrected for inﬂation; Inﬂation does
not aﬀect the MQMP metric (next section) and the MQNetNorm metric (Section 4.1.5.3) because the only
characteristic of EPrice(t) that those two metrics use is its sign.
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certain threshold.) We divide the helping sum by the aggregate of the helping and hurting
sums to calculate the following Market Quadrants Matching Percentage:
MQMP (a, wrk) =
Minutes Harvester Is Helping the Matching







The MQMP metric indicates how well the harvester is using its active time to help a grid
operator to match electricity loads with supply directly. An MQMP (a, wrk) score of 85%
indicates that algorithm a makes the harvester help 85% of the time that the harvester was
active (active means sending energy to or consuming energy from the grid) and electricity
prices were not zero. Note that Table 2 indicates that the harvester was idle 89.1% of the
time which not only includes the time that the harvester was stowed, but also the time that
the harvester is visible yet neither sending energy to nor consuming energy from the grid.
4.1.5.3 MQNetNorm We multiply the Market Quadrants Matching Percentage
(MQMP) (Equation 4.7) by NetNorm(a, wrk) (Equation 4.1) to create a version of
NetNorm(a, wrk) that reﬂects how well an algorithm a helps to balance energy supplies
with demand.
For example, suppose that NetNorm(a, wrk) = 0.24 and that the MQMP (a, wrk) for
algorithm a processing workload wrk is 0.85. Then the product of those two metrics is




which is 15% lower than the NetNorm score because the harvester was helping to match
energy supplies with demand only 85% of the time the harvester was active.
The MQMP and MQNetNorm scores might be used by a harvester-hosting community
that altruistically wants to help match supplies with demand. Also, since hurting the eﬀort
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Table 2: Example itemized results of an algorithm a's processing of a workload wrk
Quad-
rant
Description Minutes Helping Hurting Idle
I Harvester Generating Energy When
Grid Needs Energy
244,028 244,028
II Harvester Generating Energy When
Grid Has Excess Energy
433 433
III Harvester Using Energy When Grid
Has Excess Energy
19 19















Energy Price Is Zero 0 0
Total 2,630,774 244,047 42,898 2,343,829
Percentage of All Minutes 100% 9.3% 1.6% 89.1%
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to match supply with demand is deﬁned as producing electricity when electricity prices are
negative, a harvester-hosting community might use the MQMP and MQNetNorm scores as
part of a larger eﬀort to provide ancillary services3 to electric utilities.
4.1.6 Analysis of SCNetNorm
Question 1 (Section 4.1.2) is, Does the metric SCNetNorm (Equation 4.5) suﬃciently measure
how well a retractable-harvester control algorithm controls a harvester, within a operation
limitation agreement (OLA) between the harvester operator and the harvester-hosting com-
munity? To answer Question 1, we follow these two steps: 1.) prove that SCNetEnergy
(Equation 4.4) meets the criteria we listed in Section 4.1.1 on page 50, and then 2.) apply
the results of that proof to show that those criteria are met by SCNetNorm (Equation 4.5).
4.1.6.1 Proofs
1. SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) (Equation 4.4) is dependent on whether or not a violates the
OLA. SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) returns (1, x) if control algorithm a meets all the require-
ments of the OLA and otherwise returns (0, x) where x ∈ R.
2. Thus, the metric SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) is dependent on whether or not a violates the
OLA. That is, the metric SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) satisﬁes criterion a.
3. If a satisﬁes the OLA, then SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) = (1, NetEnergy(a, wrk)), whose
value essentially is NetEnergy(a, wrk) in the context of order Rx in Section 4.1.4.3.
Thus, we see that SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) is determined by NetEnergy(a, wrk) thereby
satisfying criterion b. (For example, if both a and b satisfy the OLA and if a nets more
energy than b, then SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) > SCNetEnergy(b, wrk) since
(1, NetEnergy(a, wrk)) > (1, NetEnergy(b, wrk))
as deﬁned by order Rx in Section 4.1.4.3.)
3Services that ensure reliability and support the transmission of electricity from generation sites to
customer loads. Such services may include load regulation. . . . [22]. For example, when electricity prices
are negative the community may want to be increasing their power consumption instead of harnessing wind
energy.
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4. If a satisﬁes the OLA during its processing of the workload wrk and b violates the
workload during some point, then SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) > SCNetEnergy(b, wrk) as
deﬁned by order Rx.
5. Thus, the two items directly above (Items 3 and 4) imply that SCNetEnergy(a, wrk)
satisﬁes criterion c.
6. Because SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) satisﬁes criteria a, b, and c, then by premise 1 above,
SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) measures how well a control algorithm a controls a retractable-
harvester.
Now, let us prove that SCNetNorm(a, wrk) (Equation 4.5) measures how well
a control algorithm a controls a retractable-harvester. Directly above, we have
proven that SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) does. By Equations 4.5 and 4.1, we can express
SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) as
SCNetEnergy(a, wrk) =
(SCC(a, wrk), (NetNorm(a, wrk))× (E(Permanent,wrk)Harvested )) (4.9)
because NetNorm(a, wrk) is merely NetEnergy(a, wrk) divided by the positive constant
E
(Permanent,wrk)
Harvested . Thus, in the seven-point line of reasoning given directly above, we can re-
place NetEnergy(a, wrk) with the product (NetNorm(a, wrk)) × (E(Permanent,wrk)Harvested ). With-
out loss of generality, we can assume that E
(Permanent,wrk)
Harvested = 1, therefore causing the
the seven-point line of reasoning to apply directly to NetNorm(a, wrk), hence, proving
that SCNetNorm(a, wrk) measures how well a control algorithm a controls a retractable-
harvester.
4.1.6.2 Future work: Market Quadrants Matching Percentage of Energy
(MQMPEnergy) The MQMP metric (Section 4.1.5.2) counts minutes. The MQMPEn-
ergy metric counts energy, as shown in the following equation:
MQMPEnergy(a, wrk) =
Helping kWh




• Helping kWh are the kilowatt-hours that the harvester is providing to the grid when
the grid needs energy or that the harvester is consuming from the grid when the grid has
excess energy and
• Hurting kWh are the kilowatt-hours that the harvester is providing to the grid when
the grid has excess energy or that the harvester is consuming from the grid when the
gird needs energy. For future work, we recommend that MQMPEnergy (Section 4.1.6.2)
be considered for addition to future versions of the benchmark suite.
4.1.6.3 Future work: Providing current energy-price proﬁles We provide hourly
prices for each hour in 2004 to 2014, inclusive, in this version of the benchmark suite to
be used with the MQMP metric (Section 4.1.5.2), which is concerned only with the sign of
the electricity price. Because, as we illustrate in Section 4.2.0.2, that the number of hours
that electricity prices are negative have been tending to increase (Figure 14 on page 75), we
suggest that future versions of this benchmark suite include current energy-price proﬁles in
order to verify and detect trends in hourly electricity prices. Also, because future metrics
might take into account not only the price's sign, but also the price's amplitude each hour
and price proﬁles seem to be changing (We explore changes in price proﬁles immediately
below), it seems important to include price data for years contemporary to future releases
of this benchmark suite.
Electricity-price proﬁles show changes per year. We averaged and plotted hourly Ontario
electricity prices [37] per hour-of-day per year between the years 2003 and 2017, inclusive,
to produce Figure 10 on page 64, which illustrates that prices tend to be decreasing and the
shapes of the proﬁles are possibly changing. Note that the prices tend to have two daily
peaks. We plot the hours of the ﬁrst and second peaks in Figure 11 on page 65. Note that
the ﬁrst peak was at or after the 11:00 hour until 2015, when the ﬁrst peak was at the 9:00
or 10:00 hour. Note in Figure 12 on page 66 that a trend could be developing where the
second peak's dominance of the ﬁrst peak is growing (but 2015 does not ﬁt that trend).
We explore the proportions plotted in Figure 12 to determine whether or the modiﬁed
Mann-Kendall test detects a trend. Let the null hypothesisH0 be that the proportions do not
exhibit yearly monotonic trend. Let the alternative hypothesis HA be that the proportions
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do. We found that if we set the signiﬁcance level A to 0.05, then we behave in a manner
consistent with our conclusion that no monotonic trend is present in year-to-year proportion
of the second daily peak price or the ﬁrst daily peak price even though there is a 0.05
possibility that our conclusion is wrong. The signiﬁcance level of 0.05 is the probability that
we commit a Type I error, i.e., that we falsely reject the null hypothesis H0 : No monotonic
trend exists. For details, please see Appendix A.19. (Thus, taken with Figure 10, hypothesis
H0 implies that the amplitudes of the ﬁrst and second daily peaks tend to move upwards or
downwards together.)
4.2 BENCHMARKS
Question 1: What operation limitation agreements (OLAs) and weather conditions approx-
imate actual ﬁeld conditions of retractable-harvester control algorithms?
We describe herein a benchmark suite we created for evaluating retractable-harvester-
control algorithms. That is, in this section, we describe a suite of workloads. As shown in
Figure 13, each workload has data derived from a weather station (e.g., a set of windspeeds),
a harvester model, and a operation limitation agreement or OLA (i.e., a set of deployment
restrictions and a reward/penalty function).
Because we are assuming that actual sets of operational limitations will be inﬂuenced
by the preferences of persons living in potential harvesting-hosting communities, we used a
marketing survey company to gather responses from over 300 U.S. survey takers (Section 3.1).
Each workload is comprised of the following combination of choices:
• An OLA from the set of OLAs derived by the process described in Section 3.1 (OLAs
1-4) and partially derived via the fact that persons tend to ignore non-novel stimuli [28],
e.g., persons living next to busy train tracks tend to ignore the sounds of trains on those
tracks (OLAs 5 and 6).
• A weather station ws from the set of 30 weather stations from which we have formatted
eleven years of minute-by-minute windspeed data: The ﬁrst nine of the eleven years of
windspeeds are training data; the balance are test data. (Reasoning for dividing the data
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Figure 12: Fraction of evening peak average price ($E) over midday peak average price ($M)
per year
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Figure 13: Workload components
into nine years of training data and two years of testing data is given in Section 4.2.0.2.)
In Appendix A.4.1 and Appendix A.7.1, we describe how we derived the training and test
data from the minute-by-minute Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) data set
DSI 6405 [58]. The sources of the ASOS data are ASOS weather stations, which usually
have anemometer heights of approximately 10 or 8 meters;  Typical ASOS wind sensor
heights are 33 feet or 27 feet, depending on local site-speciﬁc restrictions or requirements
[59]. (Please note that because windspeeds typically increase with altitude[17, p. 668]
and wind turbines may be much higher than 10 meters, be careful to not underestimate
wind resources at the site of a particular ASOS weather station. For information on
assessing wind resources, please visit the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's web
page entitled Wind Resource Assessment [65].) Where gaps existed, we interpolated
the intervening minutes.
• A harvester model (e.g., see Appendix A.3), which deﬁnes the harvester's power curve
(Section A.3.1), how much energy it takes to deploy, how much energy it takes to retract
the harvester, and deﬁnes cut-in, cut-out, and re-cut-in windspeeds.
• An electricity-price-vs-time table for use with electricity-cost-dependent complementary
metrics (Section 4.1.5). Because negative electricity prices can be counter-intuitive and
because we use the sign of electricity prices in the calculation of the MQMP metric, we
remind the reader that wholesale electricity prices may become negative. Negative prices
do occur at some timestamps in the electricity-price-vs-time table we provide.
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4.2.0.1 A function deﬁning rewards/penalties (or incentives) Suppose that an
algorithm a has just completed processing workload wrk. The I(f(a, wrk), z) function maps
(f(a, wrk), z) to an incentive number I() where f(a, wrk) and z are deﬁned here:
• The function f(a, wrk) scores how well algorithm a processed workload wrk. The range
of the function f(a, wrk) is the ordered pair (x ∈ {0, 1}, y ∈ R) where x indicates whether
or not algorithm a violated the OLA and y indicates a score that algorithm a earned.
• The variable z ∈ [1, 100] represents the value chosen by the community hosting a speciﬁc
harvester to address the following situations. If algorithm a violated the OLA, then the
variable z is the penalty. Otherwise, z speciﬁes the percentage threshold that y must
surpass to cause I() to become positive. For example, if the argument passed to the
function I() is (SCNetNorm(a, wrk), z), a way for a community near the KPIT weather
station (Pittsburgh International Airport) to choose z is to use our test results for KPIT
(which are based on KPIT's historical windspeeds) to determine a reasonable goal for
SCNetNorm(a, wrk) where OLA 3 is the OLA of workload wrk. Such a reasonable
goal is the average of our algorithms' performances listed in Table 3 on the following
page where wrk = {OLA3, ws = KPIT, hm = (Towered(Appendix A.3))}; the average
is 0.32 or 32%. We set z to 32 in Equation 4.15 as part of an illustration.
Given the deﬁnitions of f(a, wrk) and z immediately above, we deﬁne I(f(a, wrk), z) to
be
I((x, y), z) =





y − 1. (4.12)
The variables x, y, z have the following meanings, respectively:
• x is a binary variable indicating whether or not an algorithm a has violated the OLA
while processing workload wrk.
• y is the value returned by function f(a, wrk)
• z is the threshold that y must surpass in order for I() to be positive
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Table 3: Compilation of algorithms' performances of processing KPIT's testing data for OLA
3
Algorithm Variant* NetNorm Source Table
Static 0x0 0.39 29 on page 224
Static 0x2 0.37 35 on page 229
Aging 0x0 0.44 41 on page 234
Aging 0x2 0.30 47 on page 242
Fuzzy 0x0 0.21 53 on page 249
Fuzzy 0x2 0.21 59 on page 256
Average: 0.320
*variant 0x0 uses current weather only.
variant 0x2 uses weather prediction.
For example, for the case when the function f(a, wrk) is the OLA-compliance version
of the NetNorm metric, i.e., SCNetNorm(a, wrk), then I() maps that metric to a re-
ward/penalty number where z deﬁnes the threshold NetNorm must surpass in order for
a to earn a reward. That is,
I(SCNetNorm(a, wrk), z) =−z, for SCNetNorm(a, wrk) = (0, NetNorm(a, wrk))J(NetNorm(a, wrk), z) for (1, NetNorm(a, wrk)) (4.13)
where z ∈ [1, 100] and SCNetNorm(a, wrk) is deﬁned by Equation 4.5 and
J(NetNorm(a, wrk), z) is deﬁned as
J(NetNorm(a, wrk), z) =
100
z
(NetNorm(a, wrk))− 1 (4.14)
where z ∈ [1, 100] and NetNorm(a, wrk) is deﬁned by Equation 4.1.
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We illustrate I() with an example. When z = 32, if algorithm a's NetNorm(a, wrk)
score is better than 32%, then algorithm a earns a reward. If algorithm a scores less than
32%, then it receives a penalty. For example, suppose algorithm a's NetNorm(a, wrk) score
is 44% or 0.44. Then, the
J(NetNorm(a, wrk), z) =
100
z
(NetNorm(a, wrk))− 1, =⇒
J(NetNorm(a, wrk), 32) =
100
32
(0.44)− 1 = 3.125(0.44)− 1 = 1.375− 1 = 0.375, (4.15)
which is a reward in this case where the NetNorm(a, wrk) score is 44% since 0.375 > 0.0.
Note that J(NetNorm(a, wrk), 32) is 0 if NetNorm(a, wrk) is 32% or 0.32:
J(NetNorm(a, wrk), z) =
100
z
(NetNorm(a, wrk))− 1, =⇒
J(NetNorm(a, wrk), 32) =
100
32
(0.32)− 1 = 1− 1 = 0.
4.2.0.2 The training and testing partitions of the benchmarks Context: Suppose
that a certain community is considering whether or not to install a retractable-wind-energy
harvester at a speciﬁc site within a decade. Also suppose that if the community decides to
contract a renewable-energy-systems integrator to install and to conﬁgure the retractable-
harvester energy harvester, the community estimates that the system integrator will com-
mission the completed system up to one year after the community signs the contract with
the systems integrator. Thus, if the community were to have a retractable harvester sys-
tem working before their deadline (i.e., before the decade ends), the community would need
to sign the contract within nine years. To prepare to decide whether or not to install a
retractable-wind-energy harvester at the speciﬁc site, the community places an anemome-
ter. How many years of those nine should the community collect windspeed data to do the
following:
• to model the site and,
• to provide retractable-harvester-control-algorithm training data to a renewable-energy-
systems integrator (if the community decides to contract the renewable-energy-systems
integrator to install and to conﬁgure the retractable-harvester energy harvester)?
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Local data informed by a consultancy: One answer to how many years of data the
community should collect depends on how many years a ﬁnancial investor requires. In the
following example, the answer is one year: Following the completion of the 12-month mea-
surement campaign. . . , [an international renewable energy consultancy] will provide a full,
bank-grade site suitability report and energy yield analysis which will let [a speciﬁc energy
developer] obtain the necessary lender's funding approval to progress [a 400 MW perma-
nently deployed wind farm] project into construction [in Ethiopia] [43]. [The renewable
energy consultancy] has developed in-house tools that produce probability of exceedance
energy yield values (such as P75 and P90) typically used in project ﬁnance [41].
The consultancy is able to generate a bank-grade report from one year of data about the
suitability of a proposed wind farm that is permanently deployed, but is one year of data
enough for a consultancy to generate a report about the suitability of a proposed farm that
is retractable? The answer seems to be yes : Assuming that the one year of data is stored as
a time sequence, then it seems that the consultancy would be able to feed that data into a
simulator similar to the one that we are making open source (or into HOMER [34] if HOMER
were able to model retractable harvesters). Because at this point the consultancy would have
access to only one year of testing data and have no training data yet, the simulator would run
a control algorithm using default settings, which might not be ideal, but would provide the
consultancy with a baseline energy yield analysis. If the baseline yield surpasses a threshold
set by a bank, then the proposed retractable wind farm project can move forward.
After the retractable wind farm project is approved by the bank, the consultancy could
give the one year of data to the contracted renewable-energy-systems integrator4. The sys-
tems integrator would use the year's data from the measurement campaign training data in
an eﬀort to improve upon the default settings of the control algorithm (which has already
surpassed the bank's threshold). After the retractable-harvester system has been installed,
the control algorithm can continue to reﬁne its settings while it is controlling a harvester
that is producing energy. That is, the control algorithm can continue to improve while it is
on-the-job.
Local trends in windspeeds? Some studies suggest windspeed trends: Least-squares
4The consultancy itself might provide systems integration services.
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regression lines ﬁt to the 30 yr time series [1961-1990] show that, on balance, mean monthly
maximum winds are increasing within the United States and mean monthly minima are de-
creasing [44]. The two observational data sets both exhibit an overwhelming dominance of
trends toward declining values of the 50th and 90th percentile and annual mean wind speeds,
which is also the case for simulations conducted using MM5 [the Fifth-Generation National
Center for Atmospheric Research / Penn State Mesoscale Model [54]] with (NCEP-2) [Na-
tional Centers for Environmental Prediction Reanalysis 2 [19] [56]] boundary conditions.
However, converse trends are seen in output from the North American Regional Reanalysis,
other global reanalyses (NCEP-1 and ERA-40 [a reanalysis of over 40 years of data by the
produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) et al.
[55] [97]]), and the Regional Spectral Model [77]. Reanalysis of weather observations in-
volves combining data from various weather-observation instruments to [help] ensure a level
playing ﬁeld for all instruments throughout the historical record [57].
How many years5 of data are required to detect a trend, if any, in our ASOS-derived
data, for each station?
About how many samples are required to detect a local trend, the Paciﬁc Northwest
National Laboratory oﬀers direction via documentation of the Visual Sample Plan (VSP)
software tool6 entitled Mann-Kendall Test For Monotonic Trend [72]. (The main objective
of the Mann-Kendall test is to test the null hypothesis H0 that there is no trend, against
the alternative hypothesis H1 that there is an upward or downward trend [94].) However,
the Mann-Kendall test assumes that the time-series data being tested is not autocorrelated.
But, autocorrelated is often what sequential windspeeds are 7. Fortunately, a modiﬁed
Mann-Kendall test for autocorrelated sequences has been developed: The accuracy of the
modiﬁed test in terms of its empirical signiﬁcance level was found to be superior to that
of the original Mann-Kendall trend test without any loss of power8 [31]. Because of that
5A year makes sense to choose as a distance between samples because winds are aﬀected by seasons of
the year.
6Visual Sample Plan (VSP) is a software tool for selecting the right number and location of environmental
samples so that the results of statistical tests performed on the data collected via the sampling plan have
the required conﬁdence for decision making [73].
7Wind speed time-series data typically exhibit autocorrelation, which can be deﬁned as the degree of
dependence on preceding values[35].
8[T]he power of the test [is] deﬁned as the probability of rejecting [the null hypothesis] when the alter-
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superiority, we assume that if the VSP tool were to use the modiﬁed Mann-Kendall test,
the tool would calculate the same number of samples or less than what the actual VSP tool
calculates.
The VSP tool presents parameters on which the number of samples depends. Those
parameters are listed directly below; each parameter is followed by a choice enclosed in
parentheses. (All numeric choices are the defaults of the VSP tool except for the choice of
x = 2 units in item 3 below, which is less than the VSP tool's default choice: x = 10 units.)
1. What type of trend to detect: upward, downward, or either. (Suppose that the commu-
nity chooses to detect either an upward or downward trend.)
2. Whether the expected trend is linear or exponential. (We assume that if a windspeed
trend is found, the trend will be linear since Torralba estimated a linear trend involving
windspeeds[93].)
3. What the desired conﬁdence level is that a change in x units per year will be detected.
(Suppose that the community desires a 90% conﬁdence percentage that a change in 2
units per year will be detected instead of the default 10 units per year because TODO)
4. The desired percentage chance that, if there is no trend, that a trend will be falsely
detected. (Suppose that the the community desires that there is no more than a 5%
probability that a trend will be falsely detected.)
5. What the estimated standard deviation of the residuals  A residual is the observed value
less the predicted value, i.e., residual = observedV alue − predictedV alue  from the
regression line is? (Suppose that the community estimates that the standard deviation
from the residuals is 3 units.)
If the choices speciﬁed in the parenthetical statements directly above are made, then the
Visual Sample Plan tool calculates that 9 sampling periods (i.e., 9 samples spaced one year
apart) are needed. [The Visual Simple Plan software tool] uses a Monte-Carlo simulation
to determine the required number of points in time, n, to take a measurement in order to
detect a linear trend for speciﬁed small probabilities that the [Mann-Kendall] test will make
decision errors [73]. Thus, let us choose 9 years of data to be training data: the ﬁrst year
native hypothesis is true [31].
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is provided by the consultancy and the remaining 8 are years that the algorithm trains itself
on-the job. After that 9 years of training are over, let us benchmark the algorithm.
If we follow a rule of thumb in machine learning that 80% of data be training and 20%
be testing, our choosing 9 years to be training data means we should have approximately 2
years of testing data. (For each station, the algorithm using the 9 years of training data can
ﬁnd the Weibull scale and shape parameters of the data to create a validation time-series
via a time-series model [26, Section 4] because Weibull distributions are commonly used to
describe windspeeds [26] [84]. Our estimates for the Weibull scale and shape parameters for
each station's training data is given in Appendix A.17.)
Analyzing station KATL's training data for trends: We summarize here the results
of an example in Appendix A.18 where we look for trends in station KATL's training data.
Speciﬁcally, we looked for trends in yearly estimates of the shape (B) and scale (A) param-















, x ≥ ν
0, otherwise [6, Equation 5.45, p.185]
(4.16)
where ν is the location parameter.
We found that if we set the signiﬁcance level A to 0.05, then we behave in a manner
consistent with our conclusion that no monotonic trend is present in either KATL's scale
or shape parameters even though there is a 0.05 possibility that our conclusion is wrong.
The signiﬁcance level of 0.05 is the probability that we commit a Type I error, i.e., that
we falsely reject the null hypothesis H0 : No monotonic trend exists. For details, please see
Appendix A.18.
Trends in electricity-price proﬁles: As described in Section 4.1.5.2, the MQMP metric
depends on the sign of the hourly Ontario electricity price (HOEP) in an hour-by-hour ﬁle
that we provide. Is the number of hours that the HOEP is negative trending upwards? Yes,



























































4.2.0.3 Simulated windspeed forecasts Because we do not have the actual weather
forecasts associated with our training and testing data, we simulate predicted day-ahead
windspeeds. (We supply in the benchmarks simulated predicted day-ahead windspeeds for
control algorithms that use predicted windspeeds.) Because predicted day-ahead windspeeds
are 24 hours or 1440 minutes into the future, the simulated predicted day-ahead wind-
speeds are in the column labeled f1440 in each training and each testing benchmark ﬁle
(e.g., trainingKPIT2004-2012in.csv and testingKPIT2013-20014in.csv, respectively). In each
training and testing benchmark ﬁle, for rows having timesteps that are less than one-day
away from the end of the ﬁle, to indicate that weather prediction is not available, we placed
a -1 in each of those speciﬁc rows. (The name f1440 also suggests that other columns
such as f60 may be added to future versions of this benchmark suite.)
We simulated the predicted day-ahead windspeeds by basing simulated prediction errors
on a study of six onshore, windfarms where windspeed prediction errors were found to be
Gaussian [47] and that the relative standard deviation (we are assuming that the standard
deviation is relative to the mean windspeed) of day-ahead windspeed prediction errors for a
certain site was approximately 0.3 [47, Figure 3].
For example, in Appendix A.8, we give the mean windspeed for each station as measured
by our benchmark ﬁles. The station having the lowest average windspeed is KSAN (San
Diego) at 5.13 knots. Thus, using our assumption that the standard deviation of day-
ahead windspeed prediction errors for a site is approximately 0.3 times that site's average
windspeed, the standard deviation for the day-ahead prediction error for KSAN is 0.3×5.13
knots = 1.54 knots.
Let us compare the standard deviation of KSAN's day-ahead prediction error of 1.54
knots to the standard deviation of the prediction error given by Kavasseri [42, Table 1], who
studied four sites. Kavasseri reports the following day-prediction variance for one site because
the variance is comparable to the variances of the other three sites: a variance of 0.156 mph,
which is a standard deviation of 0.39 mph or 0.34 knots. Thus, it seems reasonable to assume
that the standard deviation of KSAN's day-ahead prediction error of 1.54 knots (which is 4.5
times Kavasseri's standard deviation) is not overly optimistic. Although, there is a danger
is being overly pessimistic, it seems better to underestimate prediction accuracy than to
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overestimate it for this initial release of the benchmark suite so that algorithm designers
do not overly depend on weather prediction data, but assess its accuracy in the ﬁeld. For
example, an algorithm designer can track prediction accuracy in the ﬁeld and design the
algorithm to increase its use of weather predictions if the actual predictions achieve a certain
accuracy consistently.
4.3 FINDING IDEAL DEPLOYMENT (WAKE) AND RETRACTION
(SLEEP) SCHEDULE FOR OLA5, WHICH IS TRANSITION LIMITED
To ﬁnd the ideal deployment (analogous to waking) and retraction (analogous to going to
sleep) timestamps (i.e., times at which an algorithm should direct a harvester to deploy or
retract) to use to train an algorithm to process a workload (Section 4.1.3) having OLA5,
which is limited to two state transitions per month, as its OLA and ws as its weather station,
we created an acyclic, weighted, directed graph and then applied Dijkstra's Shortest Path
Algorithm. (Recall that state transition refers to the harvester's going from being fully
deployed to being fully stowed or vice-a-versa.)
4.3.1 Finding the best path through the best monthly instances of deployment
patterns
The acyclic directed graph has ﬁve nodes for each month (e.g., Figure 15) of the station ws's
training data. The ﬁve nodes represent ﬁve possible deployment patterns that comply with
the two-state-transition-per-month maximum limit and represent the best instance of that
deployment patternHow we found each best instance is explained in Section 4.3.2within
the month where best is deﬁned as netting the most energy (we inverted the energy value to
use the shortest-path algorithm):
1. ONE_RISE_ONE_FALL: The harvester starts the month retracted, deploys and then
retracts using exactly its monthly allocation minutes that it may be visible (x minutes
where OLA5 deﬁnes x as 8760 minutes). The harvester ﬁnishes the month retracted.
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Figure 15: Acyclic directed graph of possible choices for two months. Each node has a weight
value (not shown) derived from how much energy the instance that the node represents nets.
2. ONE_RISE: The harvester starts the month retracted, waits until there are x minutes
remaining in the month, deploys, and then ﬁnishes the month deployed.
3. ONE_FALL: The harvester starts the month deployed. It then waits until it has been
visible for x minutes less the time it takes to retract. It then retracts to ﬁnish the month
retracted.
4. BIFURCATED: The harvester starts and ends the month deployed. Between those two
visible periods, the harvester remains stowed.
5. STAY_RETRACTED: The harvester remains stowed for the entire month.
We connected directed edges from each node v of the ﬁve nodes of each month to v's
compatible nodes of the next month. A node v of a particular month is compatible to each
node wi of the next month if v ends the month in the same state in which wi begins (where
i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , 5). For example, if v was ONE_RISE_ONE_FALL, then we connected v to w1,
w2, and w5, which are ONE_RISE_ONE_FALL, ONE_RISE, and STAY_RETRACTED,
respectively.
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Our acyclic graph has one start node and one destination node. We found the shortest
path from the start node to the destination node through one node of each month to ﬁnd
the ideal deployment and retractions timestamps using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm.
The resulting lowest-cost path for each weather station has 9×12 monthly vertices (since the
training data is 9 years worth) plus the source and destination vertices. We then traversed
the shortest path to create the column labeled OLA5 in each station's training data ﬁle.
We repeated the process described above for each station of the thirty weather stations.
4.3.2 Finding the best instance of each deployment pattern
Above, we described ﬁve deployment patterns. Here, we explain how we found the best
instance of each deployment pattern. For each month, we created an acyclic graph where
each edge has weights reﬂecting visibility-time used and energy netted. A three-minute
example is shown in Figure 16 where
• the deployment time and retraction time (Appendix A.3.5) are one minute each,
• every node labeled `Rn' and `Dn' represents the harvester in a fully retracted state or
fully deployed state, respectively, at minute n,
• each edge has three weights:
 energy netted (measured in kilowatt-hours),
 visibility-time used (measured in minutes), and
 a cost, which is an inverse of the energy netted.
For each deployment pattern for each month (except the ONE_FALL and BIFIRCATED
patterns for the ﬁrst month of each station's training data because we are assuming that the
harvester starts the simulation fully stowed and except the STAY_RETRACTED pattern
because we assumed that the harvester consumes no energy when it is stowed), we traversed
the monthly acyclic graph to ﬁnd best instance, i.e., the deployment-pattern instance that
nets the most energy within the monthly visibility-time budget.
Traversing each month's acyclic graph (a subset is shown in Figure 16) for each deploy-
ment pattern involves examining every possible choice consistent with that pattern and that
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Figure 16: A three-minute example of an acyclic directed graph where each node represents
a harvester's state at a certain timestep.
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ONE_RISE_ONE_FALL pattern involves calculating the cost when the harvester begins
deploying at the ﬁrst minute of the month (td = 0) and completes retracting so that it is
fully stowed 8760 minutes later (ts = td + 8760) and then repeating the calculation of the
cost when the harvester begins deploying at the second, third, forth, and so-on minutes of
the month until the minute that the harvester completes retracting is the last minute of the
month (td = 1, 2, 3, . . . , x− 8760 where x is the index of the last minute of the month). We
store the deploying timestamp td that achieves the lowest cost, the retraction timestamp (td
less the time the harvester takes to retract), and the cost itself for use the process described
in Section 4.3.1. Thus, ﬁnding the best instance of ONE_RISE_ONE_FALL for a month
takes y iterations where y is 8760 minutes subtracted from the number of minutes in the
month (e.g., a 31-day month has 31 times 1440 minutes or 44640 minutes). For a much
simpler example, examining the ONE_RISE case each month involves calculating only one
instance, where the harvester deploys 8760 minutes before the end of the month.
4.4 LIST OF FILES PROVIDED BY THIS BENCHMARK SUITE
The benchmark suite provides the following ﬁles:
1. Thirty training ﬁles, each with approximately nine years of minute-by-minute windspeeds
and simulated predicted day-ahead windspeeds (Appendix A.4.1 describes the ﬁles' ﬁelds
and naming convention.)
2. Thirty testing ﬁles, each with approximately two years of minute-by-minute windspeeds
and simulated predicted day-ahead windspeeds (Appendix A.4.1 describes the ﬁles' ﬁelds
and naming convention.)
3. An hourly electricity price ﬁle (Appendix A.4.2 provides the ﬁle's name and information
about its contents.), which as noted in the related work section (Section 2), has eleven
years of hour-by-hour electricity prices which may become negative at times.
4. A fuzzy-set-membership-function ﬁle describing membership in the set NOT WINDY
AT <STATION> for each of the 30 weather stations (The ﬁle's naming convention and
example content are in Appendix A.2.1.1.)
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5. A ﬁle containing sunset9 for the city of St. Louis, Missouri, for all days in the years
2004-2014, inclusive, which are used in the deﬁnition of quiet hours for St. Louis, the
only municipality of the 30 that bases its quiet hours on sunsets (e.g., Pittsburgh's quiet
hours run from 10 p.m. to 7 a.m.; Tampa's quiet hours end at 7 a.m. on Monday -
Friday., 8 a.m. on Saturday, and 10 a.m. on Sunday, and begin at 6 p.m. everyday.
(Appendix A.10).
6. A ﬁle delineating when noise is allowed for municipalities corresponding to the 30 weather
stations (Noise_Allowed_Time_Definitions_All_Stations.csv)
4.5 RECAP OF THE BENCHMARKS
This work provides standard workloads (each of which is comprised of a standard operation
limitation agreement (OLA), a weather station, and a harvester model) and metrics to
advance the development of retractable-harvester control algorithms including algorithms
that use weather prediction, fuzzy logic, and machine learning. The operation limitation
agreements were derived largely from a survey of over 300 respondents from across the United
States. The windspeed data is minute-by-minute windspeed data that covers approximately
all minutes over eleven years for 30 weather stations. (That is, we provide approximately
330 years of minute-by-minute windspeed data.) Also provided is a ﬁle of hourly electricity
prices for those eleven years.
The minute-by-minute data includes simulated weather forecasts because we assume
that algorithms that use forecasts will perform better than those that do not. To facilitate
machine learning, we provide ideal minute-by-minute deployment and retraction signals
in the minute-by-minute training data for all 30 weather stations to comply with a sample
operation limitation agreement. For each of the 30 weather stations, we provide a fuzzy-set-
membership function to assign degrees of memberships to windspeeds.
9Only sunset (and not sunrise times) are provided because St. Louis's quiet hours start at sunset and
end at 6 a.m. (and span each Sunday).
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4.6 COMPARATIVE AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
4.6.1 Comprehensive results: Comparing performance of each pertinent strat-
egy (i.e., algorithm variant) per each OLA per station
We present the full results of running the algorithms for each OLA for each of 30 weather
stations in the appendix. In this section, we present a summary of the results and analyses.
The scores typeset in bold in Table 4 show the highest average scores for each OLA.
For OLAs 1 and 2, Revision 1.2 of Aging variants 0x0 and 0x2 outscored the Static and
Fuzzy-Crisp categories, earning average NetNorm and MQNetNorm scores of 0.6218 and
0.5722, respectively. For OLAs 3 and 4, Revision 1.2 of Static variant 0x0 scored the highest
average NetNorm and MQNetNorm scores: 0.4633 and 0.4224, respectively. For OLAs 5 and
6, Revision 1.1 of Static variants 0x1 and 0x3 were the top scorers, with average NetNorm

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.6.1.1 Weather prediction A collection of the averages of all the test results are shown
in Table 4. A surprising result for these initial revisions of the control algorithms is that
their weather-prediction-using variants did not always score higher than then the variants
not using weather prediction. For not surpassing the current-weather-only variants, there
are at least four possible reasons: 1. The predicted weather was not accurate enough to help,
2. The predicted weather had an unhelpful time horizon (of one day), 3. The algorithms did
not use the day-ahead weather predictions eﬀectively, and/or 4. One or more variants had a
bug (or unintended feature in some cases).
Let us address reason 4 ﬁrst. A bug (or unintended feature) was found in the following
variants, which have corrected in later revisions. Some current-weather-only variants actu-
ally used weather prediction. Those variants updated their moving average windspeed twice
per timestep. Those variants ﬁrst updated their moving averages with current weather and
then with future weather. The aﬀected current-weather-only variants are Static0x1 (Rev.
1.1), Aging0x1 (Rev. 1.1), and Fuzzy-Crisp0x1 (Rev. 1.4). Those variants should not be
called current-weather-only because they interlace simulated predicted windspeeds in their
moving window of windspeeds.
However, that method of interlacing current and future windspeeds is acceptable to be
used in the weather-prediction-using variants. And that interlacing method, in fact, is used
by Static0x3 (Rev. 1.1), Aging0x3 (Rev. 1.1), and Fuzzy-Crisp0x3 (Rev. 1.4).
Note that Revision 1.2 of Static0x3, which does not use interlacing, performed worse
than Revision 1.1 of Static 0x3, which does use interlacing. Thus, in that case, interlacing
can be considered to be an unintended feature. Static0x3 (Rev. 1.1) tied Static0x1 (Rev.
1.1) in the OLA-5-and-6 comparison and are the highest scoring variants for OLAs 5 and 6
(Table 4).
Static0x3 (Rev. 1.1) and Static0x1 (Rev. 1.1) scored exactly the same as each other
because the interlacing causes the future-checking conditional in Static0x3 to always be
false. Likewise, Aging0x3 (Rev. 1.1) and Aging0x1 (Rev. 1.1) scored exactly the same for
the same reason. The weather-prediction-using conditional evaluates to true only when the
day-ahead weather is much windier than today. Interlacing causes the algorithm to deem
the day-ahead windspeed average as the same as the current one.
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Static0x0 (Rev. 1.1), Aging0x0 (Rev. 1.1), and Fuzzy-Crisp0x0 (Rev. 1.4) are unaﬀected
by the unintended interlacing.
Static0x2 (Rev. 1.1) and Aging0x2 (Rev. 1.1) are. Their weather-prediction-using
conditionals always evaluate to false.
Because revision 1.2 of Static and Aging do not use interlacing, let us examine possible
reason 3 for those revisions. The transition-limited variants (i.e., variant 0x3 of Static, Aging,
and Fuzzy-Crisp) require the weather to be windy today and tomorrow before deploying or
require the weather to be much windier tomorrow than today before deploying. Thus, if the
weather is windy today and calm tomorrow, the harvester will forfeit today's wind. However,
in the Static and Agings algorithms, Table 73 on page 290 seems to imply that those condi-
tions are never met because the non-weather-prediction-using and weather-prediction-using
variants of the transition-limited Static and Aging algorithms score identically. (Verifying
that the conditions are never met by adding detection code to Static and Aging and then
re-running the tests for OLAs 5 and 6 are left for future work.) Thus, reason 3 seems to
apply to the transition-limited, weather-prediction-using Static and Aging variants.
In the case of Fuzzy-Crisp (Revision 1.4), Table 73 on page 290 shows that, for OLA 5,
the weather-prediction-using variant outperformed the non-weather-prediction-using variant
by an average NetNorm score of 0.02 points for 12 stations, tied for 11 stations, under-
performed by an average NetNorm score of −0.01 points for 7 stations, and for OLA 6, the
weather-prediction-using variant outperformed the non-weather-prediction-using variant by
an average MQNetNorm score of −0.02 for 13 stations, tied for 11 stations, under-performed
by an average MQNetNorm score of −0.01 points for 6 stations. (We leave for future work
a similar examination of Revision 1.5.)
The transition-unlimited variants (i.e., variant 0x2) consider tomorrow's weather when
the harvester has nearly exhausted its monthly allocated visibility time. In an eﬀort to save
visibility time, the harvester will stow if tomorrow is predicted to be much windier than today.
Thus, the harvester will consume 20 minutes of allocated visibility time stowing, without
harvesting, and then consume 20 minutes to deploy tomorrow, before harvesting. It would
seem that the algorithms would use weather prediction more eﬀectively if the algorithms
were to consider how much energy is forfeited during those 40 minutes.
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A fuller description of how the algorithms use weather prediction is in Appendix 3.6.2.
Possible reason 2 is that the predicted weather had an unhelpful time horizon (of one day).
Suppose that the algorithms were using a 20-minute time horizon. When the algorithm saw
that the weather would likely be windy in 20 minutes, the algorithm could begin to deploy
the harvester. However, OLAs 1-4 require that the harvester be stowed when the weather
is not windy. Would it be a violation of OLAs 1-4 if the harvester were to be deploying
when the weather seems to be calm? Technically, we deﬁned the weather to be windy when
the current rolling average is above a certain threshold, not when the future rolling average
is. Thus, we recommend that a future revision of this benchmark suite modify OLAs 1-4 to
allow the harvester to be visible during the x-minutes it takes the harvester to deploy if the
x-minute-ahead future rolling average is above the windiness threshold.
Possible reason 1 is that the predicted weather was not accurate enough to help. Because
predicted weather is being used in the ﬁeld to predict wind farm power output, we know
that technology exists to produce useful weather predictions for the wind power industry10
However, we analyze in Appendix A.14 how much help, in the worst case (KBOS since it
has the highest mean windspeed thereby having the highest standard deviation of simulated
windspeed prediction errors), our simulated weather predictor provides. The predictor, of
course, carries a probability of causing an algorithm to make a wrong prediction about
tomorrow's windiness (e.g., 36% if the actual windspeed is 1 knot away from the mean
windspeed at KBOS). Thus, let us revisit possible reason 3: The algorithms did not use
the day-ahead weather predictions eﬀectively. Future revisions of the algorithms can use
weather predictions eﬀectively if the algorithms take into account the error distribution of
the weather predictor.
4.6.1.2 Running average window size The results for each station, each OLA, each
algorithm, and each variant are given in Appendices A.11 to A.13. The results indicate
that the training routine tends to choose a running-average-window size that is higher for
the even OLAs than for the odd OLAs. The odd OLAs use NetNorm; the even OLAs use
10For example, [A] system, which came online in September 2009, has already reduced wind energy
prediction error by 40% and, in 2010 alone, saved Xcel Energy's ratepayers over $6 million [79].
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MQNetNorm. Higher running-average-window sizes lessen the possibility that the control
algorithms start to deploy and then retract without harvesting any energy. Deploying uses
energy. The MQNetNorm metric measures how often a harvester uses energy while the grid
needs energy. The grid needs energy, as deﬁned by a positive price in the hourly electricity
price ﬁle we provide in this benchmark suite, 98% of the eleven years of hourly prices that
we provide. Thus, if an algorithm starts to deploy and then retracts without harvesting any
energy, the algorithm is highly likely to use energy while the grid needs energy. Using energy
while the grid needs energy is penalized by the MQNetNorm metric. Therefore, the training
algorithm tends to choose running-average-window sizes that are higher for OLAs that use
the MQNetNorm metric than for OLAs that use NetNorm.
The tables in Appendix A.11 also show that the running average window size chosen by
the trainer to maximize MQNetNorm was sometimes at the upper extreme of our design
space (i.e., 121 samples). Thus, we investigated whether future revisions of the algorithms
should explore beyond that design space. For example, because the training algorithm had
chosen 121 samples to be the window size for KDEN for OLA 2 for Static variant 0x0
(Table 27), we, in a set of side tests, increased the upper limit of our design space to 241
samples and found that training chooses 177 samples. (The side tests involved exploring
the following sequences: [1 (step 30) 241], [121 (step 15) 241], [155 (step 5) 211], and [176
(step 1) 196].) However, increasing the upper limit of the design space to an even higher
number, 361, did not happen to cause the training algorithm to chose a number higher than
121 minutes for Static variant 0x0's processing the data for all 30 stations in the context
of OLAs 3 and 4 (Table 85 on page 333). We compare in Table 5 on page 91 relatively
sparse and dense searches for the alphabetically ﬁrst four stations: KATL, KBOS, KBWI,
and KCLE. Note that for each the four stations the densely searching training routine chose
a running average window size less than 121 minutes and improved NetNorm scores by 13%,
3%, 10%, and 18% in the context of OLA 3 and improved MQNetNorm scores by 14%, 0%,
11%, and 16%. The average improvements for NetNorm and MQNetNorm scores for all 30
stations are 17% and 15%, respectively (compare Table 85 to Table 29 on page 224). Thus,
increasing the granularity of the search of the running average window size and the search of
the windspeed deployment threshold might be more eﬀective than only increasing the upper
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limit of the window size's design space for Static. However, for Fuzzy-Crisp, it make sense
to increase the upper limit of the design space beyond 121 minutes since, as noted below in
Section 4.6.5.3, training often chose window sizes above 121 minutes during explorations of
an extended design space.
A surface plot is shown in Figure 17 on page 97 where Static variant 0x0 densely explored
the design space (i.e., the size of the windspeed running (or moving) average window size and
the windspeed deployment threshold) to try to ﬁnd the best settings to use to process station
KATL's data within the constraints of OLA 3. That dense exploration found 9 knots and
40 minutes as the deployment threshold and the running average window size, respectively
(Table 5). Thus, we show a surface-plot slice where the running average wind size is held at
40 minutes.
The slice bows upward, which is expected since too low deployment thresholds cause the
harvester to use visibility time during lower-power wind conditions and too high deployment
thresholds cause the harvester to tend to under use visibility time.
For Static and Aging variants (Revision 1.1) and Fuzzy-Crisp variants (Revision 1.4),
itemized results per algorithm per station per OLA are given in Appendix A.20. We predict
that future revisions of Fuzzy will score higher than these early attempts to write Fuzzy
control algorithms in this context. We analyze a design decision we used for this early
version of Fuzzy in Section A.22.1. For Static and Aging variants (Revision 1.2) and Fuzzy-
Crisp variants (Revision 1.5), itemized results per algorithms per station per OLA are given
in the Data Supplement (to be available where the benchmark suite shall be archived).
4.6.2 Exploring why Fuzzy-Crisp variant 0x2 (weather-prediction using, non-
transition limited) (Rev. 1.4) usually outperformed variant 0x0 (non-
prediction-using, non-transition limited) (Rev. 1.4) for OLA 3
For OLA 3, which does not limit state transitions, we explore why the applicable weather-
prediction variant of the Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid algorithm (variant 0x2) typically outperformed
the applicable variant of Fuzzy-Crisp that does not use weather prediction (variant 0x0).
We start our analysis by using station KATL's data, where variant 0x2 scored 0.07 points
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Table 5: Comparing sparse and dense design-space searches by Static 0x0's processing work-












1.1 3 KATL 7 121 0.39 0.93 0.36
Future 3 KATL 9 40 0.44 0.90 0.40
1.1 4 KATL 7 121 0.39 0.93 0.36
Future 4 KATL 9 101 0.44 0.93 0.41
1.1 3 KBOS 9 91 0.34 0.94 0.32
Future 3 KBOS 10 30 0.35 0.92 0.32
1.1 4 KBOS 9 91 0.34 0.94 0.32
Future 4 KBOS 9 113 0.34 0.94 0.32
1.1 3 KBWI 7 91 0.50 0.92 0.45
Future 3 KBWI 9 32 0.55 0.89 0.49
1.1 4 KBWI 7 61 0.49 0.91 0.45
Future 4 KBWI 9 81 0.54 0.92 0.50
1.1 3 KCLE 8 121 0.34 0.92 0.32
Future 3 KCLE 10 43 0.40 0.90 0.37
1.1 4 KCLE 8 121 0.34 0.92 0.32
Future 4 KCLE 10 71 0.40 0.91 0.37
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higher than variant 0x0 (Table 72 on page 288). Let us determine whether or not the training
routine for variant 0x2 happened to choose better settings than it chose for variant 0x0. That
is, does variant 0x0's score improve 0.07 points if we simply apply to variant 0x0 the settings
that training chose for variant 0x2. The running-average window sizes for each month are
shown in the Table 6 on page 98 for variants 0x0 and 0x2. (The deployment membership
value is 0.5 for both variants for all months.) The bottom row of the table shows the result
of applying to variant 0x0 the running-average-window sizes that training chose for variant
0x2.
When we use the variant 0x2 settings for variant 0x0, then variant 0x0 improves from
0.37 to 0.42 for NetNorm, which is only 0.02 points less than what variant 0x2 scored. Thus,
we see that, for at least station KATL, a large part of the reason why variant 0x2 scored
higher than variant 0x0 is because of the settings that the training procedure chose.
Now let us search for the reason for the 0.02 point diﬀerence. We compared variant 0x0's
and 0x2's minute-by-minute logs. The logs are identical until 1/2/2013 10:22AM, where
variant 0x0 reversed stowing while variant 0x2 continued to stow (Figure 18). (Variant 0x2's
action is consistent with its intended design, which is to conserve visibility time.)
Let us now explore how many reversals each variant makes. A reversal is deﬁned as a
change in direction while in mid-deployment or mid-retraction. Variants 0x0 and 0x2 made
707 and 536 reversals, respectively. which implies variant 0x2 used its time moving more
eﬃciently than variant 0x0.
4.6.3 Examining the relationship between mean windspeed, energy available
during quiet hours, and NetNorm
Figure 19 shows that as mean windspeeds increase, NetNorm scores earned by Static variant
0x0 version 1.1 for OLA 1 decrease, roughly. The reason seems to be that the fraction of
energy available during quiet hours over the total energy available increases, in general, as
mean windspeeds increase (Figure 20).
Notice the almost perfectly linear inverse relationship between the fraction of total energy
available during quiet hours vs. the NetNorm scores earned by Static 0x0 v1.1 for OLA 1
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shown in Figure 21. As the fraction of total energy available during quiet hours increases,
the NetNorm scores decrease. That relationship suggests that a useful metric could be one
where NetEnergy is normalized to the energy available when noise is permitted. A name for
that new metric could be NetNorm when Noise Allowed (NetNormNA). When we divide
NetNorm earned by Static 0x0 v1.1 for OLA 1 by the fraction of total energy available
during non-quiet hours per station (which is 1 minus the energy available during quiet hours
(Table 7)), then the result indicates that Static 0x0 v1.1 harvests an average of 92% of the
energy available during non-quiet hours for OLA 1. Static 0x0 v1.1 harvests an average of
62% of the energy available during non-quiet hours for OLA 3. Also for OLA 3, an average
of 70% of the energy available during non-quiet hours is harvested by Fuzzy 0x2 v1.4.
4.6.4 A sensitivity analysis of the Retraction-Threshold-Diﬀerence setting for
Aging (variant 0x0) (Rev. 1.1) for OLAs 3 and 4
For OLAs 3 and 4, Aging (variant 0x0) performed best on average (Table 4), where Aging
used the OLA-allowed retraction-threshold-diﬀerence (RTD) of 1 knot. Let us examine how
Aging (variant 0x0) performs when the RTD is 0, 2, and 3 knots: Aging's average NetNorm
and MQNetNorm scores are shown in Table 8 and Figure 22. The results indicate that
NetNorm decreases as we increase the RTD, but the MQNetNorm ﬂuctuates. (Table 8 also
shows the sizes of the running average window sizes, which tend to increase as expected,
except for when RTD = 3. When RTD = 3, the sizes decrease unexpectedly.)
4.6.5 Sensitivity analyses on λ
4.6.5.1 Aging As said in Section 3.1.2.1, we chose λ to be 0.9 because lower values did
not perform well in initial tests (during relatively early development). Let us test λ using
version 1.1 of Aging variant 0x0 on KPIT's data for OLA 3. Recall that version 1.1 is
the version of Aging we compare to Static and Fuzzy-Crisp in Tables 4. And let us test
λ using a branch of version 1.1 that uses a denser search space during training than what
version 1.1 uses. Recall that Version 1.1's training routine steps through the search space
for a y-intercept (where y-intercept is introduced in Section 3.4.2 in the context of the Aging
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algorithms) using a step size of 30 knots (Section 3.7). The branch uses a step size of 1 knot
because the 30-knot step size trained relatively poorly when λ equals 0.7 and 0.8, as shown
in the results of the two tests (Figure 23). Since the branch produces in unexpected dip
at 0.5, let us create yet another branch, where we increase the density and the size of the
training routine's search space of the window size of the running average windspeed from
the sequence [1, (step 5), 121] to the sequence [1, (step 1), 361].
As expected, very low values for λ result in lower NetNorm scores than the higher values
of λ. As λ increases, the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy decreases (Appendix A.2.4).
Thus, higher values of λ result in lower windspeeds that are deemed to be windy. Because
lower windspeeds deemed to be windy can cause Aging to exhaust its visibility time while
capturing low-power winds and because higher windspeeds deemed to be windy can cause
Aging to forgo harnessing relatively high-power winds, it makes sense that the NetNorm()
score rises and then falls as λ increases.
4.6.5.2 Fuzzy-Crisp, OLA 3, transitions unlimited Exploration 4 examines the
eﬀect of lambda on Fuzzy-Crisp (variant 0x0) (Rev. 1.4) running KATL's data in the context
of OLA 3. Figure 24 shows that as lambda increases, KATL's NetNorm score tends to
increase until it peaks when lambda equals 0.7. The curve shows an unexpected dip when
lambda equals 0.5 and an unexpected slight rise when lambda equals 0.9. Figure 24 also
shows Fuzzy-Crisp's MQNetNorm performance curve, which has the expected shape except
at 0.3 where the curve unexpectedly dips. Those unexpected movements could be the result
of the training data being diﬀerent from the testing data. In other words, if we were to
plot Fuzzy-Crisp's NetNorm and MQNetNorm performances on the training data, we would
probably see smoother curves than we see in Figure 24. A look at how Fuzzy-Crisp performs
on the training data when Fuzzy-Crisp's settings are kept constant during each iteration of
lambda does in fact reveal a smoother curve (Figure 25), where NetNorm scores increase
somewhat logarithmically as lambda increases, relatively leveling oﬀ for lambdas equaling
0.8 and 0.9.
Why does the curve have the shape that it does, being relatively level at 0.8 and above?
Recall that Fuzzy-Crisp uses Crisp code to retract to ensure that the algorithm meets the
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OLA's requirements, which are crisp. Fuzzy-Crisp uses fuzzy code to deploy. That deploy-
ment code, which is fuzzy, is not dependent on lambda because lambda is used to create a
crisp partition, a lambda-cut. Thus, changing lambda eﬀects only the crisp code. Increasing
lambda does not change when Fuzzy-Crisp deploys the harvester, but only when Fuzzy-Crisp
retracts it. As lambda increases, the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy decreases. Since
OLA 3 requires the harvester to be stowed during calm weather, and increasing lambda de-
creases the highest windspeed deemed to be calm, increasing lambda allows Fuzzy-Crisp to
stay deployed during relatively lighter winds. That is, increasing lambda, lowers the must-
stow windspeed. We surmise that although Fuzzy-Crisp is consuming valuable visibility
time during relatively light winds, Fuzzy-Crisp's keeping the harvester deployed allows the
harvester to be ready to capture higher energy winds, which mitigates the relatively invalu-
able visibility time. We further surmise that the relatively level portion of the curve can is
the result of the values of the following two variables probably approaching each other while
must-stow windspeed thresholds are low:
• the increase of energy gained by decreasing already low must-stow windspeed thresh-
olds, and
• the increase of energy forfeited to comply with the visibility time limit.
4.6.5.3 Fuzzy-Crisp, OLA 5, transitions limited For Explorations 5 and 6, we ex-
amined how changing lambda aﬀected the scores of Fuzzy-Crisp (variant 0x3) (Rev. 1.4)
running KATL's and KBOS's data in the context of OLA 5. Changing lambda had no
eﬀect because state-transition-limited variant 0x3 of Fuzzy-Crisp does not use the lowest
windspeed deemed to be windy since OLAs 5 and 6 allow the harvester to be visible when
the windspeed is 0 knots. Lambda deﬁnes the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy. That
windspeed threshold does not aﬀect when the harvester must be stowed in the contexts of
OLAs 5 and 6. Recall that OLAs 5 and 6 limit the harvester to two state-transitions per
month and limit the harvester's visibility time to approximately 20% of the month. OLAs 5
and 6 are concerned with windspeed only when windspeeds approach the mechanical limits
of the harvester.
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In addition to exploring the eﬀect of lambda on Fuzzy-Crisp, Explorations 5 and 6
examined whether the training routine would chose a running average window size greater
than 121 minutes. Results indicate that the training routine often chose values above 121
minutes for OLAs 5 and 6. Thus, for those OLAs, we recommend that values above 121
minutes be explored for the other 28 stations in the contexts of OLAs 5 and 6.
Full results for Explorations 5 and 6, which are for KATL and KBOS, are in Table 86
on page 335 and Table 87 on page 336, respectively.
4.6.6 A sensitivity analysis on the forecasting time horizon
We used the scaled function y() divided by 13.8 (y()/13.8) to generate simulated windspeed
predictions for KATL's training and testing data in columns entitled f30, f60, f120,
f240, f480, and f720, where each number after the `f' preﬁx indicates the time horizon
in minutes. To do a sensitivity analysis on the time horizon, we created a version of Static
variant 0x3 (Rev. 1.1) to use the desired `f' column to process KATL's augmented data in
the context of OLAs 5 and 6.
Static variant 0x3 decides to deploy if the weather is windy now and the weather is very
windy at the time horizon. Recall that minute-by-minute windspeed samples are averaged
via a moving window, the size of which is determined by the training routine.
Figure 26 shows that NetNorm scores are no further than 0.02 points from each other, as
are the MQNetNorm scores. The highest and second highest scoring NetNorm scores are at a
60-minute time horizon and a one-day time horizon, respectively. Similarly, the highest and
second highest scoring MQNetNorm scores are at a 120-minute time horizon and a one-day
time horizon, respectively.
Full results for Exploration 8 are in Appendix A.26.
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Figure 17: Surface plot showing how running-average-window size and deployment threshold
aﬀect Static variant 0x0's running of KATL-training to meet OLA3 (upper plot) and slice
when running-average-window size is 40 minutes (lower plot)
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Table 6: A comparison of performance of Fuzzy-Crisp variants 0x0 and 0x2 for OLA 3 for
station KATL
Fuzzy- Running-average-window size per month Net- Source
Crisp Var. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Norm Table
0x0 1 1 1 1 31 1 1 1 121 1 91 91 0.37 53 on page 249
0x2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.44 59 on page 256
0x0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0.42 Not. Applic.
Figure 18: Processing of KATL's data by variants 0x0 and 0x2 of Fuzzy-Crisp Hybrid
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Table 7: Fraction of total energy available during quiet hours per station
Station fEnergyQuiet* Station fEnergyQuiet*
KLAX 0.09 KSEA 0.31
KSMX 0.14 KDTW 0.35
KSAC 0.18 KORD 0.36
KPIT 0.21 KCLE 0.36
KIAH 0.23 KATL 0.38
KEUG 0.23 KDEN 0.40
KBWI 0.24 KSAT 0.43
KSFO 0.26 KSTL 0.44
KSAN 0.26 KDCA 0.46
KCLT 0.27 KDFW 0.49
KMCO 0.28 KLAS 0.50
KTPA 0.28 KLGA 0.52
KMCI 0.29 KPHX 0.58
KCVG 0.29 KBOS 0.58
KPHL 0.30 KMSP 0.59
continues above right
*fraction of total energy available during quiet hours
Figure 19: Mean windspeed vs. NetNorm for Static 0x0 v1.1 OLA 1
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Figure 20: Mean windspeed vs. fraction of total energy available during quiet hours
Figure 21: Fraction of total energy available during quiet hours vs. NetNorm earned by
Static 0x0 v1.1 for OLA 1
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Table 8: Eﬀect of changing the retraction threshold diﬀerence on Aging (variant 0x0) for
OLAs 3 and 4
RTD Net- MQNet- Running Avg. Window Size
(knots) Norm Norm OLA 3 OLA 4 Full Results
0 0.409 0.373 56.00 70.33 Table 82 on page 327
1 0.402 0.371 62.33 82.25 Table 41 on page 234
2 0.398 0.375 69.08 92.83 Table 83 on page 329
3 0.394 0.374 51.00 65.25 Table 84 on page 330














Figure 22: Eﬀect of changing the retraction threshold diﬀerence on Aging (variant 0x0) for
OLAs 3 and 4
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y-int. ∈ [x(λ), (step 10), x(λ) + 30]; r ∈ [1, (step 5), 121]
y-int. ∈ [x(λ), (step 1), x(λ) + 30]; r ∈ [1, (step 5), 121]
y-int. ∈ [x(λ), (step 1), x(λ) + 30]; r ∈ [1, (step 1), 361]
where y-int. is the y-intercept used by the Aging algorithm,
x(λ) is the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy,
and r is running-average-window size.
Figure 23: Sensitivity analysis on λ for Aging variant 0x0's processing of KPIT's data for
OLA 3
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Figure 24: Eﬀect of changing λ on Fuzzy-Crisp (variant 0x0) for OLAs 3 and 4 for KATL












Figure 25: Eﬀect of changing λ on Fuzzy (variant 0x0) for OLAs 3 for KATL's training data
where settings are constant during entire run
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4.6.8 A preliminary comparison of alternative OLA's
Let us deﬁne a visibility event as the continuous block of time a harvester is visible. Suppose
that a community limits both visibility time and visibility events to 20% per month and e
events per month. How does e aﬀect NetNorm? Preliminary results are shown in Figure 27.
We ran a special variant of Static called VE which accepts the maximum number
of visibility events as a parameter. Variant VE retracts the harvester when the average
windspeed drops below 0.5kws,λ where kws,λ is the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy for
ws =KPIT and λ = 0.7.
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OLA 1 which does not limit total visibility time, but restricts operation and visibility to
windy periods outside of quiet hours, saw algorithms harvesting 62% of the available energy.
For OLA 3, where the visibility time of the harvester is limited to approximately 20% of the
month, Static 0x0 (Rev. 1.2) achieved 46%. For OLA 5, where the visibility time of the
harvester is limited to approximately 20% of the month and 2 state-transitions per month
(or 3 to stow during high winds), the highest scoring variant netted 27% of the available
energy. For each even-numbered OLA, the best MQNetNorm() scores are not more than 8
percentage points less than the best NetNorm() scores for each corresponding odd-numbered
OLA (Table 4 on page 84).
A very interesting conclusion relates to the fraction of energy available outside of quiet
hours. We noted in Section 4.6.3 that Fuzzy-Crisp netted an average of 70% of the energy
available outside of quiet hours for OLA 3. Because OLAs 1-4 limit operation and visibility
to non-quiet hours, we suggest that another metric NetNorm when Noise Allowed (Net-
NormNA) would give a truer picture of how well an algorithm uses its allowable time than
NetNorm does. However, NetNorm is useful in that it can motivate quiet wind-harnessing
technologies that would be permitted to operate during a percentage of quiet hours.
Our ﬁnal conclusion is that improving the training of the algorithms seems to be a
promising way to increase the algorithms' performance. For example, Table 5 on page 91
shows an average NetNorm improvement of 0.04 points (or 11%) by decreasing the step size
in the search space for running average window size from 30 minutes to 1 minute.
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6.0 FUTURE WORK
The results of running the workloads in this benchmark suite, measuring results using the
benchmark's metrics, and analyzing the results led to some of these recommendations for
future versions of this benchmark suite:
• Revise OLAs 1-4 to allow the algorithms to begin to deploy before windy periods oﬃcially
begin. It seems reasonable that retractable-harvester hosting communities would agree
to allow harvesters to be visible x minutes before a windy period oﬃcially begins where
x is the minimum time required for the harvester to deploy. Recall that the deﬁnition
of When it's not windy given in Section 3.1.2.1 implies a windy period begins when
the running average windspeed reaches the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy at
the pertinent weather station. The running average windspeed depends on window size
in eﬀect during the then-current month. If a community were to allow harvesters to
begin deploying x minutes before a windy period begins, then that community would
need to wait x minutes to determine whether the harvester has complied with the OLA's
visibility allowance.
• Thus, because knowing the windspeed x minutes into the future would help a harvester
to be fully deployed when a windy period oﬃcially begins, it would make sense for future
versions of this benchmark suite to provide x-minute-ahead weather prediction. If x
equals 20 minutes, which is the deployment time (Section A.3.5) of the harvester hm we
used to test our algorithms herein, then we surmise that the 20-minute-ahead weather
predictions that would be provided in a future benchmark are more accurate than the
1440-minute-ahead predictions that we currently simulate.
• Require algorithms to log their deployment-and-retraction commands to a standard log-
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ging format so that the algorithms' actions can be veriﬁed by a watchdog program
• Add bird migration data (Section 3.1.2.3).
• For OLAs 5 and 6, explore values for the window size of the windspeed running average
above 121 minutes for the remaining 28 stations for Fuzzy-Crisp (Results for two stations
are given in Section A.25) and all 30 stations for Static and Aging.
We recommend that MQMPEnergy (Section 4.1.6.2) be considered for addition to future
versions of the benchmark suite. We surmise that such a metric would motivate the creation
of retractable wind-harnessing technologies tailored for peak-electricity-usage periods.
For future versions of the algorithms, we recommend the following:
• Use the error distribution of weather prediction to better gauge the probability of making
a wrong conclusion. If the probability is less than a certain level, then the algorithm
would act upon that conclusion. For example, let H0 be the null hypothesis that to-
morrow's running average windspeed will be below the lowest-windspeed-deemed-to-be-
windy (Section A.2.4) threshold τ knots at a weather station ws. And let H1 be the
alternative hypothesis that it will be at or above threshold τ . Given the standard devia-
tion for the day-ahead prediction error for ws (Section 4.2.0.3), what is the probability of
falsely accepting the null hypothesis (i.e., making a Type I or alpha error) or what is the
probability of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., making a Type II or beta error)
[53, pp. 56]? We calculate the probability of making a Type II error, i.e., concluding
that tomorrow will not be windy when in actuality tomorrow will be windy, for station
KBOS when the day-ahead-predicted windspeed is τ + 1 knots in Appendix A.14.
• Take into account the overhead of deploying and retracting when using weather predic-
tion. The example immediately above does not take into account the length of the windy
period, but could be extended to determine the probability of a potential harvesting event
to net a positive amount of energy.
We posit areas for exploration:
Our researching 30 municipalities' noise regulations revealed variations in the start and
stop times of quiet hours. For example, one municipality (St. Louis) starts quiet hours at
sunset. Another municipality (Pittsburgh) starts quiet hours at 10:00 pm every day. It might
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be worthwhile to ﬁnd a simple deﬁnition of quiet hours that satisﬁes all 30 municipality's
quiet hours to simplify the programming of the algorithms. Currently each algorithm looks
up the quiet hours with which it must comply. If the algorithm were to observe universal
quiet hours, then algorithm programming could be simpliﬁed in that the algorithm would not
access a look-up table keyed by weather station and when the weather station is St. Louis's
KSTL, the algorithm would not need consult another table for sunset times. Instead, the
algorithm would simply start quiet hours before the earliest sunset time of the year, would
end quiet hours at the latest hour of all the ending hours of each municipality, and would
include weekends and federal holidays. (However, if the algorithm were to observe simple
universal quiet hours, then the algorithm would forfeit much allowable harvesting time in
some municipalities.)
Another area of possible simpliﬁcation is to use the same windspeed threshold for all
stations to deﬁne windy weather instead of basing the deﬁnition on the local historical
windspeeds. For example, we could deﬁne 7 knots, which is the lowest speed of the Beaufort
Scale's Gentle Breeze (7 - 10 knots), as the lowest windy windspeed for all municipalities.
Using 7 knots as the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy for all stations would simplify the
benchmark suite because the benchmark suite would supply only one membership function
for the fuzzy set not windy instead of thirty. It would also simplify the creation of a new
metric that measures how much wind energy is available when windspeeds are 7 knots or
greater. On the other hand, because 7 knots might seem low to some municipalities, those
municipalities might not agree that 7 knots is windy. Thus, exploring each municipality's
perception of windiness is an area of future work.
Using its own windspeed sensor, each algorithm can use numerical methods on series
of windspeeds to predict weather in addition to accessing external weather forecasts. For
example, Kulkarni et al. claim, It has been found that wind speed can be predicted with
a reasonable degree of accuracy using two methods, viz., extrapolation using periodic curve
ﬁtting and [Artiﬁcial Neural Networks] [46]. Adding internal weather-forecasting to each
algorithm might give each algorithm useful ﬂexibility to choose its own forecasting time
horizon if statistically signiﬁcant.
Others have researched how to tune algorithms; It might be worthwhile to use advanced
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techniques (e.g., a procedure called CALIBRA [2]) to tune them.
Data mining the 30 sets of historical data could provide insight into how to group the
sets (e.g., grouped by Weibull shape parameters) to recommend an OLA for a particular
group.
Because some survey respondents did not seem to understand wind power (e.g., they all
still run on oil so what is the point) or retractable harvesters (i [sic] just don't understand
their purpose) and some survey companies allow a video to be shown or accessible as part
of the survey, the inclusion of instructional videos in future surveys might help to solve the
problem of some respondents' lack of retractable-wind-harvester knowledge.
Consider adding an OLA or revising one or more of the existing standard OLAs to
address shadow ﬂicker, which are shadows on the ground and surrounding structures that
may emanate from the rotating blades of a wind turbine [71].
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A.1 PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE ALGORITHMS
A.1.1 Most recent revision of each variant of each category
Algorithm 1 The Static algorithm (variant 0x0, i.e., current-weather only, transitions open)
Revision 1.2
1: procedure Static0x0(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . Input: S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . Input: m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . Input: d = deployment threshold (in knots)
6: . Input: Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . Input: hm = harvester model
8: . Input: c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9:
10: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
11:
12: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
13: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
14: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
15: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
16:
17: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
18: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
19: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
20: ((hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) ∈ Q) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
21: (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
22: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) then
23: out← retract






Algorithm 2 The Static algorithm (variant 0x1, i.e., current-weather only, transitions lim-
ited) Revision 1.2
1: procedure Static0x1(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
14: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
15:
16: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




21: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
22: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
23: . harvester has not yet been visible this month








Algorithm 3 The Static algorithm (variant 0x2, i.e., weather prediction, transitions open)
Revision 1.2
1: procedure Static0x2(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
12: MUCH_WINDIER ← 1.25
13: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED = 0.64;
14: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
15: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
16: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
17:
18: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
19: . m-sized window includes latest simulated predicted windspeed
20:
21: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
22: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
23: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
24: (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
25: ((hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
26: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
27: ( (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
28: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED) and
29: (f.avg > (w.avg∗MUCH_WINDIER)) )
then
30: out← retract






Algorithm 4 The Static algorithm (variant 0x3, i.e., weather prediction, transitions limited)
Revision 1.2
1: procedure Static0x3(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
14: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
15:
16: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
17: . m-sized window includes latest simulated predicted windspeed
18:
19: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




24: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
25: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
26: . harvester has not yet been visible this month
27: ( (w.avg > d) and
28: . Note: ≥ is permitted







Algorithm 5 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x0, i.e., current-weather only, transitions open)
Revision 1.2
1: procedure Aging0x0(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
10:
11: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
14: . d = −mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
15: . Slope is negated since x decreases as month ages
16: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
17:
18: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
19: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
20:
21: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
22: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
23: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
24: (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out










Algorithm 6 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x1, i.e., current-weather only, transitions lim-
ited) Revision 1.2
1: procedure Aging0x1(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
10:
11: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
14: . d = −mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
15: . Slope is negated since x decreases as month ages
16: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
17:
18: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
19: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
20:
21: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




26: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
27: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
28: . harvester has not yet been visible this month








Algorithm 7 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x2, i.e., weather prediction, transitions open)
Revision 1.2
1: procedure Aging0x2(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
10:
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
13: . d = mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
14: . Bug in Revision 1.2: m's sign is wrong
15: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
16:
17: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
18: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
19:
20: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
21: . m-sized window includes latest simulated predicted windspeed
22:
23: MUCH_WINDIER = 1.25;
24: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED = 0.64;
25: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
26: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
27: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
28: (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
29: ((hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
30: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
31: ( (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
32: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED) and
33: (f.avg > (w.avg∗MUCH_WINDIER)) )
then
34: out← retract






Algorithm 8 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x3, i.e., weather prediction, transitions limited)
Revision 1.2
1: procedure Aging0x3(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
10:
11: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
12: MUCH_WINDIER ← 1.25
13: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
14: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
15: . d = −mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
16: . Slope is negated since x decreases as month ages
17: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
18:
19: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
20: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
21:
22: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
23: . m-sized window includes latest simulated predicted windspeed
24:
25: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




30: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
31: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
32: . harvester has not yet been visible this month
33: ( (w.avg > d) and
34: . Note: ≥ is permitted







Algorithm 9 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x0, i.e., current-weather only, transitions
open) Revision 1.5
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x0(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9:
10: r ← l − 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
11:
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
14: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
15:
16: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
17: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
18: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
19: hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
20: then
21: out← retract
22: . Ensure that algorithm meets agreement, which is crisp
23:
24: else . Use fuzzy-code to deploy
25: if (windy and
26: (if not approaching quiet hours or
27: if fraction of time spent stowed is low))







Algorithm 10 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x1, i.e., current-weather only, transi-
tions limited) (Transition-Limited) Revision 1.5
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x1(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
10: r ← l − 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
11:
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
14: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
15:
16: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
17:
18: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
19: (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
20: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
21: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) ≤ hm.TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES)




26: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) then
27: . Use fuzzy-code to deploy








Algorithm 11 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x2, i.e., weather prediction, transitions
open) (Weather-prediction-using) Revision 1.5
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x2(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed or retract which means retract or remain retracted
(out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9:
10: r ← l− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
11:
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
14: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
15:
16: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
17: . m-sized window includes latest day-ahead predicted windspeed
18:
19: bFutureWindspeedUnavailable = (s.f1440 < 0) . Boolean
20: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
21: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
22: ((s.timestamp + hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
23: hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
24: then
25: out← retract
26: . Ensure that algorithm meets agreement, which is crisp
27:
28: else . Use fuzzy-code to deploy
29: if bFutureWindspeedUnavailable then
30: if (windy and
31: (if not approaching quiet hours or




36: if ((very windy tomorrow and
37: running out of time) or
38: not very windy tomorrow or
39: not running out of time) and
40: (windy and
41: (if not approaching quiet hours or









Algorithm 12 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x3, i.e., weather prediction, transitions
limited) (Transition-limited, Weather-prediction-using) Revision 1.5
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x3(out, S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . Output: out has either the value deploy which means deploy or remain deployed
or retract which means retract or remain retracted (out is a static; Its value at its ﬁrst call
is retract)
3: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
4: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
5: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
6: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
7: . hm = harvester model
8: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
9: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
10: r ← l − 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
11:
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
14: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
15:
16: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
17: . m-sized window includes latest simulated predicted windspeed
18:
19: bFutureWindspeedUnavailable = (s.f1440 < 0) . Boolean
20: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
21: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
22: (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
23: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
24: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) ≤ hm.TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES)




29: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) then
30: . Use fuzzy-code to deploy
31: if bFutureWindspeedUnavailable then














A.1.2 Previous revision of each variant of each category
Algorithm 13 The Static algorithm (variant 0x0) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Static0x0(S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
8: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
16: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
17: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
18: ((hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) ∈ Q) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
19: (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
20: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) then
21: RetractOrRemainRetracted






Algorithm 14 The Static algorithm (variant 0x1) (Transition-limited) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Static0x1(S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
8: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m)
16: . Bug in Revision 1.1: MovingAverage instead of MovingAverageFuture is being updated with
weather prediction
17:
18: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




23: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
24: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
25: . harvester has not yet been visible this month








Algorithm 15 The Static algorithm (variant 0x2) (Weather-prediction-using) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Static0x2(S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
8: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: MUCH_WINDIER ← 1.25
12: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED = 0.64;
13: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
14: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
15: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
16:
17: f.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m)
18: . Bug (or unintended feature) in Revision 1.1: MovingAverage instead of
MovingAverageFuture is being updated with weather prediction
19: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
20: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
21: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
22: (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
23: ((hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
24: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
25: ( (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
26: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED) and
27: (f.avg > (w.avg∗MUCH_WINDIER)) )
then
28: RetractOrRemainRetracted






Algorithm 16 The Static algorithm (variant 0x3) (Transition-limited, Weather-prediction-
using) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Static0x3(S, m, d, Q, hm, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m = window size (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . d = deployment threshold (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
8: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: f.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m)
16: . Bug (or unintended feature) in Revision 1.1: MovingAverage instead of
MovingAverageFuture is being updated with weather prediction
17:
18: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




23: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
24: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
25: . harvester has not yet been visible this month
26: ( (w.avg > d) and
27: . Note: ≥ is permitted







Algorithm 17 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x0) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Aging0x0(S, m[1 : 12], b[1 : 12], Q, hm, l, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
13: . d = mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
14: . Bug in Revision 1.1: m's sign is wrong
15: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
16:
17: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
18: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
19:
20: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
21: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
22: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
23: (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out










Algorithm 18 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x1) (Transition-limited) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Aging0x1(S, m[1 : 12], b[1 : 12], Q, hm, l, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
13: . d = mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
14: . Bug in Revision 1.1: m's sign is wrong
15: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
16:
17: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
18: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
19:
20: updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m)
21: . Bug in Revision 1.1: MovingAverage instead of MovingAverageFuture is being updated with
weather prediction
22:
23: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




28: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
29: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
30: . harvester has not yet been visible this month








Algorithm 19 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x2) (Weather-prediction-using) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Aging0x2(S, m[1 : 12], b[1 : 12], Q, hm, l, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9:
10: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
11: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
12: . d = mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
13: . Bug in Revision 1.1: m's sign is wrong
14: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
15:
16: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
17: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
18:
19: f.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m)
20: . Bug (or unintended feature) in Revision 1.1: MovingAverage instead of
MovingAverageFuture is being updated with weather prediction
21:
22: MUCH_WINDIER = 1.25;
23: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED = 0.64;
24: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
25: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
26: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
27: (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
28: ((hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
29: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
30: ( (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
31: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD_SOMEWHAT_EXHAUSTED) and
32: (f.avg > (w.avg∗MUCH_WINDIER)) )
then
33: RetractOrRemainRetracted






Algorithm 20 The Aging algorithm (variant 0x3) (Transition-limited, Weather-prediction-
using) Revision 1.1
1: procedure Aging0x3(S, m[1 : 12], b[1 : 12], Q, hm, l, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . b[1 : 12] = array of monthly y-intercepts (in knots)
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9:
10: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
11: MUCH_WINDIER ← 1.25
12: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
13: d← getDeploymentThreshold(s.timestamp, b[s.month], l)
14: . d = mx+ b where m = (l − b[s.month])/(minutes in 31 days) and x is number of minutes
remaining in month
15: . Bug in Revision 1.1: m's sign is wrong
16: r ← d− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
17:
18: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
19: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
20:
21: f.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m)
22: . Bug (or unintended feature) in Revision 1.1: MovingAverage instead of
MovingAverageFuture is being updated with weather prediction
23:
24: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out




29: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) and
30: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) < c) or
31: . harvester has not yet been visible this month
32: ( (w.avg > d) and
33: . Note: ≥ is permitted







Algorithm 21 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x0) Revision 1.4
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x0(S, m[1 : 12], v[1 : 12], Q, hm, l)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8:
9: r ← l − 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
16: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
17: ((s.timestamp+ hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
18: hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
19: then
20: RetractOrRemainRetracted
21: . Ensure that algorithm meets agreement, which is crisp
22:
23: else . Use fuzzy-code to deploy
24: if (windy and
25: (if not approaching quiet hours or
26: if fraction of time spent stowed is low))







Algorithm 22 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x1) (Transition-Limited) Revision 1.4
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x1(S, m[1 : 12], v[1 : 12], Q, hm, l, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9: r ← l − 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m) . Bug in Revision 1.4: MovingAverage instead of
MovingAverageFuture is being updated with weather prediction
16: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
17:
18: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
19: (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
20: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
21: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) ≤ hm.TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES)




26: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) then
27: . Use fuzzy-code to deploy








Algorithm 23 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x2) (Weather-prediction-using) Revi-
sion 1.4
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x2(S, m[1 : 12], v[1 : 12], Q, hm, l)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8:
9: r ← l− 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: f.avg ← updateMovingAverageFuture(s.f1440 ,m)
16: . m-sized window includes latest day-ahead predicted windspeed
17:
18: bFutureWindspeedUnavailable = (s.f1440 < 0) . Boolean
19: if (w.avg < r) or . Avg. windspeed is less than retraction threshold
20: (s.timestamp ∈ Q) or . In quiet hours
21: ((s.timestamp + hm.retraction_time) ∈ Q) or . Allow time to stow
22: hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
23: then
24: RetractOrRemainRetracted
25: . Ensure that algorithm meets agreement, which is crisp
26:
27: else . Use fuzzy-code to deploy
28: if bFutureWindspeedUnavailable then
29: if (windy and
30: (if not approaching quiet hours or




35: if ((very windy tomorrow and
36: running out of time) or
37: not very windy tomorrow or
38: not running out of time) and
39: (windy and
40: (if not approaching quiet hours or









Algorithm 24 The Fuzzy-Crisp algorithm (variant 0x3) (Transition-limited, Weather-
prediction-using) Revision 1.4
1: procedure FuzzyCrisp0x3(S, m[1 : 12], v[1 : 12], Q, hm, l, c)
2: . S = set of minute-by-minute windspeed samples
3: . m[1 : 12] = array of monthly window sizes (in samples) of moving average windspeed
4: . v[1 : 12] = array of monthly membership values in combined fuzzy set
5: . Q = set of timestamps in quiet hours
6: . hm = harvester model
7: . l = lowest windspeed deemed to be windy
8: . c = allocated visibility minutes per month
9: r ← l − 1 . Calc. retraction threshold (in knots)
10:
11: for all s ∈ S do . For each raw windspeed sample
12: w.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.raw,m)
13: . m-sized window includes latest raw windspeed
14:
15: f.avg ← updateMovingAverage(s.f1440 ,m) . Bug (or unintended feature) in Revision
1.4: MovingAverage instead of MovingAverageFuture is being updated with weather prediction
16: bFutureWindspeedUnavailable = (s.f1440 < 0) . Boolean
17: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD ← 0.99
18: if (hm.bInCutOutState(s.raw) or . Boolean: Harvester in cut-out
19: (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) >
20: FRACTION_VISIBLE_TIME_THRESHOLD) or
21: (getMinutesInMonthRemaining(s.date) ≤ hm.TIME_TO_RETRACT_MINUTES)




26: else if (hm.getFractionV isbileP lusT imeToRetractMonthly(c) < 1) then
27: . Use fuzzy-code to deploy
28: if bFutureWindspeedUnavailable then














A.2 CREATING AND USING FUZZY-SET MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS
A.2.1 Example of how to make a membership function for the fuzzy set NOT
WINDY AT KBOS
We deﬁne the fuzzy term not windy enough or not windy to mean not powerful enough or
not powerful, which is another fuzzy term, but nonetheless our equating not windy with not
powerful is the reason why we used a power calculation in the following procedure:
1. Load the training data for the KBOS family of benchmarks into R. R is a free software
environment for statistical computing and graphics [78].
The following R command creates the data frame df :
The data frame df has ﬁve columns as shown here. As stated in Section 4.2.0.3, the
column name f1440 indicates that the column's values are simulated predicted wind-
speeds 1440 minutes in advance of the current time. The name suggests that additional
columns with predicted windspeeds at diﬀerent time horizons may be added in future
benchmarks suite revisions.
1 > names ( df )
2 [ 1 ] " timestamp"
3 [ 2 ] "wind_knots"
4 [ 3 ] " ac tua l . vs . . i n t e r p o l a t e d "
5 [ 4 ] " f1440 "
6 [ 5 ] "OLA5"
2. From data frame df , extract the wind speed data, which is the wind_knots column:
3. Create a frequency distribution of all the windspeeds in the KBOS training data (which
includes interpolated windspeeds for the missing minutes, as mentioned in Section 4.2).
1 > # Generate sequence 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 1 2 5
2 > breaks = seq (0 , 125 , by=1)
3 > # Label each value in wind_knots with the i n t e r va l , e . g . , [ 0 , 1 )
,
4 > # to which i t be longs
5 > wind_knots . cut = cut (wind_knots , breaks , r i g h t=FALSE)
6 > # Build a tab l e o f counts o f each app l i ed l abe l , i . e . , i n t e r v a l
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7 > wind_knots . f r e q = tab l e ( wind_knots . cut )
4. For each bucket of windspeeds, we calculate the power that that bucket generated via
the following the formula [30]:
P = nw3
where w is the label, i.e., a windspeed, on the bucket and n is the number of instances
of that windspeed in that bucket.
5. Because we are deﬁning not windy to mean not powerful, we convert the windspeed to a
wind power. Per the power equation above, as windspeed increases, wind power increases
cubically. Thus, we cube wind_knots:
1 > # Combine sequence 0 , 1 , . . . , 1 2 4 in to vec to r
2 > bucket_label_wind_knots = c ( 0 : 1 24 )
3 > # Mult ip ly each c e l l by cube o f i t s windspeed
4 > wind_power = wind_knots . f r e q ∗ ( bucket_label_wind_knots ^ 3)
5 > # Cumulatively sum the vec to r wind_power
6 > wind_power . cumsum = cumsum(wind_power )
7 > # Divide by 125 th cumulat ive sum
8 > wind_power . relat ivecumsum = wind_power . cumsum / wind_power .
cumsum [ 1 2 5 ]
6. Now that we have created
1 > x <− cbind (wind_power . relativecumsum / . 8 )
7. Because dividing numbers greater than .8 results in quotients greater than 1, we cap the
quotients at 1 (and invert by subtracting from 1 because we want a membership function
for the set NOT WINDY):
1 > membership_function_windy_not <− 1 − apply (x , 1 , f unc t i on (x ) i f
(x>1) 1 e l s e x )
8. To create the plot of the membership function (Figure 28), use the following commands,
where xlab and ylab deﬁne the x-axis and y-axis titles, respectively:
1 > for_plot = cbind ( seq (0 ,124) , membership_function_windy_not )
2 > png ( )
3 > p lo t ( fo r_plot [ , 1 ] , f o r_plot [ , 2 ] , xl im=c (0 ,20 ) , ylab=
4 + "Degree o f Membership in 'Not Windy at KBOS' " , xlab='Windspeed
( knots ) ' ,
5 + main="Membership Function f o r Fuzzy Set 'Not Windy at KBOS' " )
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Figure 28: Membership function for fuzzy set `Not Windy at KBOS' where KBOS refers to
weather station KBOS
6 > dev . o f f ( )
The plot of the membership function (Figure 28) shows how the function maps each
windspeed (measured in knots) in its domain to degrees of membership in the set NOT
WINDY AT KBOS. The membership function can be used by fuzzy algorithms to de-
termine how windy the weather measured by a windspeed is.
A.2.1.1 Files describing fuzzy-set membership in the set NOT WINDY AT
<STATION> We integrated the R code essentially the same as that directly above
into an R script to create a NOT WINDY membership function for each training set
(i.e., we created a membership function for each of the 30 weather stations). We
are including each NOT WINDY membership function in the benchmark suite. Each
NOT WINDY membership function is in its own ﬁle named training<Station>2004-
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2012imembershipFunctionNotWindy.out where <Station> is the weather station's four-
character ICAO code (e.g, KPIT). An example of a version of trainingKPIT2004-
2012imembershipFunctionNotWindy.out is shown in Listing 1. The left-hand column is
a set of ranges of windspeeds (measured in knots). Each element of that set is mapped
to a membership value. For example, the range [0,1) knots is mapped to the membership
value of 1.000. Thus, the range [0,1) is fully a member of the set NOT WINDY AT KPIT.
For another example, the range [15,16) knots is mapped to the membership value of 0.167;
That range's degree of membership in NOT WINDY AT KPIT is 0.167. Because the degree
of membership in the set NOT WINDY AT KPIT is 0.00 for all windspeeds 18 knots and
greater, rows in the range [23,123] knots have been omitted from Listing 1:
Listing 1: trainingKPIT2004-2012imembershipFunctionNotWindy.out
1 membership_function_windy_not
2 [ 0 , 1 ) 1 .000
3 [ 1 , 2 ) 1 .000
4 [ 2 , 3 ) 0 .999
5 [ 3 , 4 ) 0 .995
6 [ 4 , 5 ) 0 .982
7 [ 5 , 6 ) 0 .959
8 [ 6 , 7 ) 0 .921
9 [ 7 , 8 ) 0 .866
10 [ 8 , 9 ) 0 .796
11 [ 9 , 1 0 ) 0 .712
12 [ 10 , 11 ) 0 .619
13 [ 11 , 12 ) 0 .523
14 [ 12 , 13 ) 0 .427
15 [ 13 , 14 ) 0 .334
16 [ 14 , 15 ) 0 .247
17 [ 15 , 16 ) 0 .167
18 [ 16 , 17 ) 0 .095
19 [ 17 , 18 ) 0 .032
20 [ 18 , 19 ) 0 .000
21 [ 19 , 20 ) 0 .000
22 [ 20 , 21 ) 0 .000
23 [ 21 , 22 ) 0 .000
24 . . .
25 [ 124 , 125 ) 0 .000
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Figure 29: Example membership functions for the fuzzy sets representing morning, evening,
and nightly visibility bans
A.2.2 Example of how to make fuzzy-set membership function for set DAILY
VISIBILITY BAN [IN EFFECT]
Let T be the set of all minutes in a day. Thus, the elements 0:00 and 23:59 are in set T . Let




Let us make the membership functions from a daily repeating triangular function where
the height of the triangle is dependent on the survey results. An example of such a daily
repeating triangular function is shown here:
dailyTriangle(hour , scale, halfbase,midpoint) =
scale ×max(0, (normalizer(halfbase))× (2×min(dailyPattern(hour ,midpoint),
2− dailyPattern(hour ,midpoint − voffset(halfbase))); (1)
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where
dailyPattern(hour ,midpoint) = mod (hour − (midpoint − 12), 24)/12; (2)
interimHeight(halfbase) = halfbase/6; (3)
normalizer(halfbase) = 1/(interimHeight(halfbase)); (4)
voffset(halfbase) = 2− interimHeight(halfbase); (5)
Let us continue this example by deriving membership functions from our actual survey
data. The survey results indicate that 245 respondents [s]upport retractable wind turbines
under certain conditions. The following numbers of those 245 respondents chose to ban
harvester visibility in the morning, afternoon, and night: 13, 13, and 29 or 5%, 5%, and
12%, respectively. Let the morning, afternoon, and night hours be 07:00-12:00, 12:00-22:00,
and 22:00-07:00, respectively. Because the survey did not explicitly deﬁne the intervals, we
are using the common understanding that noon divides morning and afternoon, and for night
hours we are using the quiet hours in Pittsburgh (Table A.10 on page 214). The midpoints
and durations of each range (e.g. the midpoint and duration of 22:00-07:00 are 02:30 and 9
hours, respectively) used to derive the midpoint and width of each triangle, where the width
is one hour greater than the duration to allow the following membership functions to overlap
slightly (Figure 29) for this example:
mf MORNING_BAN = dailyTriangle(hour , scale = 0.05, halfbase = 3,midpoint = 9.5); (6)
mf AFTERNOON_BAN = dailyTriangle(hour , scale = 0.05, halfbase = 6,midpoint = 17); (7)
mf NIGHTLY_BAN = dailyTriangle(hour , scale = 0.12, halfbase = 5.5,midpoint = 2.5);
(8)
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For example, suppose that the time of day is 19:00 (i.e., 7 p.m.). The degree of mem-
bership of 19:00 in the fuzzy set DAILY BAN is
mf DAILY_BAN(x) = mf MORNING_BAN(x) ∨mf AFTERNOON_BAN(x)∨
mf NIGHTLY_BAN(x)
= mf MORNING_BAN(19:00) ∨mf AFTERNOON_BAN(19:00)∨
mf NIGHTLY_BAN(19:00)
= max(mf MORNING_BAN(19:00),mf AFTERNOON_BAN(19:00),
mf NIGHTLY_BAN(19:00))
= max(0, 0.03, 0)
= 0.03
Let us continue this example in the following section by using mf DAILY_V ISIBILITY_BAN
as part of a larger expresion.
A.2.3 Translating membership values to a retraction speed
Suppose that a harvester has a maximum retraction speed M . We are assuming that the
maximum retraction speed is the same as the deployment speed for the following example.
(Deployment speed is the inverse of deployment time, which is deﬁned in Appendix A.3.5.)
And suppose that the harvester is able to be deployed at any speed in the range [M/2, M].
Then, we can create a function that maps membership values to a retraction speed in the
range [M/2, M]:
y = 0.5M((mf DAILY_V ISIBILITY_BAN(t) ∨mf NOT_WINDY (x)∨
mf TOO_WINDY (x) ∨mf USED_ALL_ITS_ALLOCATED_V ISIBILITY (h)) + 1) (9)
where x is the windspeed, t is the time of day, h is how much time the harvester has been
visible, the symbol ∨ is the maximum operator, and y is the resulting deployment speed.
Let us continue the example from the previous section where mf DAILY_V ISIBILITY_BAN
equals 0.03. Suppose that a wind speed x0 has a degree of membership of 0.25 in the set
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NOT_WINDY, a degree of membership of 0 in the set TOO_WINDY, and 0.75 in the fuzzy
set USED_ALL_ITS_ALLOCATED_VISIBILITY. Then Equation 9 becomes
y = 0.5M((0.03 ∨ 0.25 ∨ 0 ∨ 0.75) + 1) (10)
= 0.5M(max(0.03, 0.25, 0, 0.75) + 1) (11)
= 0.5M(0.75 + 1) (12)
= 0.5M(1.75) (13)
= 0.875M. (14)
which translates the membership values to 87.5% of the maximum retraction speed.
For Equation 9, as the highest membership value increases, the retraction speed increases,
which is by design, because each fuzzy set in Equation 9 is a reason to retract the harvester.
A problem with using fuzzy logic to retract the harvester is that the controlling authority
would need to agree that the harvester is complying with operational restrictions if the algo-
rithm is using an agreed-upon fuzzy equation, which might be more diﬃcult to understand
than a crisp operational restriction. We avoided that problem by using crisp code to retract
in the Fuzzy-Crisp hybrid algorithm (Section 3.4.3 on page 35).
A.2.4 Windspeeds deemed windy for crisp applications
Let us describe how to create a lambda-cut set from the NOT_WINDY membership function
(Appendix A.2.1) of each weather station ws. (Recall that a general deﬁnition of a lambda-
cut set can be found in Ross [80] and in this case, the lambda-cut set is the set of all
windspeeds in the fuzzy set NOT WINDY having membership values of λ or higher.) Each
station's NOT_WINDY membership function µ(NOT_WINDY,ws)() maps a windspeed s to
a membership value µ(NOT_WINDY,ws)(s) ∈ M = {x ∈ R|x ∈ [0, 1]}. Choose a λ ∈ M .
The lambda-cut set of the fuzzy set NOT_WINDY is made up of all windspeeds that
have membership values equal to or greater than λ. That is, (NOT_WINDY,ws)λ =
{y|µ(NOT_WINDY,ws)(y) ≥ λ}.
For each station ws, we deem windspeeds (that are in the domain of µ(NOT_WINDY,ws)())
to be windy if those windspeeds are not in (NOT_WINDY,ws)λ, where λ = 0.9. For each
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station ws, the least windspeed that we deem to be windy in the set of natural numbers
is given in Table 11. Each Lowest Windspeed Deemed to Be Windy happens either be a
Light Breeze (4-6 knots) or a Gentle Breeze (7-10 knots) as deﬁned by the Beaufort Wind
Scale (Table 10 on the next page [62]) when λ = 0.9.
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Table 10: Beaufort Wind Scale
Wind (knots) WMO Classiﬁcation














Before choosing 0.9, we also explored other values for λ, which did not perform well in
our initial testing of an Aging algorithm.
Table 11: Lowest windspeed deemed to be windy for each station for six values of the
parameter λ.
λ 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Lowest Windspeed Deemed
station to Be Windy (knots)
KATL 12 11 10 9 8 7
KBOS 15 14 13 12 10 9
KBWI 13 12 10 9 8 7
KCLE 14 13 12 11 10 8
KCLT 10 9 8 8 7 5
KCVG 14 13 12 10 9 7
KDCA 13 12 11 10 9 7
KDEN 18 15 14 12 10 9
KDFW 16 14 13 12 11 9
KDTW 14 13 12 10 9 8
KEUG 11 10 10 9 8 6
KIAH 13 12 11 10 9 7
KLAS 14 13 12 11 9 7
KLAX 12 11 10 9 8 7
KLGA 15 14 13 12 10 9
KMCI 14 13 12 11 10 8
KMCO 13 12 11 10 9 7
KMSP 13 12 11 10 9 8
KORD 13 12 11 10 9 8
KPHL 14 13 12 11 9 8
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Table 11: (continued)
KPHX 12 11 10 9 7 6
KPIT 13 12 11 10 8 7
KSAC 12 11 10 9 7 6
KSAN 10 9 8 8 7 6
KSAT 12 11 11 10 9 7
KSEA 11 11 10 9 8 6
KSFO 17 16 15 14 12 10
KSMX 15 13 12 11 10 8
KSTL 13 12 11 10 9 7
KTPA 10 9 8 8 7 6
Max. 18 16 15 14 12 10
Min. 10 9 8 8 7 5
A.3 MODEL OF HARVESTER THAT IS TOWERED
This version of the benchmark suite has one (for simplicity) wind harvester model: a towered
harvester. We chose to derive the model of the towered retracted harvester from the Vestas
V90-3.0 MW.1
The wind harvester model comprises the following items, each explained in a subsection
below:
• a power curve (A.3.1), i.e., a power output function, which maps windspeed to power
output,
• a deployment energy (A.3.3) function, which maps windspeed to the energy required to
deploy the harvester,
1The Vestas V90-3.0 MW has the median rotor diameter, 90m, of the ﬁve diameters of the ﬁve Vestas
turbines (V34, V80, V90, V112, and V164) listed in Staﬀell [88].
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• a retraction energy (A.3.4) function, which maps windspeed to the energy required to
retract the harvester, and
• deployment speed (A.3.5) and retraction speed parameters.
A.3.1 Power curve
The power outputs of the V90-3.0 MW are given in Table 12 [88] for a range of windspeeds.
The power output function uses the data shown in Table 12 to ﬁnd the power that the
V90 outputs given a windspeed. We assume that the turbine is available 100% of the
time. A plot of Table 12 is shown in Figure 30 on page 163. That is, we assume that
scheduled or unscheduled events (e.g., maintenance) will not interfere with the harvester's
energy harvesting. Note that Table 12 indicates that the cut-out speed is 49 knots, at and
above which the turbine outputs 0 kW. Cutting-out power output to 0 is an eﬀort to protect
certain components. However, that eﬀort might not be suﬃcient if the windspeeds become
extremely high. The actual V90's design parameter is 82.6 knots or 42.5 m s−1 for maximum
average wind deﬁned as 10 min., 50 years' mean wind speed [101, Section 4.2] if winds are
within other limits such as turbulence [101, Section 4.2]. (We assume that the envisioned
retractable version of the V90 turbine can survive winds up to at least 80 knots.)
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Table 12: Power output of the V90-3.0 MW vs. windspeed [88]
Windspeed (knots) Power (kW) Windspeed (knots) Power (kW)
0 0 30 3000
1 0 31 3000
2 0 32 3000
3 0 33 3000
4 0 34 3000
5 0 35 3000
6 0 36 3000
7 38 37 3000
8 87 38 3000
9 141 39 3000
10 207 40 3000
11 286 41 3000
12 382 42 3000
13 496 43 3000
14 628 44 3000
15 781 45 3000
16 957 46 3000
17 1153 47 3000
18 1366 48 3000
19 1589 49 0
20 1814 50 0
21 2035 51 0
22 2250 52 0
23 2452 53 0
24 2634 54 0
25 2784 55 0
26 2888 56 0
27 2949 57 0
28 2980 58 0
29 2993 59 0
continues above right 60 [and more] 0
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Figure 30: Power curve of harvester model
A.3.2 Too windy
We are interpreting too windy to mean too windy to harvest. Being too windy to harvest
is deﬁned by the following constants in a V90-3MW speciﬁcation [101, p. 22], where cut-out
speed is the speed at which and above the harvester outputs no power (because turbines are
designed to try to avoid damage from high winds by feathering the blades, i.e., increasing
the pitch angle of each blade to reduce the blade surface area facing the wind [70] [52, Page
5]) and recut-in speed is the speed to which the wind must decrease before the harvester
resumes outputting power after a cut-out:
• CUT_OUT_SPEED_KNOTS = 49 (25 m/s) and
• RECUT_IN_SPEED_KNOTS = 39 (20 m/s).
The V90's cut-out speed of 49 knots can be clearly seen in Table 12. Note that Table 12
does not show the recut-in speed; Table 12 does not apply to situations where the harvester
is in cut-out mode and windspeeds are between 39 and 49, exclusive.2
The highest windspeed is the benchmark suite is 67 knots, which in the ﬁle
2Those pre-recut-in situations were ignored when we found the ideal deployment and retraction times
for OLA5, as noted in a footnote referenced from Appendix 4.3.
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trainingKMCO2004-2012in.csv and less than the 80-knot survivability windspeed of the mod-
eled harvester, as stated in Appendix A.3.1. Recall that cutting the power output is an eﬀort
to survive high winds, but extremely high winds could damage a wind turbine. The cut-out
speed of the V90 (49 knots) [88] is much less than the V90's designed survivability windspeed
(82.6 knots) [101, Section 4.2].
A.3.3 Deployment energy
It takes a certain amount of energy to deploy a retractable harvester. Harvesters can con-
ceivably be helped to be lifted by airfoils. Thus, our model calculates deployment energy
as inversely proportional to windspeed. That is, as windspeeds increase, deployment energy
decreases.
Our envisioned retractable-harvester relies solely on airfoils to deploy when the windspeed
is 20 knots or higher. That is, when the windspeed is 20 knots or higher, all energy to lift the
harvester is provided by airfoils' lifting force. We represent the 20-knot energy in Listing 2
on the next page by cubing the value 20 since wind power is cubically proportional to
windspeed [30]. If the windspeed is less than 20 knots, then the harvester in our model
consumes energy from the grid. In the code listing below, we refer to that required grid
energy as energy_required_to_lift_kwh_per_event where each event is a deployment.
The required grid energy is the maximum of 0 kWh and the product of a scaling factor
(explained in the next paragraph) times the diﬀerence of 20 cubed less the current windspeed
cubed. We normalize the event's required grid energy by dividing it by the number of minutes
the harvester takes to go from being fully stowed to being fully deployed (i.e., the deployment
time (Section A.3.5)), which is assumed to be 20 minutes.
The scaling factor ensures that the required grid energy is equal to the energy that the
harvester captures per minute at a windspeed slightly above the harvester's cut-in windspeed.
The cut-in windspeed of the V90 is 7 knots (Section A.3.1). At which, the V90 harnesses 38
kilowatts of power. If the 7-knot windspeed persists for an hour, the V90 harvests 38 kilowatt-
hours of energy (Section A.3.1). Thus, each minute at 7 knots the harvester captures 38
kilowatt-hours/60 minutes = 0.63 kilowatt-hours/minute. At 8 knots, the harvester captures
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1.45 kilowatt-hours/minute.
If the harvester is not fully deployed at 8 knots, then it is not converting wind en-
ergy to electricity. The required grid energy to lift the harvester at 8 knots is 1.50
kilowatt-hours/minute, at 9 knots is 1.45 kilowatt-hours/minute, at 10 knots is 1.40 kilowatt-
hours/minute for 20 minutes, and continues to decrease (Table 13). The required energy is
decreasing as windspeeds are increasing because the envisioned retractable harvester is using
airfoils to help lift itself. Thus, although the harvester is not transforming wind power into
electrical power as the harvester is deploying, the harvester may be directly transforming
wind power into mechanical lifting power. If the aerodynamic lift provided by the airfoils is
not suﬃcient, the harvester obtains the balance of lifting energy from the grid. The balance
of lifting energy is coming from the grid, instead of from another source, in order to be con-
sistent with the context of the MQMP metric (Section 4.1.5.2). The required grid energy of
1.5 kilowatt-hours/minute to lift the harvester is approximately equal to the 1.45 kilowatt-
hours/minute that the harvester would have captured if it were fully deployed at 8 knots,
which is approximately where the per-minute power curve crosses the plot of required lifting
energy from the grid in Figure 31. Energy harvested if the harvester were fully deployed
and the required lifting energy from the grid if the harvester is being deployed is listed in
Table 13.
Listing 2: Code calculating how much energy is required to lift harvester
1 pub l i c i n t getDeploymentEnergyUsedPerMinuteKwh ( i n t
time_to_deploy_minutes , i n t windspeed_knots ) {
2
3 // Assuming a l l energy to l i f t ha rve s t e r can be provided by
a i r f o i l s
4 // when wind speed i s 20 knots or h igher
5 f i n a l i n t DEPLOYMENT_ENERGY_CONSUMPTION_THRESHOLD_KWH = ( in t ) Math .
pow(20 , 3) ;
6 f i n a l double DEPLOYMENT_ENERGY_SCALING_FACTOR = . 0 0 4 ;
7
8 double energy_required_to_lift_kwh_per_event = (
DEPLOYMENT_ENERGY_CONSUMPTION_THRESHOLD_KWH
9 − Math . pow( windspeed_knots , 3) ) ∗
DEPLOYMENT_ENERGY_SCALING_FACTOR;
10
11 i f ( energy_required_to_lift_kwh_per_event < 0)
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12 energy_required_to_lift_kwh_per_event = 0 ;
13




Figure 31: Comparing energy harvested when fully deployed to portion of lifting energy
required from grid
A.3.4 Retraction energy
Retracting a retractable harvester could consume energy in some cases. However, our model
assumes that gravity will retract the harvester without using any energy.
A.3.5 Deployment time
The deployment time is the inverse of deployment speed. A retractable harvester moves from
its stowed state to its fully deployed state at a certain speed. That speed can be speciﬁed
in terms of deployment time. For example, a deployment time of 20 minutes means that the
speed at which the harvester moves from being fully stowed to being fully deployed is such
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Table 13: Comparing energy harvested when fully deployed to portion of lifting energy
required from grid
windspeed (knots) power harvested (kW) energy harvested per minute (kWh) required grid energy per minute (kWh)
0 0 0.00 1.60
1 0 0.00 1.60
2 0 0.00 1.60
3 0 0.00 1.59
4 0 0.00 1.59
5 0 0.00 1.58
6 0 0.00 1.56
7 38 0.63 1.53
8 87 1.45 1.50
9 141 2.35 1.45
10 207 3.45 1.40
11 286 4.77 1.33
12 382 6.37 1.25
13 496 8.27 1.16
14 628 10.47 1.05
15 781 13.02 0.93
16 957 15.95 0.78
17 1153 19.22 0.62
18 1366 22.77 0.43
19 1589 26.48 0.23
20 1814 30.23 0.00
21 2035 33.92 0.00
22 2250 37.50 0.00
23 2452 40.87 0.00
24 2634 43.90 0.00
25 2784 46.40 0.00
26 2888 48.13 0.00
27 2949 49.15 0.00
28 2980 49.67 0.00
29 2993 49.88 0.00
30 3000 50.00 0.00
31 3000 50.00 0.00
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that it takes 20 minutes for the harvester to make that rising transition. (A rising transition
is deﬁned as going from being fully stowed to being fully deployed.) Thus, the harvester's
deployment speed in that case is 1 rising transition per 20 minutes.
For the harvester model speciﬁed by the OLAs of this revision of the benchmarks, we are
assuming that the deployment speed is equal to the retraction speed. Such an assumption
simpliﬁes the modeling.
For this revision of the model, we chose the deployment and retraction time to each be
20 minutes, which falls into the 15-to-30-minute range of how much time it typically takes to
erect a self-erecting crane [10].  `Self-erectors' approximate working ranges include jib radii
(which deﬁnes `reach') from 80 to 160 feet [24 to 49 meters], hook heights from 55 to 120 feet
[17 to 37 meters] [10]. Adding the approximate reach and hook height of 49 and 37 meters,
respectively, results in 86 meters, which is more than the 80-meter tower of the V90-3MW
wind turbine, the harvester on which our model is based; The V90-3MW has tower heights
of 65 and 80 meters [101, Section 7.17].
A.4 WINDSPEED AND HOURLY ELECTRICITY PRICE DATA
SOURCES
A.4.1 Windspeed data from qualifying weather stations in text
The benchmarks were partly derived from the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS)
data set DSI 6405 windspeed data3 for the years 2004-2014 for 30 weather stations meet-
ing the following criteria to facilitate future work involving energy usage and solar energy
harvesting, each station has the following:
• A low energy usage ﬁle x and a high energy usage ﬁle y, where the ﬁles x and y are each
a dataset ﬁle of hourly energy usage data4 apparently (since the data is in a directory
3ASOS data set DSI 6405 does not include energy usage data.
4Outdoor weather aﬀects how much energy many buildings use. The hourly energy usage data the
cited directory [13] were derived from typical meteorological year version 3 (TMY3) data sets. A typical
meteorological year (TMY) data set. . . holds hourly meteorological values that typify conditions at a speciﬁc













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































named RESIDENTIAL_LOAD_DATA_E_PLUS_OUTPUT [13]) generated by the
EnergyPlus building energy-consumption simulator [20] over one year in the cited Open
Energy Information directory [13] and
• Solar energy data z from the years 1991-2010 where the solar data z is the station's hourly
solar data from the updated 1991-2010 National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) [66].
Filename information of source data-ﬁles for this work (using wind data) and for future work
(using energy usage and solar data) is shown in Table 14.
Nearly every minute, the ASOS data set DSI 6405 provides an average of windspeeds of
the previous two minutes [58, p. 3]. We call each provided two-minute average a sample to
help diﬀerentiate the two-minute average from the running average we calculate.
Because some records are missing or mis-formatted in the original ASOS data, we ﬁrst
ﬁltered the original data to produce consistently formatted datasets. Details of that ﬁltering
are described in Appendix A.7.1.
The consistently formatted datasets have some missing minutes. Minutes are missing
either because we ﬁltered-out mis-formatted records or because some samples were not in
the original data. From those formatted datasets with missing minutes, we produced a set
of datasets having no missing minutes by interpolating windspeeds.
Each training record has ﬁve ﬁelds, which are comma delimited:
1. timestamp (e.g., 2009010100000600) The timestamp ﬁeld has the following subdivisions:
• The ﬁrst twelve characters are the local standard time in the format YYYYMMD-
DHHMM. The local standard time does not adjust for daylight saving time.
• The next four characters are the Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) in the the
format HHMM. The UTC time can be used to verify that the local timestamp is
standard time and not daylight saving time.
2. wind_knots (e.g., 7) is the average windspeed over the previous two minutes measured
in knots.
renewable energy conversion systems. Although not designed to provide meteorological extremes, TMY data
have natural diurnal and seasonal variations and represent a year of typical climatic conditions for a location.
The TMY should not be used to predict weather for a particular period of time, nor is it an appropriate basis
for evaluating real-time energy production or eﬃciencies for building design applications or solar conversion
systems [103, emphasis in original].
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3. actual vs. interpolated (e.g., a) is always a single letter: an `a' indicates actual and an `i'
indicates interpolated windspeed, where the actual windspeed is the actual value found
in the corresponding ASOS record.
4. f1440 is a column of simulated forecasted5 day-ahead (which is 1440-minutes-ahead)
windspeeds in knots. A negative one (−1) in this ﬁeld of a speciﬁc row means that the
forecast is not available for that row. We are not able to forecast beyond the ﬁnal day of
the windspeed data because we simulate day-ahead forecasts by looking at tomorrow's
windspeeds and adjusting them using a Gaussian probability distribution, as described
in Section 4.2.0.3. Thus, each record in the ﬁnal day of each station's testing data has a
−1 in it's f1440 column.
5. OLA5 is the column of ideal algorithm outputs to meet or exceed the requirements
of OLA5 and OLA6. A `d' and an `r' indicate the harvester should deploy (or remain
deployed) and should retract (or remain retracted), respectively. Column OLA5 serves
as approximate ground truth. The data in OLA5 is not necessarily optimal when the
harvester experiences a cut-out because column OLA5 was generated via a weighted
directed graph that does not model recut-in speeds that are less than the cut-out speed.
Note: The OLA5 column is provided only in the training ﬁles because the OLA5 column
is for algorithm training only and not for algorithm testing.
Example records of a training ﬁle are shown here:
1 timestamp , wind_knots , a c tua l vs . i n t e rpo l a t ed , f1440 ,OLA5
2 2004010122110311 ,3 , a , 7 , r
3 2004010122120312 ,4 , a , 7 , r
4 2004010122130313 ,4 , a , 5 , r
5 2004010122140314 ,4 , a , 6 , r
6 2004010122150315 ,4 , a , 6 , r
7 2004010122160316 ,3 , a , 6 , r
8 2004010122170317 ,3 , a , 5 , r
9 2004010122180318 ,3 , a , 8 , r
10 2004010122190319 ,3 , a , 3 , r
11 2004010122200320 ,3 , a , 4 , r
Example records of a testing ﬁle follow:
1 timestamp , wind_knots , a c tua l vs . i n t e rpo l a t ed , f1440
5We explain how we simulated the forecasts in Sec 4.2.0.3 on page 76.
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2 2013010100000500 ,4 , i , 2
3 2013010100010501 ,4 , i , 6
4 2013010100020502 ,4 , i , 2
5 2013010100030503 ,4 , i , 6
6 2013010100040504 ,4 , i , 3
7 2013010100050505 ,4 , i , 3
8 2013010100060506 ,4 , i , 3
9 2013010100070507 ,4 , i , 4
10 2013010100080508 ,4 , i , 3
Each ﬁnal windspeed ﬁle has the following naming convention. The preﬁx indicates
whether the ﬁle is testing or training data via the full word testing or training. The next
four characters indicate the weather station that measured the original data (e.g. KATL).
The next nine characters indicate the date range of the ﬁle's contents (e.g., 2009-2014). (The
benchmark suite might not have windspeed data for January 1, 2004, 00:00 and immediately
subsequent minutes for some stations or for December 31, 2014, 23:59 and immediately pre-
ceding minutes because that data was not in the original ASOS data.) All local timestamps
are not in daylight saving time, but standard time. The extension .csv identiﬁes that the
each record is comma separated. Two example ﬁlenames are given here:
trainingKCLE2004-2012in.csv
testingKATL2013-2014in.csv
A.4.2 Hourly electricity price data
We supply an electricity price for each hour in the years 2004 to 2014, inclusive. The prices
are in the ﬁle named HOEP(Hourly Ontario Energy Price)_2004-2014(CADperKWH).csv.
The price of electricity (in kWh) is in Canadian dollars because we derived the ﬁle
from data available from Ontario's Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO) [37].
The IESO website making the data available via http://www.ieso.ca/en/Power-Data/
Data-Directory has terms of use requiring that the following notice be included with any
information we use or reproduce from the IESO site: Copyright c©2017 Independent Elec-
tricity System Operator, all rights reserved. This information is subject to the general terms
of use set out in the IESO's website (www.ieso.ca). Thus, the hourly electricity price data
ﬁle that we derived from the IESO data has a two-line header followed by the data, for
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example:
1 "Copyright c© 2017 Independent E l e c t r i c i t y System Operator , . . . . " , ,
2 Date , Hour (0−23) ,HOEP (C$/kWh)
3 1−Jan−04 ,0 ,0.0309
4 1−Jan−04 ,1 ,0.02713
5 1−Jan−04 ,2 ,0.02523
6 1−Jan−04 ,3 ,0.02429
7 1−Jan−04 ,4 ,0.02442
8 1−Jan−04 ,5 ,0.02623
9 1−Jan−04 ,6 ,0.02644
10 1−Jan−04 ,7 ,0.0207
The price data can be used by algorithms that measure their performance using the
electricity-price dependent metrics, e.g., MQNetNorm (Equation 4.8) and SCMQNetNorm
(Equation 4.6).
A.5 COMMUNITY-SPECIFIED OPERATING BOUNDARIES
Speciﬁc values for the operating limits described in this section are in some of the OLAs
(Section 3.1.3). For example, OLA 1 has noise and view policies, but does not restrict the
maximum time visible; OLA 5 does not have noise and view policies, but does specify a
maximum time visible.
A.5.1 Community-speciﬁed noise and view policies
Some communities might specify that harvesters be stowed during certain times (e.g., tourist
seasons, sunrises, sunsets, sleeping hours). We call those speciﬁcations noise and view poli-
cies.
A.5.2 Community-speciﬁed maximum time visible
Similar to noise and view polices, some communities might specify that harvesters be stowed
after the harvesters are visible a certain percentage of a period of time. For example, if
a community speciﬁes that a harvester must be stowed at least 40% of each month, then
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the community is permitting the harvester to be visible up to 60% of the month. In other
words, the community is specifying that the harvester's maximum time visible is 60% of each
month.
A.5.3 Community-speciﬁed maximum deployment speed
A community-speciﬁed maximum deployment speed is a speed limit on the rate at which a
harvester can move from being fully stowed to being fully deployed. For example, a commu-
nity might specify that a harvester move from being fully stowed to being fully deployed in
no less than 20 minutes, which is the minimum deployment time. Deployment speed is the
inverse of deployment time (deﬁned in Section A.3.5).
Communities might specify a speed limit to do the following:
• Share space and reduce risk
 Pilots of aircraft might appreciate the extra time to vacate the airspace near a
retractable harvester
 A retractable harvester might have pinch points where a maintenance worker might
become pinched if a harvester moves too quickly. For example, if a maintenance
worker is near a large open hinge and the hinge begins to close quickly, the rapidly
closing hinge might clamp the worker.
• Maintain tranquility of a landscape: Quickly deploying retractable harvesters might
disturb the visual serenity of a view. They might also make more noise than slowly
moving retractable harvesters. (We assume that noise would be governed by each hosting
community's noise regulations.)
We are assuming that a community would not specify the opposite (a minimum de-
ployment speed or maximum deployment time) because faster deployment speeds reduce
unproductive visibility time.
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A.6 RETRACTION-SUITABLE WIND ENERGY HARVESTING
TECHNOLOGIES
Although development of retractable harvesters is outside the scope of this work, we include
examples of envisioned and actual harvesters in this section.
A.6.1 Retractable land/sea-supported wind energy systems
Retractable land/sea-supported wind energy systems include wind energy systems that are
mechanically supported by the land or sea.
A.6.1.1 Wind-power-harvesting fabric (envisioned) A micro-wind turbine has
been developed that has a 1.8 mm rotor diameter [18]. It is conceivable that thousands
of the micro turbines could be embedded into a fabric. The resulting wind-power-harvesting
fabric could be supported by two parallel wires suspended between two vertical poles as
shown in Figure 32. Also shown in that ﬁgure is a wire that a motor reels onto a spool to
pull the fabric from the fabric's storage location. When the algorithm determines it is time
to deploy the wind harvesting fabric, the motor pulls the fabric so that the fabric ﬁlls the
rectangular plane formed by the two parallel supporting wires and the two vertical poles
(Figure 33 (not drawn to scale)). Two separate perpendicular planes can be used to help
ensure that the wind is not parallel to at least one plane (Figure 34) since wind parallel to a
plane causes all the plane's micro-turbines except those at the windward edge of the fabric
to be in the wakes6 of the other turbines.
Fabric conﬁgured as a folding fan: Instead of using a pair of vertical poles and wires, the
fabric could be formed into a folding fan. The folded/closed fan could be stored in a single
vertical pole. An envisioned wind harvester having a folding fan is shown in the deployed
and stowed states in Figure 35. The fan is kept facing the wind by a tail ﬁn, which is not
shown in the ﬁgure. Moveable ribs supporting the folding fan are supported by a retractable
tower, which is retracted as needed.
6Wind turbines extract energy from the wind and downstream there is a wake from the wind turbine,
where wind speed is reduced [104].
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Figure 32: Rolled fabric stowed in a vertical pole (image is not drawn to scale)
Figure 33: Fabric deployed between supporting wires (image is not drawn to scale)
Figure 34: Top view of fabric planes perpendicularly arranged to each other ensuring that
wind direction is not parallel to at least one fabric plane (image is not drawn to scale)
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Figure 35: Folding-fan-style wind harvester using fabric shown in deployed and stowed states
A.6.1.2 Harvesters having telescopic supports Two categories follow:
Non-expandable blades (patent granted, expired): For example, a granted patent
claims a wind machine having a telescopic means adapted to permit said airfoil support
means to be lowered into a storage mode in which at least some of the airfoils are stored in
a zone protected from some of the eﬀects of a windstorm [75].
Expandable blades (envisioned): Figure 36 shows an envisioned wind turbine having
a telescopic tower and inﬂatable blades. The envisioned inﬂatable blades are modeled after
the inﬂatable wings with which NASA and others have experimented [95] [8].
Instead of inﬂatable wind turbine blades, foldable wind turbine blades [74] (Figure 37)
could potentially be used to stow and deploy wind turbines. The design shown in Figure 37
could be potentially be modiﬁed such that when the blades are folded, the nacelle could be
rotated toward the sky such that the folded blades point vertically to avoid interference with
trees and to better blend into the scenery or then retract with a telescopic tower (Figure 38).
A.6.1.3 Oscillating-wing windmill (concept published, embodiment envisioned)
An oscillating-wing windmill to which Mckinney and DeLaurier [50] refer has only one wing.
The wing is arranged horizontally. It ﬂutters (e.g., pitches and plunges as shown in states
c and d of Figure 39 on page 180) to harvest wind energy. The wing seems to have the
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Figure 36: Deployed and stowed turbine having a telescopic tower and inﬂatable blades
Figure 37: Patent drawing showing blades folded [74]
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Figure 38: Stowed turbine; folded blades pointing upward
potential to be relatively easily blended into the surrounding architecture, e.g., a roof as
shown in state a of Figure 39, when not in use.
A.6.2 Airborne wind energy systems (actual)
Airborne wind energy systems use airborne harvesters to convert wind to usable energy and
comprises both lighter-than-air and heavier-than-air systems [16] [12].
The category of airborne, lighter-than-air wind energy systems includes harvesters in-
tegrated with tethered aerostats (e.g., Altaeros Energies' autonomous tethered airborne
platforms [4]).
Heavier-than-air wind energy systems include kite systems such as the Makani energy
kite [48]. The Makani system uses on-board propellers to lift the kite into the wind and to
keep it ﬂying when windspeeds dip.
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Figure 39: Oscillating-wing windmill shown in four states
A.7 PREPARING THE WINDSPEED DATA
A.7.1 Filtering
We are using ﬁles in the Automated Surface Observing System (ASOS) data set DSI 6405
[59]. Some lines in those ﬁles contain non-windspeed-data where we expect windspeeds. To
ignore those lines, we ﬁltered out each line that
1. Does not have a number in its windspeed ﬁeld,
2. Has a number or other character that is not a space in the column that immediately
follows its windspeed ﬁeld,
3. Has an identical local timestamp to its previous line,
4. Does not have a number in the least signiﬁcant place of its wind heading ﬁeld, or
5. Does not have a space that precedes its windspeed ﬁeld.
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The results of our ﬁltering are shown in Table 16. The table shows that in all cases less
than 3% of lines were removed by our ﬁlters.
A.7.2 Shifting ﬁelds
We found that the windspeed and wind heading ﬁelds changed locations between years
2004 and 2014 for most weather stations. These are the ﬁeld locations we encountered for
windspeed and for wind heading respectively:
Speed1: Windspeed in columns 74, 75, and 76.
Speed2: Windspeed in columns 76, 77, and 78.
Heading1: Wind heading in columns 68, 69, and 70.
Heading2: Wind heading in columns 71, 72, and 73.
Heading3: Wind heading in columns 67, 68, and 69.
We extracted the windspeeds from the shifting ﬁeld locations in ASOS data to create
comma separated ﬁles that would eventually become this benchmark's wind-data .csv ﬁles.
The shifting ﬁeld locations in the ASOS data are shown in Table 15 as a function of timestamp
ranges. For example, station KPHX's data has windspeed values in the location we call
Speed2 above for all records having timestamps in the range [PHX2013053007231423, end],
which is from 2013-05-30 07:23, 14:23 UTC, to the end of KPHX's 2014 data, inclusive. All
of KPHX's records outside that range (i.e., the balance of the records) have windspeed values
in the location we call Speed1 above.
A.7.3 Removing anachronistic records
We omitted anachronistic records (i.e., in the sequence of the ASOS data, records hav-
ing timestamps earlier than the timestamps of records occurring earlier in the sequence).
Anachronistic records were found in only six of the thirty weather stations, KBWI, KEUG,
KIAH, KLGA, KORD, and KPIT, and comprised a minuscule percentage (approximately
0.0007%, which equals the approximately 1000 anachronistic records shown in Table 17 di-



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































by-minute data for 30 stations) of the ASOS data after we had ﬁltered it according to the
method described immediately above. As shown in Table 17, of six stations having anachro-
nistic records, KIAH had the highest percentage of anachronistic records, which was 0.006%.
A.7.4 Handling identically timestamped records
We discarded all records where timestamps were repeated in the ASOS data. The percentage
of runs of identically timestamped samples compared to the number of uniquely timestamped
Table 16: Percentage of lines in ASOS data that the ﬁlters listed in Section A.7.1 discarded)
ordered descendingly
icao lines discarded (%) icao lines discarded (%) icao lines discarded (%)
KORD 2.45% KIAH 0.37% KMCI 0.23%
KTPA 1.17% KMCO 0.36% KSEA 0.22%
KSMX 0.93% KLAX 0.33% KSFO 0.2%
KDEN 0.69% KPHL 0.33% KBWI 0.17%
KPIT 0.58% KSAC 0.31% KCLT 0.14%
KDCA 0.52% KPHX 0.3% KCVG 0.13%
KEUG 0.48% KSAT 0.28% KBOS 0.11%
KCLE 0.43% KATL 0.26% KSAN 0.11%
KSTL 0.41% KDFW 0.26% KLAS 0.08%
KLGA 0.4% KDTW 0.23% KMSP 0.07%
continues above right continues above right
Table 17: Statistics on anachronistic records
Anachronistic
No. of ana- Max. No. of records as percentage
station chronistic records run size samples of no. of samples
KBWI 190 190 5419390 0.004%
KEUG 199 110 5205945 0.004%
KIAH 337 337 5198385 0.006%
KLGA 21 21 5185102 0.000%
KORD 246 218 5147727 0.005%
KPIT 23 23 5306440 0.000%
183
samples is less than one tenth of a percent (i.e., 0.09%) and, on a station-by-station basis, a
maximum of less than three tenths of a percent (0.29% for KORD).
Table 18: Statistics about windspeeds between uniquely timestamped records and between
uniquely timestamped records and the ﬁrst records of each run of identically timestamped
records
see std. kur- skew- mean(B)/
station legend* mean dev. tosis ness n mean(A)
*Legend:
A = statistics about normalized diﬀerence of windspeeds** in samples having unique
timestamps.
B = statistics about normalized diﬀerence of windspeeds** between ﬁrst sample of run
of samples sharing timestamps and the most recent sample having a unique timestamp
B/A = quotient of group B's mean divided group's A mean
**The normalized diﬀerence of windspeeds δknotsPerMinute equals the diﬀerence of wind-
speeds δknots over the diﬀerence between timestamps δminute (to account for timestamps
that diﬀer by more than one minute); i.e., δknotsPerMinute = δknots/δminute.
KATL A 1.37E-04 0.87 3.95 0.17 5436757
B 7.27E-01 3.66 1.45 -0.39 11
B/A 5.29E+03 5.29E+03
KBOS A 2.92E-05 0.90 2.45 0.09 5.46E+06
B 5.00E-01 3.87 4.57 1.62 10
B/A 1.71E+04 1.71E+04
KBWI A -2.55E-05 0.86 4.57 0.17 5394105
B 2.89E-01 3.49 9.10 2.40 38
B/A -1.14E+04 -1.14E+04
KCLE A -1.16E-05 0.88 3.62 0.15 5393670




KCLT A -4.16E-06 0.79 2.64 0.14 5487847
B -8.33E-02 1.38 -1.00 0.18 12
B/A 2.00E+04 2.00E+04
KCVG A 4.06E-06 0.84 14.43 0.13 5347487
B 2.50E-01 1.99 18.96 3.50 43
B/A 6.16E+04 6.16E+04
KDCA A 3.87E-05 0.87 9.86 0.15 4736355
B 1.18E-01 4.38 267.99 14.65 397
B/A 3.06E+03 3.06E+03
KDEN A -2.12E-04 0.88 10.86 0.24 5338217
B -2.25E-02 1.75 16.98 -2.74 89
B/A 1.06E+02 1.06E+02
KDFW A -3.74E-04 0.90 2.28 0.17 5300401
B -1.52E-01 2.71 17.76 -2.98 79
B/A 4.06E+02 4.06E+02
KDTW A 9.32E-05 0.85 2.90 0.15 5424015
B 1.54E+00 3.13 4.01 1.92 13
B/A 1.65E+04 1.65E+04
KEUG A -4.56E-05 0.70 12.06 0.19 5195953
B -5.00E-02 1.39 8.43 -2.36 20
B/A 1.10E+03 1.10E+03
KIAH A -1.06E-05 0.83 2.49 0.20 5193286
B 6.09E-02 1.10 9.69 -0.56 115
B/A -5.76E+03 -5.76E+03
KLAS A -2.33E-04 0.90 2.88 0.16 5433173




KLAX A 4.89E-05 0.71 6.46 0.08 5332533
B -3.41E-01 3.08 35.96 -5.82 41
B/A -6.99E+03 -6.99E+03
KLGA A 1.28E-04 0.95 1.91 0.11 5174896
B -5.56E-02 0.86 0.21 0.13 30
B/A -4.33E+02 -4.33E+02
KMCI A -2.92E-05 0.85 3.15 0.15 5494553
B -4.73E-01 1.85 12.01 -2.97 55
B/A 1.62E+04 1.62E+04
KMCO A -1.11E-04 0.80 216.34 1.62 5383438
B 1.39E-01 1.55 11.66 1.99 36
B/A -1.25E+03 -1.25E+03
KMSP A -8.57E-05 0.88 3.84 0.11 5497700
B -1.80E+00 4.29 1.21 -1.33 10
B/A 2.10E+04 2.10E+04
KORD A 1.99E-05 0.91 2.16 0.13 5117591
B 7.93E-02 1.47 12.35 -2.16 74
B/A 3.98E+03 3.98E+03
KPHL A 7.14E-05 0.86 2.48 0.16 5223332
B -5.56E-01 1.81 5.46 -2.16 9
B/A -7.78E+03 -7.78E+03
KPHX A -9.70E-04 0.84 4.68 0.22 5275447
B 2.73E-01 1.79 2.93 -1.13 11
B/A -2.81E+02 -2.81E+02
KPIT A -1.50E-04 0.84 3.22 0.19 5298517




KSAC A 1.63E-04 0.81 40.27 0.07 5402902
B -1.10E+00 2.85 3.93 -2.05 371
B/A -6.72E+03 -6.72E+03
KSAN A -4.12E-05 0.69 10.00 -0.04 5389450
B -8.16E-02 0.81 0.30 -0.09 98
B/A 1.98E+03 1.98E+03
KSAT A -2.34E-04 0.93 3.13 0.20 5444969
B 1.61E-02 0.91 1.12 0.05 620
B/A -6.90E+01 -6.90E+01
KSEA A 9.68E-05 0.75 9.46 0.18 5375319
B 4.88E-01 3.47 16.76 3.36 41
B/A 5.04E+03 5.04E+03
KSFO A 4.77E-05 0.79 2.40 0.09 5344491
B 2.52E-02 1.25 12.16 0.51 278
B/A 5.28E+02 5.28E+02
KSMX A 5.15E-04 0.75 26.05 0.09 5371896
B 1.51E-01 2.13 33.83 4.56 93
B/A 2.92E+02 2.92E+02
KSTL A 1.96E-05 0.87 2.54 0.16 5524684
B 1.17E-01 1.54 27.07 3.45 94
B/A 5.96E+03 5.96E+03
KTPA A 2.76E-05 0.79 7.61 0.14 5148249





After the data cleaning described above, we identiﬁed outliers using two methods. The ﬁrst
method is to use the adjacent windspeed diﬀerence per minute deﬁned as the quotient of
the diﬀerence in windspeeds of two consecutive records divided by the number of minutes





• ta and tb are the timestamps of two consecutive samples,
• sspeedta is the windspeed in knots of sample s having timestamp ta,
• tb− ta is the diﬀerence of timestamps tb and ta in minutes, and
• tb > ta (i.e., timestamp tb is later than ta) so that δtb,ta < 0 only when sspeedtb < sspeedta .
For each weather station ws in our list of 30 stations, we examined the distribution of non-
zero δtb,ta's by ﬁrst ﬁnding the standard deviation of δtb,ta (to which we refer as σδ,ws) listed in
Table 19. Second, we created a frequency distribution table of the product (δ)(σδ,ws) for each
weather station ws, as listed in Table 20. For each range of the 30 frequency distributions in
Table 20, we summed the count to produce the combined frequency distribution table shown
as Table 21, which is plotted as a histogram in Figure 40 on page 196.
Figure 40 shows that an extreme-value test [3] may be appropriately applied to ﬁnd
outlying windspeeds. The ﬁgure shows that approximately 99% of the non-negative δ's are
less than 3 standard deviations from 0. However, we deemed extreme-values of δ to be those
values that are greater than 20 times σδ,ws. Thus, let's refer to 20 times σδ,ws. as thresh,
hereafter.
When a δtb,ta exceeded thresh, we discarded the sample stb, which is the sample having
timestamp tb, and all samples st following stb until deltat,ta ≤ thresh. All samples that passed
that ﬁlter were subject to another outlier ﬁlter: the strong-gale ﬁlter.
The strong-gale ﬁlter uses the fact that winds faster than strong-gales (i.e., winds above
47 knots) rarely occur on land [62]. We compared any winds faster than strong gales to
Weather Underground's archive, which includes ASOS data in addition to over 250,000
188
personal weather stations and over 26,000 Meteorological-Assimilation-Data-Ingest-System
stations [102]. If our above-strong-gale windspeed for a certain day d exceeded the maxi-
mum windspeed for day d archived at Weather Underground, we discarded our windspeed;
otherwise, we kept the windspeed in all cases except for one case. Weather Underground
mistakenly records 1,000 mph as the maximum windspeed for 2010-10-19 at station KMCO.
Since 1,000 mph is obviously false, we turned to another another source [91], which showed
less than 5 mph for that date.
189
Table 19: Descriptive statistics of δ for each station
standard
station mean deviation kurtosis skewness
KATL 0.00 0.87 3.95 0.17
KBOS 0.00 0.90 2.45 0.09
KBWI 0.00 0.86 4.57 0.17
KCLE 0.00 0.88 3.62 0.15
KCLT 0.00 0.79 2.64 0.14
KCVG 0.00 0.84 14.43 0.13
KDCA 0.00 0.87 9.86 0.15
KDEN 0.00 0.88 10.86 0.24
KDFW 0.00 0.90 2.28 0.17
KDTW 0.00 0.85 2.90 0.15
KEUG 0.00 0.70 12.06 0.19
KIAH 0.00 0.83 2.49 0.20
KLAS 0.00 0.90 2.88 0.16
KLAX 0.00 0.71 6.46 0.08
KLGA 0.00 0.95 1.91 0.11
KMCI 0.00 0.85 3.15 0.15
KMCO 0.00 0.80 216.34 1.62
KMSP 0.00 0.88 3.84 0.11
KORD 0.00 0.91 2.16 0.13
KPHL 0.00 0.86 2.48 0.16
KPHX 0.00 0.84 4.68 0.22
KPIT 0.00 0.84 3.22 0.19
KSAC 0.00 0.81 40.27 0.07
KSAN 0.00 0.69 10.06 -0.04
KSAT 0.00 0.93 3.13 0.20
KSEA 0.00 0.75 9.46 0.18
KSFO 0.00 0.79 2.40 0.09
KSMX 0.00 0.75 26.06 0.09
KSTL 0.00 0.87 2.54 0.16


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Gaps in the training and testing ﬁles were linearly interpolated. A gap is one or more
missing minute-by-minute records. For example, the following sequence of windspeed records
(where each record has a windspeed ﬁeld preceded by a timestamp ﬁeld having the format
YYYYMMDDHHmmhhmm where YYYY is the year, MM is the month, DD is the day, HH is the local
standard-time hour, mm is the minute, and hh is the UTC hour) has two gaps (a one-record
or two-minute gap between UTC 05:02 and UTC 05:04 and a three-record or four-minute






After interpolation, the sequence is
1 timestamp , wind_knots , a c tua l vs . i n t e r p o l a t e d
2 2004010100010501 ,5 , a
3 2004010100020502 ,5 , a
4 2004010100030503 ,5 , i
5 2004010100040504 ,5 , a
6 2004010100050505 ,5 , a
7 2004010100060506 ,5 , i
8 2004010100070507 ,5 , i
9 2004010100080508 ,5 , i
10 2004010100090509 ,6 , a
The interpolation routine (a portion of which is shown immediately below in Java code)
truncates fractional values instead of rounding to the nearest integer:
1 double dWindSpeedKnotsInterval = ( iWindSpeedKnotsNext −
iWindSpeedKnots ) / ( double ) d i f f I nMinute s ;
2 double dWindSpeedInterpolated = ( double ) iWindSpeedKnots ;
3 f o r ( i n t j =1; j<d i f f I nMinute s ; j++) {
4 ca lLoca l . add ( Calendar .MINUTE, 1) ;
5 ca lUtc . add ( Calendar .MINUTE, 1) ;
6
7 dWindSpeedInterpolated += dWindSpeedKnotsInterval ;
8
9 // bu i ld f i e l d





















Figure 40: Histogram of Table 21 sans frequencies of 0: Frequency distribution table sum-
marizing the 30 stations' frequency distributions of σδ,ws for all δ > 0
11 St r ing formattedUtcHourAndMinutes = sdfUtc . format ( ca lUtc . getTime
( ) ) ;
12 St r ing i n t e rpo l a t edL in e = formattedLocalTimestamp +
13 formattedUtcHourAndMinutes +
14 " , " + ( i n t ) dWindSpeedInterpolated ;
15 wr i t eL ine ( i n t e rpo l a t edL in e + " , i \n" , w r i t e r ) ;
16 }
A.8 AVERAGE WINDSPEEDS FOR EACH STATION
The average windspeed in knots is given in ascending order in Table 22 for each station's 11
years of minute-by-minute windspeed data in the wind_knots ﬁelds of the station's training
and testing benchmark ﬁles. As stated elsewhere, to derive that windspeed data, we cleaned
and interpolated ASOS data.
196
Table 21: Frequency distribution table summarizing the 30 stations' frequency distributions
of σδ,ws for all δ ≥ 0
σδ,ws∀δ ≥ 0 Frequency σδ,ws∀δ ≥ 0 Frequency σδ,ws∀δ ≥ 0 Frequency
[0,1) 4503491 [29,30) 6 [58,59) 0
[1,2) 828842 [30,31) 3 [59,60) 0
[2,3) 152669 [31,32) 1 [60,61) 0
[3,4) 27134 [32,33) 4 [61,62) 0
[4,5) 7092 [33,34) 2 [62,63) 0
[5,6) 2209 [34,35) 1 [63,64) 0
[6,7) 892 [35,36) 1 [64,65) 0
[7,8) 447 [36,37) 1 [65,66) 0
[8,9) 293 [37,38) 0 [66,67) 0
[9,10) 139 [38,39) 1 [67,68) 1
[10,11) 75 [39,40) 0 [68,69) 0
[11,12) 67 [40,41) 0 [69,70) 0
[12,13) 32 [41,42) 0 [70,71) 0
[13,14) 19 [42,43) 0 [71,72) 1
[14,15) 30 [43,44) 0 [72,73) 1
[15,16) 13 [44,45) 0 [73,74) 0
[16,17) 11 [45,46) 0 [74,75) 1
[17,18) 17 [46,47) 0 [75,76) 0
[18,19) 7 [47,48) 0 [76,77) 0
[19,20) 9 [48,49) 0 [77,78) 0
[20,21) 12 [49,50) 0 [78,79) 0
[21,22) 7 [50,51) 0 [79,80) 0
[22,23) 2 [51,52) 0 [80,81) 0
[23,24) 8 [52,53) 0 [81,82) 0
[24,25) 7 [53,54) 0 [82,83) 0
[25,26) 1 [54,55) 0 [83,84) 0
[26,27) 2 [55,56) 0 [84,85) 0
[27,28) 1 [56,57) 0 [85,86) 0
[28,29) 4 [57,58) 0 [86,87) 1
cont. above right cont. above right [87,∞] 0
197
A.9 SURVEY DATA
Please see Tables 23 on the next page, 24 on page 205, and 25 on page 206.
Table 22: For each station, the average windspeed in knots over the 11 years of the bench-
mark's minute-by-minute windspeeds (after cleaning and interpolating ASOS data)
station knots station knots
KSAN 5.12 KLAS 7.02
KSAC 5.20 KDCA 7.27
KCLT 5.35 KDTW 7.49
KPHX 5.64 KSTL 7.52
KBWI 5.68 KSAT 7.52
KTPA 5.75 KMSP 7.82
KEUG 5.80 KPHL 7.90
KSMX 5.81 KORD 8.15
KLAX 6.29 KCLE 8.21
KPIT 6.31 KDEN 8.67
KMCO 6.52 KMCI 8.83
KSEA 6.56 KSFO 8.88
KIAH 6.65 KLGA 9.23
KCVG 6.98 KDFW 9.26














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.11 RESULTS OF THE ALGORITHMS STATIC
A.11.1 Using current weather only
A.11.1.1 OLAs 1 & 2 Please see Tables 27 below and 28 on the next page.
Table 27: Results of the processing of OLAs 1 and 2 by Static (variant 0x0, i.e., current













































































































1 KATL 7 31 0.57 0.91 0.51 KMCI 8 1 0.66 0.89 0.59
2 KATL 7 61 0.56 0.92 0.52 KMCI 8 31 0.66 0.93 0.62
1 KBOS 9 31 0.38 0.92 0.35 KMCO 7 1 0.66 0.82 0.55
2 KBOS 9 61 0.38 0.93 0.35 KMCO 7 61 0.65 0.92 0.60
1 KBWI 7 31 0.69 0.89 0.62 KMSP 8 31 0.38 0.92 0.35
2 KBWI 7 61 0.69 0.91 0.63 KMSP 8 91 0.37 0.93 0.35
1 KCLE 8 31 0.59 0.92 0.54 KORD 8 31 0.59 0.92 0.54
2 KCLE 8 61 0.59 0.93 0.54 KORD 8 91 0.58 0.94 0.55
1 KCLT 5 1 0.70 0.76 0.53 KPHL 8 31 0.65 0.92 0.60
2 KCLT 5 91 0.69 0.91 0.63 KPHL 8 61 0.65 0.93 0.60
1 KCVG 7 31 0.66 0.91 0.60 KPHX 6 31 0.36 0.80 0.29
2 KCVG 7 61 0.66 0.92 0.60 KPHX 6 121 0.35 0.87 0.30
1 KDCA 7 1 0.50 0.86 0.43 KPIT 7 1 0.74 0.81 0.60
2 KDCA 7 61 0.50 0.93 0.46 KPIT 7 61 0.73 0.92 0.67
1 KDEN 8 1 0.54 0.78 0.42 KSAC 6 1 0.78 0.78 0.61
2 KDEN 8 121 0.51 0.92 0.47 KSAC 6 91 0.77 0.93 0.72
1 KDFW 9 31 0.47 0.93 0.43 KSAN 5 1 0.72 0.87 0.63
2 KDFW 9 31 0.47 0.93 0.43 KSAN 5 61 0.71 0.92 0.66
1 KDTW 8 31 0.60 0.92 0.55 KSAT 7 1 0.53 0.83 0.44
2 KDTW 8 91 0.59 0.94 0.55 KSAT 7 121 0.52 0.94 0.49
1 KEUG 6 1 0.73 0.83 0.61 KSEA 6 1 0.66 0.81 0.53
2 KEUG 6 91 0.71 0.92 0.66 KSEA 6 121 0.65 0.93 0.60
1 KIAH 7 1 0.72 0.83 0.60 KSFO 10 1 0.68 0.90 0.61
2 KIAH 7 61 0.71 0.93 0.66 KSFO 10 61 0.66 0.94 0.63
1 KLAS 8 1 0.44 0.77 0.34 KSMX 8 1 0.80 0.86 0.69
2 KLAS 8 31 0.44 0.89 0.39 KSMX 8 61 0.78 0.92 0.71
1 KLAX 7 1 0.88 0.90 0.79 KSTL 7 1 0.53 0.84 0.44
2 KLAX 7 61 0.85 0.94 0.80 KSTL 7 91 0.52 0.93 0.48
1 KLGA 9 31 0.42 0.90 0.38 KTPA 6 1 0.66 0.77 0.51
2 KLGA 9 61 0.42 0.92 0.38 KTPA 6 91 0.64 0.91 0.58
222
Table 28: Average performance of the processing of OLAs 1 and 2 over all 30 weather stations
by Static (variant 0x0, i.e., current weather only, transitions unlimited) Rev. 1.1
OLA Average Metric
OLA 1 0.610 NetNorm
OLA 2 0.555 MQNetNorm
223
A.11.1.2 OLAs 3 & 4 Please see Table 29 below and Table 30 on the next page.
Table 29: Results of the processing of OLAs 3 and 4 by Static (variant 0x0, i.e., current













































































































3 KATL 7 121 0.39 0.93 0.36 KMCI 8 61 0.32 0.94 0.30
4 KATL 7 121 0.39 0.93 0.36 KMCI 8 61 0.32 0.94 0.30
3 KBOS 9 91 0.34 0.94 0.32 KMCO 7 91 0.45 0.92 0.42
4 KBOS 9 91 0.34 0.94 0.32 KMCO 7 91 0.45 0.92 0.42
3 KBWI 7 91 0.50 0.92 0.45 KMSP 8 61 0.35 0.93 0.33
4 KBWI 7 61 0.49 0.91 0.45 KMSP 8 91 0.35 0.93 0.33
3 KCLE 8 121 0.34 0.92 0.32 KORD 8 121 0.32 0.93 0.30
4 KCLE 8 121 0.34 0.92 0.32 KORD 8 121 0.32 0.93 0.30
3 KCLT 5 121 0.38 0.91 0.35 KPHL 8 121 0.40 0.93 0.37
4 KCLT 5 121 0.38 0.91 0.35 KPHL 8 121 0.40 0.93 0.37
3 KCVG 7 121 0.34 0.92 0.31 KPHX 6 31 0.34 0.80 0.27
4 KCVG 7 121 0.34 0.92 0.31 KPHX 6 121 0.33 0.87 0.29
3 KDCA 7 121 0.37 0.94 0.35 KPIT 7 91 0.39 0.91 0.36
4 KDCA 7 121 0.37 0.94 0.35 KPIT 7 91 0.39 0.91 0.36
3 KDEN 8 61 0.34 0.90 0.31 KSAC 6 121 0.51 0.93 0.48
4 KDEN 8 121 0.34 0.91 0.31 KSAC 6 121 0.51 0.93 0.48
3 KDFW 9 61 0.32 0.93 0.30 KSAN 5 121 0.43 0.92 0.40
4 KDFW 9 91 0.32 0.93 0.30 KSAN 5 91 0.43 0.92 0.40
3 KDTW 8 91 0.41 0.93 0.38 KSAT 7 121 0.32 0.94 0.30
4 KDTW 8 91 0.41 0.93 0.38 KSAT 7 121 0.32 0.94 0.30
3 KEUG 6 121 0.49 0.92 0.45 KSEA 6 121 0.38 0.93 0.35
4 KEUG 6 121 0.49 0.92 0.45 KSEA 6 121 0.38 0.93 0.35
3 KIAH 7 121 0.41 0.93 0.38 KSFO 10 121 0.40 0.94 0.38
4 KIAH 7 121 0.41 0.93 0.38 KSFO 10 121 0.40 0.94 0.38
3 KLAS 8 31 0.40 0.89 0.35 KSMX 8 61 0.62 0.91 0.57
4 KLAS 8 91 0.40 0.92 0.37 KSMX 8 121 0.64 0.92 0.59
3 KLAX 7 121 0.45 0.93 0.42 KSTL 7 121 0.36 0.92 0.33
4 KLAX 7 121 0.45 0.93 0.42 KSTL 7 121 0.36 0.92 0.33
3 KLGA 9 91 0.35 0.92 0.33 KTPA 6 121 0.47 0.90 0.42
4 KLGA 9 121 0.36 0.92 0.33 KTPA 6 121 0.47 0.90 0.42
224
Table 30: Average performance of the processing of OLAs 3 and 4 over all 30 weather stations
by Static (variant 0x0, i.e., current weather only, transitions unlimited) Rev. 1.1
OLA Average Metric
OLA 3 0.397 NetNorm
OLA 4 0.367 MQNetNorm
225
A.11.1.3 OLAs 5 & 6 Please see Table 31 below and Table 32 below.
Table 31: Results of the processing of OLAs 5 and 6 by Static (variant 0x1, i.e., current













































































































5 KATL 17 31 0.27 0.95 0.25 KMCI 18 61 0.24 0.93 0.22
6 KATL 17 31 0.27 0.95 0.25 KMCI 18 61 0.24 0.93 0.22
5 KBOS 19 121 0.28 0.95 0.27 KMCO 17 31 0.26 0.98 0.26
6 KBOS 19 121 0.28 0.95 0.27 KMCO 17 31 0.26 0.98 0.26
5 KBWI 17 31 0.23 0.97 0.23 KMSP 18 31 0.25 0.90 0.23
6 KBWI 17 31 0.22 0.98 0.21 KMSP 18 31 0.25 0.90 0.23
5 KCLE 18 31 0.26 0.86 0.22 KORD 18 31 0.29 0.90 0.26
6 KCLE 18 31 0.26 0.86 0.22 KORD 18 31 0.27 0.90 0.24
5 KCLT 15 31 0.20 0.97 0.20 KPHL 18 31 0.28 0.95 0.27
6 KCLT 15 31 0.20 0.97 0.20 KPHL 18 31 0.28 0.95 0.27
5 KCVG 17 31 0.24 0.93 0.22 KPHX 16 31 0.27 0.96 0.26
6 KCVG 17 31 0.24 0.93 0.22 KPHX 16 31 0.27 0.96 0.26
5 KDCA 17 31 0.28 0.95 0.27 KPIT 17 31 0.22 0.95 0.21
6 KDCA 17 31 0.28 0.95 0.27 KPIT 17 31 0.20 0.96 0.19
5 KDEN 18 61 0.24 0.94 0.23 KSAC 16 31 0.30 0.96 0.29
6 KDEN 18 61 0.24 0.94 0.23 KSAC 16 31 0.30 0.96 0.28
5 KDFW 19 61 0.27 0.93 0.25 KSAN 15 1 0.27 0.97 0.26
6 KDFW 19 61 0.27 0.93 0.25 KSAN 15 1 0.27 0.97 0.26
5 KDTW 18 31 0.30 0.89 0.27 KSAT 17 91 0.26 0.95 0.24
6 KDTW 18 31 0.28 0.89 0.25 KSAT 17 91 0.26 0.95 0.24
5 KEUG 16 31 0.26 0.95 0.25 KSEA 16 31 0.36 0.95 0.34
6 KEUG 16 31 0.26 0.95 0.25 KSEA 16 31 0.36 0.95 0.34
5 KIAH 17 31 0.26 0.98 0.25 KSFO 20 91 0.24 0.93 0.22
6 KIAH 17 31 0.25 0.98 0.24 KSFO 20 91 0.23 0.93 0.21
5 KLAS 18 31 0.31 0.92 0.28 KSMX 18 61 0.30 0.98 0.30
6 KLAS 18 31 0.31 0.92 0.28 KSMX 18 61 0.30 0.98 0.29
5 KLAX 17 61 0.26 0.97 0.25 KSTL 17 31 0.27 0.93 0.25
6 KLAX 17 61 0.24 0.97 0.24 KSTL 17 31 0.27 0.93 0.25
5 KLGA 19 61 0.28 0.95 0.27 KTPA 16 31 0.24 0.98 0.24
6 KLGA 19 61 0.28 0.95 0.27 KTPA 16 31 0.24 0.98 0.24
Table 32: Average performance of the processing of OLAs 5 and 6 over all 30 weather stations
by Static (variant 0x1, i.e., current weather only, transitions limited) Rev. 1.1
OLA Average Metric
OLA 5 0.267 NetNorm
OLA 6 0.247 MQNetNorm
226
A.11.2 Using weather prediction
A.11.2.1 OLAs 1 & 2 Please see Table 33 below and Table 34 on the next page.
Table 33: Results of the processing of OLAs 1 and 2 by Static (variant 0x2, i.e., weather













































































































1 KATL 7 1 0.57 0.80 0.45 KMCI 8 1 0.66 0.89 0.59
2 KATL 7 121 0.54 0.92 0.50 KMCI 8 1 0.66 0.89 0.59
1 KBOS 9 1 0.38 0.86 0.32 KMCO 7 1 0.66 0.82 0.55
2 KBOS 9 91 0.36 0.93 0.34 KMCO 7 61 0.63 0.91 0.57
1 KBWI 7 1 0.69 0.74 0.52 KMSP 8 1 0.38 0.84 0.32
2 KBWI 7 121 0.64 0.92 0.59 KMSP 8 121 0.35 0.93 0.33
1 KCLE 8 1 0.59 0.86 0.51 KORD 8 1 0.59 0.86 0.50
2 KCLE 8 121 0.57 0.93 0.53 KORD 8 121 0.57 0.93 0.54
1 KCLT 5 1 0.70 0.76 0.53 KPHL 8 1 0.65 0.85 0.55
2 KCLT 5 121 0.68 0.91 0.62 KPHL 8 121 0.62 0.93 0.57
1 KCVG 7 1 0.66 0.81 0.54 KPHX 6 1 0.36 0.54 0.20
2 KCVG 7 121 0.63 0.92 0.58 KPHX 6 121 0.34 0.86 0.29
1 KDCA 7 1 0.50 0.86 0.43 KPIT 7 1 0.74 0.81 0.60
2 KDCA 7 121 0.48 0.93 0.45 KPIT 7 121 0.69 0.92 0.64
1 KDEN 8 1 0.54 0.78 0.42 KSAC 6 1 0.78 0.78 0.61
2 KDEN 8 91 0.51 0.89 0.45 KSAC 6 121 0.74 0.93 0.69
1 KDFW 9 1 0.46 0.86 0.40 KSAN 5 1 0.72 0.87 0.63
2 KDFW 9 1 0.46 0.86 0.40 KSAN 5 121 0.70 0.93 0.65
1 KDTW 8 1 0.59 0.83 0.50 KSAT 7 1 0.53 0.83 0.44
2 KDTW 8 121 0.57 0.94 0.53 KSAT 7 121 0.51 0.94 0.48
1 KEUG 6 1 0.73 0.83 0.61 KSEA 6 1 0.66 0.81 0.53
2 KEUG 6 121 0.70 0.92 0.64 KSEA 6 121 0.63 0.92 0.58
1 KIAH 7 1 0.72 0.83 0.60 KSFO 10 1 0.68 0.90 0.61
2 KIAH 7 121 0.68 0.93 0.63 KSFO 10 91 0.63 0.95 0.60
1 KLAS 8 1 0.44 0.77 0.34 KSMX 8 1 0.80 0.86 0.69
2 KLAS 8 1 0.44 0.77 0.34 KSMX 8 91 0.76 0.92 0.70
1 KLAX 7 1 0.88 0.90 0.79 KSTL 7 1 0.53 0.84 0.44
2 KLAX 7 61 0.85 0.93 0.79 KSTL 7 61 0.51 0.91 0.47
1 KLGA 9 1 0.42 0.80 0.34 KTPA 6 1 0.66 0.77 0.51
2 KLGA 9 121 0.40 0.92 0.37 KTPA 6 121 0.63 0.90 0.57
227
Table 34: Average performance of the processing of OLAs 1 and 2 over all 30 weather stations
by Static (variant 0x2, i.e., weather prediction, transitions unlimited) Rev. 1.1
OLA Average Metric
OLA 1 0.609 NetNorm
OLA 2 0.534 MQNetNorm
228
A.11.2.2 OLAs 3 & 4 Please see Table 35 below and Table 36 below.
Table 35: Results of the processing of OLAs 3 and 4 by Static (variant 0x2, i.e., weather













































































































3 KATL 7 121 0.35 0.91 0.32 KMCI 8 1 0.30 0.83 0.25
4 KATL 7 121 0.35 0.91 0.32 KMCI 8 121 0.27 0.93 0.25
3 KBOS 9 1 0.33 0.83 0.27 KMCO 7 121 0.43 0.92 0.39
4 KBOS 9 121 0.31 0.93 0.29 KMCO 7 121 0.43 0.92 0.39
3 KBWI 7 1 0.45 0.69 0.31 KMSP 8 1 0.33 0.80 0.27
4 KBWI 7 121 0.45 0.91 0.41 KMSP 8 121 0.31 0.93 0.29
3 KCLE 8 1 0.32 0.80 0.25 KORD 8 1 0.30 0.80 0.24
4 KCLE 8 121 0.30 0.92 0.28 KORD 8 121 0.29 0.92 0.26
3 KCLT 5 1 0.36 0.69 0.25 KPHL 8 1 0.38 0.80 0.31
4 KCLT 5 121 0.35 0.90 0.31 KPHL 8 121 0.37 0.92 0.34
3 KCVG 7 1 0.32 0.75 0.24 KPHX 6 91 0.32 0.84 0.26
4 KCVG 7 121 0.30 0.90 0.27 KPHX 6 121 0.31 0.85 0.27
3 KDCA 7 1 0.35 0.81 0.29 KPIT 7 1 0.37 0.76 0.28
4 KDCA 7 121 0.34 0.93 0.32 KPIT 7 121 0.35 0.91 0.32
3 KDEN 8 1 0.32 0.74 0.24 KSAC 6 1 0.49 0.75 0.36
4 KDEN 8 121 0.31 0.90 0.27 KSAC 6 121 0.47 0.92 0.44
3 KDFW 9 1 0.29 0.82 0.24 KSAN 5 121 0.43 0.92 0.40
4 KDFW 9 121 0.29 0.93 0.27 KSAN 5 121 0.43 0.92 0.40
3 KDTW 8 1 0.38 0.77 0.29 KSAT 7 121 0.32 0.93 0.30
4 KDTW 8 121 0.38 0.93 0.35 KSAT 7 121 0.32 0.93 0.30
3 KEUG 6 1 0.45 0.79 0.36 KSEA 6 1 0.36 0.77 0.28
4 KEUG 6 121 0.44 0.91 0.40 KSEA 6 121 0.35 0.91 0.32
3 KIAH 7 121 0.38 0.91 0.35 KSFO 10 1 0.38 0.86 0.32
4 KIAH 7 121 0.38 0.91 0.35 KSFO 10 121 0.38 0.94 0.35
3 KLAS 8 1 0.37 0.75 0.28 KSMX 8 1 0.57 0.82 0.47
4 KLAS 8 121 0.35 0.91 0.32 KSMX 8 121 0.59 0.91 0.54
3 KLAX 7 91 0.44 0.92 0.41 KSTL 7 1 0.33 0.79 0.26
4 KLAX 7 91 0.44 0.92 0.41 KSTL 7 121 0.33 0.91 0.30
3 KLGA 9 1 0.32 0.76 0.24 KTPA 6 121 0.43 0.89 0.39
4 KLGA 9 121 0.32 0.92 0.30 KTPA 6 121 0.43 0.89 0.39
Table 36: Average performance of the processing of OLAs 3 and 4 over all 30 weather stations
by Static (variant 0x2, i.e., weather prediction, transitions unlimited) Rev. 1.1
OLA Average Metric
OLA 3 0.373 NetNorm
OLA 4 0.334 MQNetNorm
229
A.11.2.3 OLAs 5 & 6 Please see Table 37 below and Table 38 below.
Table 37: Results of the processing of OLAs 5 and 6 by Static (variant 0x3, i.e., weather













































































































5 KATL 17 31 0.27 0.95 0.25 KMCI 18 61 0.24 0.93 0.22
6 KATL 17 31 0.27 0.95 0.25 KMCI 18 61 0.24 0.93 0.22
5 KBOS 19 121 0.28 0.95 0.27 KMCO 17 31 0.26 0.98 0.26
6 KBOS 19 121 0.28 0.95 0.27 KMCO 17 31 0.26 0.98 0.26
5 KBWI 17 31 0.23 0.97 0.23 KMSP 18 31 0.25 0.90 0.23
6 KBWI 17 31 0.22 0.98 0.21 KMSP 18 31 0.25 0.90 0.23
5 KCLE 18 31 0.26 0.86 0.22 KORD 18 31 0.29 0.90 0.26
6 KCLE 18 31 0.26 0.86 0.22 KORD 18 31 0.27 0.90 0.24
5 KCLT 15 31 0.20 0.97 0.20 KPHL 18 31 0.28 0.95 0.27
6 KCLT 15 31 0.20 0.97 0.20 KPHL 18 31 0.28 0.95 0.27
5 KCVG 17 31 0.24 0.93 0.22 KPHX 16 31 0.27 0.96 0.26
6 KCVG 17 31 0.24 0.93 0.22 KPHX 16 31 0.27 0.96 0.26
5 KDCA 17 31 0.28 0.95 0.27 KPIT 17 31 0.22 0.95 0.21
6 KDCA 17 31 0.28 0.95 0.27 KPIT 17 31 0.20 0.96 0.19
5 KDEN 18 61 0.24 0.94 0.23 KSAC 16 31 0.30 0.96 0.29
6 KDEN 18 61 0.24 0.94 0.23 KSAC 16 31 0.30 0.96 0.28
5 KDFW 19 61 0.27 0.93 0.25 KSAN 15 1 0.27 0.97 0.26
6 KDFW 19 61 0.27 0.93 0.25 KSAN 15 1 0.27 0.97 0.26
5 KDTW 18 31 0.30 0.89 0.27 KSAT 17 91 0.26 0.95 0.24
6 KDTW 18 31 0.28 0.89 0.25 KSAT 17 91 0.26 0.95 0.24
5 KEUG 16 31 0.26 0.95 0.25 KSEA 16 31 0.36 0.95 0.34
6 KEUG 16 31 0.26 0.95 0.25 KSEA 16 31 0.36 0.95 0.34
5 KIAH 17 31 0.26 0.98 0.25 KSFO 20 91 0.24 0.93 0.22
6 KIAH 17 31 0.25 0.98 0.24 KSFO 20 91 0.23 0.93 0.21
5 KLAS 18 31 0.31 0.92 0.28 KSMX 18 61 0.30 0.98 0.30
6 KLAS 18 31 0.31 0.92 0.28 KSMX 18 61 0.30 0.98 0.29
5 KLAX 17 61 0.26 0.97 0.25 KSTL 17 31 0.27 0.93 0.25
6 KLAX 17 61 0.24 0.97 0.24 KSTL 17 31 0.27 0.93 0.25
5 KLGA 19 61 0.28 0.95 0.27 KTPA 16 31 0.24 0.98 0.24
6 KLGA 19 61 0.28 0.95 0.27 KTPA 16 31 0.24 0.98 0.24
Table 38: Average performance of the processing of OLAs 5 and 6 over all 30 weather stations
by Static (variant 0x3, i.e., weather prediction, transitions limited) Rev. 1.1
OLA Average Metric
OLA 5 0.267 NetNorm









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The membership function of the fuzzy set Plenty of Allocated Visibility Minutes Re-
maining is described by the following function:
1− (Minutes Visible Monthly) + (Time to Retract Minutes)
(Maximum Minutes Allowed to Be Visible)
(15)
where
• Minutes Visible Monthly is how many minutes that harvester has been visible this month,
• Time to Retract Minutes is the time it takes for the harvester to retract, and
• Maximum Minutes Allowed to Be Visible is the OLA-speciﬁﬁed allocation of minutes
that the harvester is permitted to be visible each month.
An example plot of the membership function of the fuzzy set Plenty of Allocated Visibility
Minutes Remaining is shown in Figure 42 for the following case:
• the harvester is allocated 8760 minutes per month (e.g., OLAs 3-6) and
• the harvester starts the month deployed and remains deployed.
A.14 PROBABILITY FOR FALSE PREDICTION AT KBOS
Let us analyze Fuzzy variant 0x3 which requires that today and tomorrow be windy, which
is deﬁned as when the rolling average windspeed has a membership value of 0.9 or more.
(We chose the lambda-cut value to be 0.9 in Section 3.1.2.1.) Let us use the rolling-average
window size of 1, which is sometimes the rolling-average window size chosen by our training
algorithm for OLA5 for Fuzzy (Table 61 on page 258).
Using our assumption that the day-ahead windspeed prediction error for a site is approx-
imately 0.3 times that site's average windspeed, the standard deviation (σ) for the day-ahead
prediction error for the site having the highest average windspeed listed in Appendix A.8
(KBOS at 9.42 knots) is 0.3 × 9.42 knots = 2.8 knots. Thus, for all sites, the least proba-
bilities that the actual day-ahead windspeed will be within σ = 2.8 knots of the predicted
windspeed is 68% and that the actual windspeed will be within 2σ = 5.6 knots is 95%.
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Figure 41: Example membership functions for the fuzzy set Not Windy and the set Not
Very Windy
























Figure 42: Example membership function for the fuzzy set Plenty of Allocated Visibility
Minutes Remaining (See also Equation 15)
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Figure 43: Membership function for the fuzzy set Approaching Near the Start of Quiet
Hours








x = Minutes Remaining in Month − Re-



















Figure 44: Example membership function for the fuzzy set Approaching the Use Visibility
Allocation or Lose It Point
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What is the probability that Fuzzy variant 0x3, will be fooled into deeming an actually
windy tomorrow as being not windy (Type II error) or vice-a-versa (Type I error)?
Table 63 shows the probability for predicting tomorrow's windy day as not windy,
given actual day-ahead windspeeds. (The table was substantially calculated using Excel's
NORM.DIST() formula.) If the actual day-ahead windspeed is the lowest windspeed deemed
to be windy at KBOS, which is 9 knots (Appendix A.2.4) since we chose the lambda-cut
value to be 0.9, then because our simulated windspeed predictor uses a Gaussian distribution
[47], the probability that the algorithm will receive a weather prediction that tomorrow will
not be windy is 50%. If tomorrow's actual windspeed will be 10 knots, then the probability
for a false negative is 36%.















A.15 POPULATION OF MSA CORRESPONDING TO EACH OF THE 30
WEATHER STATIONS
Each of the 30 weather stations corresponds to a metropolitan statistical area (MSA). That
correspondence is shown in Table 64. Also shown in Table 64 are the April 1, 2010 popula-
tions of each MSA [98]. The bottom lines of Table 64 indicate that the combined populations
of the 30 MSAs comprise nearly 42% of the total U.S. population as counted on April 1,
2010 [98].
Table 64: Population of MSA corresponding to each of the 30 weather stations
April 1, 2010
Station MSA (Census)
KATL Atlanta-Sandy Springs-Roswell, GA Metro Area 5,286,728
KBOS Boston-Cambridge-Newton, MA-NH Metro Area 4,552,402
KBWI Baltimore-Columbia-Towson, MD Metro Area 2,710,489
KCLE Cleveland-Elyria, OH Metro Area 2,077,240
KCLT Charlotte-Concord-Gastonia, NC-SC Metro Area 2,217,012
KCVG Cincinnati, OH-KY-IN Metro Area 2,114,580
KDCA Washington-Arlington-Alexandria, DC-VA-MD-WV Metro Area 5,636,232
KDEN Denver-Aurora-Lakewood, CO Metro Area 2,543,482
KDFW Dallas-Fort Worth-Arlington, TX Metro Area 6,426,214
KDTW Detroit-Warren-Dearborn, MI Metro Area 4,296,250
KEUG Eugene, OR Metro Area 351,715
KIAH Houston-The Woodlands-Sugar Land, TX Metro Area 5,920,416
KLAS Las Vegas-Henderson-Paradise, NV Metro Area 1,951,269
KLAX Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, CA Metro Area 12,828,837
KLGA New York-Newark-Jersey City, NY-NJ-PA Metro Area 19,567,410
KMCI Kansas City, MO-KS Metro Area 2,009,342
KMCO Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford, FL Metro Area 2,134,411
KMSP Minneapolis-St. Paul-Bloomington, MN-WI Metro Area 3,348,859
KORD Chicago-Naperville-Elgin, IL-IN-WI Metro Area 9,461,105
KPHL Philadelphia-Camden-Wilmington, PA-NJ-DE-MD Metro Area 5,965,343
KPHX Phoenix-Mesa-Scottsdale, AZ Metro Area 4,192,887
KPIT Pittsburgh, PA Metro Area 2,356,285
KSAC SacramentoRosevilleArden-Arcade, CA Metro Area 2,149,127
KSAN San Diego-Carlsbad, CA Metro Area 3,095,313
KSAT San Antonio-New Braunfels, TX Metro Area 2,142,508
KSEA Seattle-Tacoma-Bellevue, WA Metro Area 3,439,809
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Table 64: (continued)
KSFO San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward, CA Metro Area 4,335,391
KSMX Santa Maria-Santa Barbara, CA Metro Area 423,895
KSTL St. Louis, MO-IL Metro Area 2,787,701
KTPA Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater, FL Metro Area 2,783,243
Total population of the 30 MSA's listed above: 129,105,495
Total U.S. population, census, April 1, 2010: 308,745,538
30 MSA's population as a percentage of total: 41.82%
A.16 ENERGY CAPTURED AT EACH WEATHER STATION DURING
TRAINING AND TESTING BY A PERMANENTLY DEPLOYED
HARVESTER
The sources of the ASOS data are ASOS weather stations, which usually have anemometer
heights of approximately 10 or 8 meters;  Typical ASOS wind sensor heights are 33 feet or
27 feet, depending on local site-speciﬁc restrictions or requirements [59]. Please note that
because windspeeds typically increase with altitude[17, p. 668] and wind turbines may be
much higher than 10 meters, be careful to not underestimate wind resources at the site of a
particular ASOS weather station. For information on assessing wind resources, please visit
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory's web page entitled Wind Resource Assessment
[65].)
Table 65: Energy captured at each weather station ws during training and testing by per-







































A.17 ESTIMATED SHAPE AND SCALE PARAMETERS OF WEIBULL
DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH STATION
Figure 45: Histogram of densities of windspeeds in KATL's training ﬁle: trainingKTPA2004-
2012in.csv
We used the R script below to generate the estimates (Table 66) of the shape (B) and scale
(A) parameters of a Weibull distribution [6, Equation 5.45, p.185] (e.g., Figure 45) ﬁtted
to the densities of windspeeds for each station. Note that in some cases, the script may
truncate data to avoid the following error:
1 Error in checkparaml i s t ( a r g_ s t a r t f i x $ s t a r t . arg , a r g_ s t a r t f i x $ f i x . arg
, :
2 ' s t a r t ' should not have NA or NaN va lues .
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Also note that the script estimates the Weibull distribution for a location parameter (ν)
of −1. (The location parameter is −1 because zero-knot windspeeds are placed in the ﬁrst
bucket of the histogram generated by the script's line starting with
x = hist(DF$wind_knots, freq=FALSE, plot=FALSE, breaks=
seq(-1,max(DF$wind_knots))
. )































32 #s t a t i o n s <− c ( "KATL" )
33
34 l i b r a r y ( " f i t d i s t r p l u s " )
35
36 i t e r <− l ength ( s t a t i o n s )+1
37 m <− matrix (NA, nrow=i t e r , nco l=6)
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38 rowIndex = 1
39 m[ rowIndex , ] <− c ( " s t a t i o n " , " shape" , " s c a l e " , "Kolmogorov−Smirnov
s t a t i s t i c " , "Cramer−von Mises s t a t i s t i c " , "Anderson−Darl ing
s t a t i s t i c " )
40 rowIndex=rowIndex+1
41 f o r ( s t a t i o n in s t a t i o n s ) {
42
43 p r i n t ( s t a t i o n )
44
45 inputFilenameBase = paste ( " t r a i n i n g " , s ta t i on , "2004−2012 in " , sep="
" )
46 inputFi lename = paste ( inputFilenameBase , " . csv " , sep="" )
47
48 DF <− read . csv ( inputFilename , header=TRUE)
49
50 x = h i s t (DF$wind_knots , f r e q=FALSE, p l o t=FALSE, breaks=seq
(−1 ,max(DF$wind_knots ) ) ,main=paste ( "Histogram of " ,
inputFi lename ) , xlab="windspeed ( knots ) " )
51 #I f a zero ex i s t s , t runcate data to avoid the f o l l ow i ng e r r o r :
52 ## Error in checkparaml i s t ( a r g_ s t a r t f i x $ s t a r t . arg , a r g_ s t a r t f i x $ f i x
. arg , :
53 ## ' s t a r t ' should not have NA or NaN va lues .
54 f i n a l I nd ex = i f ( x$dens i ty [ which . min ( x$dens i ty ) ] == 0) which . min (
x$dens i ty )−1 e l s e l ength ( x$dens i ty )
55 #d = f i t d i s t r ( x$dens i ty [ 1 : f i n a l I nd ex ] , " we ibu l l " )
56 d = f i t d i s t ( x$dens i ty [ 1 : f i n a l I nd ex ] , " we ibu l l " , lower=0)
57 k = go f s t a t (d)





63 opt ions ( width = 200)
64 s ink ( "We ibu l lA l lS ta t i ons . txt " )
65 p r i n t (m)
66 s ink ( )
Table 66: Estimated shape and scale parameters of Weibull distribution for each station
where the location parameter (ν) is −1
estimated Goodness-of-ﬁt statistics
station shape scale Kolmogorov-Smirnov Cramer-von Mises Anderson-Darling
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Table 66: (continued)
KATL 0.28 0.004 0.12 0.21 1.42
KBOS 0.37 0.008 0.11 0.14 0.96
KBWI 0.31 0.006 0.10 0.12 0.93
KCLE 0.30 0.005 0.12 0.19 1.34
KCLT 0.29 0.005 0.11 0.13 0.94
KCVG 0.27 0.003 0.13 0.22 1.48
KDCA 0.36 0.009 0.11 0.14 0.97
KDEN 0.35 0.006 0.09 0.09 0.72
KDFW 0.31 0.006 0.14 0.26 1.74
KDTW 0.31 0.005 0.11 0.15 1.10
KEUG 0.28 0.004 0.12 0.17 1.19
KIAH 0.31 0.004 0.21 0.44 2.55
KLAS 0.35 0.008 0.11 0.17 1.13
KLAX 0.36 0.009 0.14 0.12 0.79
KLGA 0.39 0.011 0.11 0.15 1.12
KMCI 0.31 0.006 0.12 0.23 1.62
KMCO 0.26 0.001 0.15 0.36 2.21
KMSP 0.31 0.006 0.13 0.22 1.54
KORD 0.38 0.011 0.13 0.18 1.23
KPHL 0.35 0.008 0.11 0.15 1.04
KPHX 0.26 0.002 0.11 0.15 1.12
KPIT 0.35 0.008 0.12 0.16 1.06
KSAC 0.25 0.002 0.16 0.26 1.82
KSAN 0.31 0.006 0.13 0.14 0.95
KSAT 0.29 0.005 0.13 0.24 1.63
KSEA 0.31 0.005 0.11 0.17 1.16
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Table 66: (continued)
KSFO 0.36 0.007 0.14 0.24 1.65
KSMX 0.31 0.006 0.12 0.18 1.23
KSTL 0.32 0.006 0.12 0.17 1.16
KTPA 0.32 0.005 0.13 0.16 1.01
A.18 LOOKING FOR TRENDS IN WINDSPEED DATA
In Section 4.2.0.2, we suggested that control algorithms look for trends in the training data.
We looked for yearly trends using the following method for each station:
1. For each year of windspeeds in the nine years of training data (2004 to 2012), create a
density distribution table.
2. From the density distribution table, estimate Weibull scale and shape parameters to
create two eleven-year time series.
3. For the training partition (the ﬁrst nine years), run two modiﬁed Mann-Kendall (MK)
tests; one test for the scale yearly time series and another test for the shape yearly time
series.
4. For the entire eleven years, run two modiﬁed MK tests; one test for the scale yearly time
series and another test for the shape yearly time series.
The ﬁrst three steps of the method directly above are implemented by the R script at
the end of this section.
Table 67 includes an eleven-year time series of Weibull shape estimates for each station.
The question can be addressed of whether or not each shape-estimate time series by exam-
ining the data in Table 68 which has statistics generated from original and modiﬁed MK
tests. If the MK statistics suggest that a trend exists within the reader's toleration, then
the reader may ﬁnd the slope statistics in Table 67 helpful.












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































An R script generating trend statistics for the ﬁrst nine years of data follows.
Listing 3: R script generating trend statistics for the ﬁrst nine years of data































32 #s t a t i o n s <− c ("KATL")
33
34 l i b r a r y ( " f i t d i s t r p l u s " )
35 l i b r a r y (modifiedmk )
36
37
38 f o r ( s t a t i o n in s t a t i o n s ) {
39
40 inputFilenameBase = paste ( " t r a i n i n g " , s ta t i on , "2004−2012 in " , sep="
" )
41 inputFi lename = paste ( inputFilenameBase , " . csv " , sep="" )
42 outputFilename = paste ( inputFilenameBase , "
276
TrendStat ist icsModif iedMK . txt " , sep="" )
43
44 DF <− read . csv ( inputFilename , header=TRUE)
45
46 i t e r <− 9+1 #f o r header
47 m <− matrix (NA, nrow=i t e r , nco l=7)
48 rowIndex = 1
49 m[ rowIndex , ] <− c ( " s t a t i o n " , " year " , " shape" , " s c a l e " , "Kolmogorov−
Smirnov s t a t i s t i c " , "Cramer−von Mises s t a t i s t i c " , "Anderson−
Darl ing s t a t i s t i c " )
50 rowIndex=rowIndex+1
51
52 DF <− read . csv ( inputFilename , header=TRUE)
53
54 f o r ( year in 2004 :2012) {
55
56 p r i n t ( year )
57 prex = DF[ as . numeric ( subs t r (DF$timestamp , 0 , 4) ) == year , ] $wind_
knots
58 x = h i s t ( prex , f r e q=FALSE, p l o t=FALSE, breaks=seq (−1 ,max(DF
$wind_knots ) ) ,main=paste ( "Histogram of " , inputFi lename ) ,
xlab="windspeed ( knots ) " )
59 #I f a zero ex i s t s , t runcate data to avoid the f o l l ow i n g e r r o r :
60 ## Error in checkparaml i s t ( arg_s t a r t f i x $ s t a r t . arg , arg_s t a r t f i x $
f i x . arg , :
61 ## ' s ta r t ' should not have NA or NaN va lues .
62 f i n a l I nd ex = i f ( x$ dens i ty [ which . min (x$ dens i ty ) ] == 0) which . min (x$
dens i ty )−1 e l s e l ength (x$ dens i ty )
63 d = f i t d i s t ( x$ dens i ty [ 1 : f i n a l I nd ex ] , " we ibu l l " , lower=0)
64 k = go f s t a t (d)






71 p r i n t ( s t a t i o n )
72
73 # pr in t to f i l e
74 opt ions ( width = 200)
75 s ink ( outputFilename )
76 p r i n t ( s t a t i o n )
77 p r i n t (m)
78
79 shape = m[ , 3 ]
80 p r i n t ( "ModifiedMKshape" )
81 # The 2 index in the shape array omits heading row
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Figure 46: Shape estimates of Weibull distributions for each year of windspeeds for station
KATL with 9-year and 11-year trend lines
82 bbsmk( as . numeric ( shape [ 2 : l ength ( shape ) ] ) , c i =0.95 , nsim=2000 , eta
=1, b l . l en=NULL)
83
84 p r i n t ( "ModifiedMKscale " )
85 s c a l e = m[ , 4 ]
86 # The 2 index in the s c a l e array omits heading row
87 bbsmk( as . numeric ( s c a l e [ 2 : l ength ( shape ) ] ) , c i =0.95 , nsim=2000 , eta
=1, b l . l en=NULL)
88
89 s ink ( )
90
91 }
Plots for estimates of the Weibull shape and scale parameters for station KATL are
shown in Figs. 46 and 47, which show trend lines for the ﬁrst nine years of data and the
entire eleven years. In both cases, the 9-year trend lines have a greater slope than the 11-year
trend lines.
However, does a modiﬁed MK test suggest that trends exist for station KATL? Let us
work through the following example to determine whether or not to behave as if there is a
trend there. We shall walk through the following steps:
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Figure 47: Scale estimates of Weibull distributions for each year of windspeeds for station
KATL with 9-year and 11-year trend lines
• [Make] an initial assumption.
• [Collect] evidence (data).
• Based on the available evidence (data), [decide] whether to reject or not reject the initial
assumption [15].
In the context of the p-value approach, the steps immediately above are realized by the
following four steps:
1. Specify the null and alternative hypotheses [15].
• The null hypothesis H0 is KATL's Weibull scale parameter exhibits no yearly mono-
tonic trend.
• The alternative hypothesis HA is KATL's Weibull scale parameter exhibits a yearly
monotonic trend.
2. Using the sample data and assuming the null hypothesis is true, calculate the value of the
test statistic [15]. To calculate the value of the test statistic, we passed nine estimates
of the Weibull scales (one estimate for each of the nine years of training data) for station
KATL to the R function bbsmk() in the context of the R script shown in Listing 3 on
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page 276. That script shows that the parameter ci=0.95 is passed to bbsmk(). Thus,
the returned conﬁdence interval will contain a value that applies to the entire population
95% of the time. (For example, if we had access to the entire population of windspeeds
for station KATL for all years and if we could measure the windspeed with 100% accuracy
and if we could somehow not aﬀect the wind by our measurements, then we would be
able to make with 100% accuracy statements about the entire population of windspeeds
because we would have access to the entire population of KATL's windpseeds, which is
data from every year in history.) The function bbsmk()returned (-1.5067416,1.483997)
as the Z-value empirical bootstrap conﬁdence interval for KATL's scale (and returned
other statistical information for KATL and the other 29 stations as shown in Table 70).
Thus, we have 95% conﬁdence that the Z-value of the modiﬁed MK test of the scale of
the Weibull estimate for entire population of windspeeds around KATL is in the range
(-1.5067416,1.483997).
3. Using the known distribution of the test statistic, calculate the P-value: `If the null
hypothesis is true, what is the probability that we'd observe a more extreme test statistic
in the direction of the alternative hypothesis than we did?' [15]. We are assuming that
the distribution of the test statistic is normal. If the Z-score is at the lowest part of that
range, namely at −1.51 rounding to two decimal places, then the Z-score's corresponding
P-value is 0.06552 according to a Z-score table that gives the area to the left of the Z-
score. If the Z-score is the highest part of that range, namely at 1.48 rounding to two
decimal places, then the Z-score's corresponding P-value is 1− .93056 = 0.06944. Thus,
the Z-score conﬁdence interval corresponds to the two P-values: 0.06552 and 0.06944. Of
those two P-values, we are interested in the lower, 0.07 rounded to two decimal places,
in the next step.
4. Set the signiﬁcance level, A, the probability of making a Type I error to be small 
0.01, 0.05, or 0.10 [15]. We would commit a Type I error if we reject the null hypothesis
when we the null hypothesis is actually true [15, Table S.3.2]. We examine two cases for
the signiﬁcance level. Compare the P-value to A. If the P-value is less than (or equal
to) A, reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis. If the P-value is
greater than A, do not reject the null hypothesis[15].
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• If we set the signiﬁcance level A to 0.05, then the P-value of 0.07 is larger than A
and we would not reject the null hypothesis thereby behaving as if no trend exists
in KATL's scale estimates.
• If we loosen the signiﬁcance level A to 0.10 (increasing the probability of making a
Type I error), then the P-value of 0.07 is smaller than A and we would reject the null
hypothesis thereby behaving as if a trend exists in KATL scale estimates, examining
the Sen's slope of the nine-year series of scale estimates (Table 69).
Now that we have examined the 9-year scale data for KATL, let us repeat the process
for KATL's 9-year shape data.
1. • The null hypothesis H0 is KATL's Weibull shape parameter exhibits no yearly mono-
tonic trend.
• The alternative hypothesis HA is KATL's Weibull shape parameter exhibits a yearly
monotonic trend.
2. As we did for the scale parameter above, we calculate the test statistic for the shape
data. The R function bbsmk() returned (−1.5067416, 1.5811388) as the 95% conﬁdence
interval for the Z-value empirical bootstrap (Table 68 on page 272).
3. Assuming that the Z-value distribution is normal, we calculate the P-values: The lowest
part of the Z-score range, -1.51 rounding to two decimal places, corresponds to the P-
value 0.06552 according to a Z-score table that gives the area to the left of the Z-score.
The highest part of the Z-score range, 1.58, maps to the P-value 1− 0.94295 = 0.05705.
The lower of the two P-values is 0.05705 ≈ 0.06.
4. We choose two signiﬁcance levels, A. We compare the lower of the two P-values to the
two choices for A:
• If we set the signiﬁcance level A to 0.05, then the P-value of 0.06 is larger than A
and we would not reject the null hypothesis thereby behaving as if no trend exists
in KATL's shape estimates.
• If we loosen the signiﬁcance level A to 0.10 (increasing the probability of making
a Type I error), then the P-value of 0.06 is smaller than A and we would reject
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the null hypothesis thereby behaving as if a trend exists in KATL shape estimates,
examining the Sen's slope of the nine-year series of shape estimates (Table 67).
A.19 LOOKING FOR TRENDS IN HOURLY ELECTRICITY PRICE DATA
In Section 4.1.6.3, we raised the possibility that a trend could be developing where the second
peak's dominance of the ﬁrst peak is growing. In this section, we explore that possibility
using the same procedure we used in Appendix A.18:
1. • Let the null hypothesis H0 be that the proportions plotted in Figure 12 on page 66
do not exhibit a yearly monotonic trend.
• The alternative hypothesis HA be that they do.
2. As we did in Appendix A.18, we calculate the test statistic for the proportions plotted
in Figure 12 on page 66. As shown in Listing 4, the R function bbsmk() returned
(−1.6431677, 1.596677) as the 95% conﬁdence interval for the Z-value empirical bootstrap
(Line 15).
3. Assuming that the Z-value distribution is normal, we calculate the P-values: The lowest
part of the Z-score range, −1.64 rounding to two decimal places, corresponds to the P-
value 0.05050258 according to R's pnorm() function (which gives the area to the left of the
Z-score). The highest part of the Z-score range, 1.61, maps to the P-value 1−0.9452007 =
0.05479929. The lower of the two P-values is 0.05050258 ≈ 0.051.
4. We choose two signiﬁcance levels, A. We compare the lower of the two P-values to the
two choices for A:
• If we set the signiﬁcance level A to 0.05, then the P-value of 0.051 is larger than A
and we would not reject the null hypothesis thereby behaving as if no trend exists
in yearly proportions.
• If we loosen the signiﬁcance level A to 0.10 (increasing the probability of making
a Type I error), then the P-value of 0.051 is smaller than A and we would reject
the null hypothesis thereby behaving as if a trend exists in the yearly proportions,
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examining the Sen's slope of ﬁfteen-year series of proportions, which is 0.025, as
shown in Line 7 of Listing 4.
Note the re-running bbsmk() results in diﬀerent returned intervals in Lines 34, 57,
60, respectively, than Line 15: (-1.606034,1.6394097), (-1.6391088,1.6431677), and (-
1.6006671,1.5670696). Those intervals mapped to no P-values less than 0.05 (Lines 62 to
72.)
Listing 4: R commands to calculate trend statistics for proportions of electricity price data
plotted in Figure 12
1 > l i b r a r y (modifiedmk )
2 > propor t i on s = c ( 1 . 0 1 , 1 . 06 , 1 . 02 , 0 . 98 , 0 . 97 , 0 . 98 , 0 . 95 , 1 . 08 ,
1 . 05 , 1 . 20 , 1 . 20 , 1 . 29 , 0 . 99 , 1 . 65 , 1 . 36 )
3 > bbsmk( proport ions , c i =0.95 , nsim=2000 , eta=1, b l . l en=NULL)
4 Z−Value =
5 2.2820051




10 Kendall ' s Tau =
11 0.447619047619048
12 Kendall ' s Tau Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
13 (−0.3238095 ,0 .3142857)
14 Z−value Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
15 (−1.6431677 ,1 .596677)>
16 > pnorm(−1.64)
17 [ 1 ] 0 .05050258
18 > pnorm (1 . 6 0 )
19 [ 1 ] 0 .9452007
20 > 1−pnorm (1 . 6 0 )
21 [ 1 ] 0 .05479929








29 Kendall ' s Tau =
30 0.447619047619048
31 Kendall ' s Tau Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
283
32 (−0.3333333 ,0 .3047619)
33 Z−value Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
34 (−1.606034 ,1 .6394097)>








42 Kendall ' s Tau =
43 0.447619047619048
44 Kendall ' s Tau Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
45 (−0.3047619 ,0 .3047619)
46 Z−value Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
47 (−1.6391088 ,1 .6431677)>








55 Kendall ' s Tau =
56 0.447619047619048
57 Kendall ' s Tau Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
58 (−0.3142857 ,0 .2952381)
59 Z−value Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
60 (−1.6006671 ,1 .5670696)>
61 > pnorm(−1.606034)
62 [ 1 ] 0 .05413322
63 > 1−pnorm (1 .6394097)
64 [ 1 ] 0 .05056398
65 > pnorm(−1.6391088)
66 [ 1 ] 0 .0505953
67 > 1−pnorm (1 .6431677)
68 [ 1 ] 0 .05017412
69 > pnorm(−1.6006671)
70 [ 1 ] 0 .05472534
71 > 1−pnorm (1 .5670696)
72 [ 1 ] 0 .05854921
Listing 5: R commands to calculate trend statistics for monotonic increasing data
1 > t e s t
284
2 [ 1 ] 1 .01 2 .01 3 .01 4 .01 5 .01 6 .01 7 .01 8 .01 9 .01 10 .01
11 .01 12 .01 13 .01 14 .01 15 .01
3 > bbsmk( te s t , c i =0.95 , nsim=2000 , eta=1, b l . l en=NULL)
4 Z−Value =
5 5.1466653




10 Kendall ' s Tau =
11 1
12 Kendall ' s Tau Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
13 (−0.3333333 ,0 .4761905)
14 Z−value Empir ica l Bootstrapped CI =
15 (−1.7903285 ,2 .3028804)
A.20 ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE PER STATION PER OLA
Recall that algorithms are trained to try to maximize the metric by which the algorithm's
performance will be measured. Odd-numbered OLAs measure performance using NetNorm.
Even-numbered OLAs use MQNetNorm. Thus, an algorithm may achieve diﬀerent scores for
odd-numbered OLAs than it does for even-numbered OLAs because training an algorithm
in the context of odd-numbered OLAs may chose diﬀerent settings (e.g., running-average-
window size) than the training chooses for the algorithm in the context of even-numbered
OLAs.
Tables 71, 72, and 73 show algorithm performance per station for OLAs 1 and 2, OLAs
3 and 4, and OLAs 5 and 6, respectively. Each row is a unique OLA-and-station pair. For
each row, the column of the highest scoring algorithm is marked with a capital X. Rows
having multiple X's indicate that ties occurred. (Trained fuzzy variants 0x0 and 0x2 tie
for OLAs 1 - 4.) Each row's highest score is in either the NetNorm column (odd OLAs)
or the MQNetNorm column (even OLAs). The performance of each row's applicable non-
highest algorithms is given by a negative value x, which is how many points the non-highest
algorithm's score y is less the row's highest score z, i.e., x = y− z. Each non-applicable cell






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.21 ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM TO FIND OPTIMUM FOR OLA 3
We implemented an algorithm by Smith et al. [86] that solves the weight constrained shortest
path problem with replenishment (WCSPP-R), which is NP-Hard, to attempt to ﬁnd the
optimum solution for OLA 3 [86]. The weight is allocated visibility time per month. Thus,
replenishment occurs as each month begins. The path length is inversely proportional to
the net energy harvested. We tried to run the algorithm to completion, but because the
run-time did not complete after days and system problems frequently aborted the job, we
abandoned the eﬀort to ﬁnd optimum for OLA 3. In this section, we examine a reason why
the run-time takes so long: labels are not being dominated quickly enough, as we shall see.
To explain what we mean by labels are not being dominated, we ﬁrst need to describe the
graph we built and Smith's WCSPP-R algorithm:
We built an acyclic, directed weighted graph with replenishment edges. The graph has
two nodes for each time step: one node represents the stowed state; the other node represents
the deployed states. Each node has two exit edges, which represent two possibilities: 1.
remain in the current state, and 2. change states (i.e., deploy if stowed, stow if deployed).
Recall that we model each minute. Thus, each full year has over 500,000 minutes, which
means each year has over 1 million nodes.
Smith's algorithm preprocesses each node i by ﬁnding the least cost from the source node
s to i and the least cost from the destination node t to i. Weight is also tracked during pre-
processing in case the shortest path (i.e., least cost path) through i happens to not violate
the weight budget. If pre-processing ﬁnds a shortest path that does not violate the weight
budget, then preprocessing found a solution to the given WCSPP-R problem and Smith's
algorithm ends.
If preprocessing does not ﬁnd a solution, then preprocessing prunes infeasible nodes from
the graph. It also prunes nodes that can only be part of a non-optimum path. Preprocessing
passes the pruned graph to a label-correcting algorithm.
The label-correcting algorithm that we implemented maintain[s] a set of non-dominated
labels, where a label L = (i, cL, wL), said to be on node i, represents a partial path from s
to node i with cost cL and weight wL, and a label L1 is said to dominate label L2 if they are
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on the same node, and if cL1 < cL2 and wL1 ≤ wL2 or cL1 ≤ cL2 and wL1 < wL2 [86]. Thus,
each node i has a set of labels. If a label is dominated by another label, then the dominated
label is removed.
The problem with our implementation of the label-correcting algorithm is that the list of
labels grows too large because labels are not dominated. For example, consider, the six-node,
dual-weighted directed graph in Figure 48. The harvester in this particular simulation takes
1 minute to deploy and 1 minute to retract. Each node represents the state of the harvester,
where nodes named with the preﬁx `r' indicate that the harvester is in the retracted state and
nodes named with the preﬁx `d' indicate that the harvester is in the deployed state. Each
node's is named with a number indicating a timestep. The retractable harvester begins and
ends the simulation in the retracted state. Hence, for timesteps 0 and 3, each timestep has
only one node, which indicates a retracted state. For timesteps 1 and 2, each timestep has
two nodes; Having two nodes at the same timestep indicates that the harvester can either
be fully deployed or fully stowed at that timestep.
Each directed edge i → j has two weights expressed by an ordered pair: (x, y) where x
is the minutes of the harvester's monthly visibility budget the harvester consumes and y is
a cost the harvester incurs if the harvester is the state represented by node i at timestep n
and in the state represented by node j and timestep n + 1. (The cost y, which we seek to
minimize, is an inverse of the energy harvested during that timestep. A cost of 0 represents
the highest amount of energy that the harvester converts during any timestep of the entire
simulation. Our seeking to minimize y allows us to use shortest-path algorithms instead of
longest-path ones.)
Let node r0 be the source node. And let us visit each node in ascending timestep order.
Node r0 is adjacent to two nodes: r1 and d1. Node r1 has only one label since there is
only one path to it: (0, 10). Likewise, node d1 has only one label: (1, 15).
Node r1 leads to two nodes: r2 and d2. To obtain a label for r2, we add the weights of
the r1→r2 edge (0, 10) to r1's label (0, 10) to obtain (0, 20). Similarly, we add the weights
of the r1→d2 edge to obtain (1, 25).
Node d1 leads to two nodes: r2 and d2. To obtain a second label for r2, we add the
weights of the d1→d2 edge (1, 0) to d1's label (1, 15) to obtain (2, 15). Note that r2 now
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Figure 48: Weighted, directed graph through which to ﬁnd shortest path within time budget
has two labels: (0, 20) and (2, 15). Neither label dominates the other because one label has
a lower cost and the other label has a lower weight.
Now that we have explained what we mean by labels are not being dominated, we return to
describing our implementation having over 1 million nodes. As we ran that implementation,
the list of labels for each node was growing without seeming to decrease. Thus, we turned
our attention to ﬁnding the optimum for a simpler case, OLA 5. We describe how we found
optimum for OLA 5 in Section 4.3.
A.22 AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT THE FUZZY-CRISP ALGORITHMS
In this section, we examine earlier versions (v1.2 and v1.3) of the Fuzzy-Crisp algorithms.
Such analysis led to the creation of Fuzzy-Crisp v1.4.
A.22.1 Fuzzy v1.2's implementation of the retraction threshold has a greater
margin than necessary
A diﬀerence between Fuzzy v1.2 and the other two algorithms (Static and Aging) is that
Fuzzy is ensured to retract when the running windspeed average drops below the lowest
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windspeed deemed to be windy kws at station ws instead of at kws − 1 knot. Fuzzy is
observing a retraction threshold that is 1 knot higher than required by the OLA. As shown
in the following code listing, Fuzzy is being extra careful that it does not violate the terms of
the OLAs requiring the harvester to retract when the weather is not windy (OLAs 1 through
4).
1 /∗ Ensure that a lgor i thm meets the minimum requi rements o f OLA ∗/
2 i f ( ( windspeed_knots_average < windy .
getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( ) )
3 | | ! ( no iseAl lowed . bIsNoiseAl lowed ( sample . date ) )
4 | | ( ha rve s t e r . getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (
5 ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth ) ) >= 0 .99 ) {
6
7 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
8
9 }
Note that Fuzzy's code directly above is actually crisp code; The
code directly above does not calculate a membership value of the variable
windspeed_knots_average, but directly compares its value to the value returned by
windy.getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots(). The code directly above uses the
boolean bIsNoiseAllowed(sample.date) instead of a fuzzy set. Also the code ensures
that the algorithm does not use more visibility time than it has been allocated by directly
comparing the constant 0.99 to the sum of the allocated visibility time it has consumed plus
the time the harvester takes to retract.
The Static and Aging algorithms use the following code:
1 i f ( windspeed_knots_average > deploymentThresholdKnots ) {
2
3 ha rve s t e r . setMode ( ) ;
4
5 } e l s e i f ( windspeed_knots_average < ret ract ionThresho ldKnots ) {
6
7 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
8
9 }
where retractionThresholdKnots is calculated by the following lines
1
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2 f i n a l i n t RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE = 1 ;
3
4 // Determine what c on t r o l s i g n a l to output .
5 // Use v i s i b i l i t y −time−remaining to con t r o l deployment th r e sho ld
6
7 i n t deploymentThresholdKnots = getDeploymentThresholdKnots ( ) ;
8 i n t re t ract ionThresho ldKnots = deploymentThresholdKnots −
RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE;
where getDeploymentThresholdKnots() gets the deployment threshold chosen by the train-
ing algorithm (or chosen by the user). (As stated in Section 3.7, the training algorithm
searches a design space which starts at the lowest windspeed deemed to be windy kws at
weather station ws.)
Is Fuzzy performing on OLAs 3 and 4 much worse than Static and Aging because Fuzzy
is observing a stricter retraction threshold than Fuzzy and Aging? We answer that question
by running tests on a modiﬁed version Fuzzy shown here:
1
2 /∗ Modif ied r e t r a c t i o n th r e sho ld f o r Fuzzy ∗/
3
4 f i n a l i n t RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE = 1 ;
5
6 /∗ Ensure that a lgor i thm meets the minimum requi rements o f OLA ∗/
7 i f ( ( windspeed_knots_average < (windy .
getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( ) −
RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE)
8 | | ! ( no iseAl lowed . bIsNoiseAl lowed ( sample . date ) )
9 | | ( ha rve s t e r . getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (
10 ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth ) ) >= 0 .99 ) {
11
12 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
13
14 }
The test results (Appendix A.22.5 on page 306) indicate that the modiﬁed Fuzzy (which
uses the RETRACTION-THRESHOLD-DIFFERENCE-equaling-1 code directly above) op-
eration performed the same as the original Fuzzy (where RETRACTION THRESHOLD
DIFFERENCE = 0) for OLAs 1 through 4. Thus, the test results imply that Fuzzy's crisp
code listed directly above is being dominated by Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code.
We explore whether Fuzzy-Crisp's crisp code listed directly above is being dominated by
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Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code in the following paragraphs. We added code to collect statistics
about whether or not the crisp conditional in Fuzzy-Crisp evaluates the true when the fuzzy
conditional evaluates to false as shown here:
1
2 boolean bCrispRetract ionThresholdReached = f a l s e ;
3
4 lCr i spCond i t i ona lEva luated++;
5
6 /∗ Ensure that a lgor i thm meets the minimum requi rements o f OLA ∗/
7 i f ( bCrispRetract ionThresholdReached = ( ( windspeed_knots_average <
(windy . getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( )−
RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE) ) )
8 | | ! ( no i seAl lowed . bIsNoiseAl lowed ( sample . date ) )
9 | | ( ha rve s t e r . getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (
10 ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca t edVi s ib i l i t yMinute sPerMonth ) ) >= 0 .99 ) {
11
12 { i f ( bCrispRetract ionThresholdReached )
lCr i spRetract ionThresho ldReached++;}
13 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
14
15 } e l s e // use fuzzy l o g i c to dec ide deployment and r e t r a c t i o n
The code immediately above increments a long typed variable
lCrispConditionalEvaluated that holds the number of times the code is reached.
The code's boolean variable bCrispRetractionThresholdReached is incremented when the
crisp inequality
1 windspeed_knots_average < (windy . getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots
( )−RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE)
evaluates to true. If that conditional or either of the two other terms of the conditional
evaluate to true, then the following fuzzy code is not executed:





6 f i n a l double retract ionThresholdMembershipValue =
deployment_threshold_mv − 0 . 2 ;
7
8 i f ( result ingMembershipValue >= deployment_threshold_mv ) {
9
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10 ha rve s t e r . setMode ( ) ;
11
12 } e l s e i f ( result ingMembershipValue <
retract ionThresholdMembershipValue ) {
13
14 lFuzzyStr i c te rThanCr i sp++;
15
16 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
17
18 }
The code immediately above can deploy (set) and retract (reset) a harvester. The value of
the variable resultingMembershipValue is the harvester's membership value in a fuzzy
set which we describe below. If resultingMembershipValue is greater than or equal
to a deployment threshold membership value (which is expressed in the code above as
deployment_threshold_mv and chosen by the training algorithm or by the user), then the
code deploys the harvester (.setMode()).
If the harvester's membership value is not greater than or equal to the deployment
threshold membership value, the code evaluates whether or not the resulting member-
ship value is less than the retraction threshold membership value, which is 0.2 less than
the deployment threshold membership value (deployment_threshold_mv - 0.2). If the
membership value is less than the retraction threshold membership value, then the code
reaches a statement involved with collecting statistics; The code increments the variable
lFuzzyStricterThanCrisp, which means that the crisp if conditional (which is in the
code listing above the the listing directly above) evaluated to false and the fuzzy in-
equality (resultingMembershipValue < retractionThresholdMembershipValue) evalu-
ated to true. The else if clause ends by executing the code that retracts the harvester
(.resetMode()).
How often does Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code overrule Fuzzy-Crisp's crisp code? That is,
how often does the fuzzy code deem that the harvester's membership value is less than the
retractionThresholdMembershipValue when the crisp code ﬁnds no reason to retract?
An answer to that question is given in Table 74 on the next page, which is a summary of
Table 79 on page 315. Table 74 indicates that on average, when the crisp code ﬁnds no
reason to retract, the fuzzy code retracts an average 46% of the time when the OLA is 3
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and the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE is 0 knots. That average increases
to 54% of the time when the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE is increased to
1 knot. (When the OLA is 4, that average number of times the fuzzy code overrides the crisp
code likewise increases when the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE is increased
from 0 to 1 knots.) That overruling of Fuzzy-Crisp's crisp code by Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code
helps to explain why increasing the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE from 0
knots to 1 knot does not improve Fuzzy-Crisp's NetNorm and MQNetNorm scores for OLA
3. Increasing the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE from 0 knots to 1 knot
increases the crisp code's leniency and does not aﬀect the fuzzy code's strictness. Leniency
is deﬁned as not retracting the harvester.
Table 74: Summary of comparison of two values for RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIF-
FERENCE for OLAs 3 and 4 for all stations
lFuzzyStricterThanCrisp/lCrispFoundNoReasonToRetract
OLA R.T.D.* (knots) Average Standard Deviation
3 0 46% 8%
3 1 54% 8%
4 0 51% 8%
4 1 59% 8%
*R.T.D. is an acronym for RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE
Thus, we ask, Does the fuzzy code retract the harvester in every case that the average
windspeed is between the two crisp retraction thresholds, i.e., when the more lenient crisp
does not retract and when the less lenient crisp code retracts (if the fuzzy code were to
examine every case)? To ﬁnd an answer, we added boolean variables to the code to track
whether or not each case causes retraction by the following tests, where the added boolean
variable is enclosed in parentheses:
• The crisp retraction threshold is reached when the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIF-
FERENCE is 0 knots (bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsZero)
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• The crisp retraction threshold is reached when the RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIF-
FERENCE is 1 knot (bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsOne)
• The fuzzy retraction threshold is reached (bFuzzyRetractionThresholdReached) (Tech-
nically, the variable bFuzzyRetractionThresholdReached is crisp, being the result of
defuzziﬁcation, as shown in the code listing which evaluates the boolean expression de-
termining bFuzzyRetractionThresholdReached.)
We deﬁned the boolean variable bMoreLenientCase to tell use when the average wind-
speed is between the two crisp retraction thresholds as shown in the following code:
1 boolean bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsZero = (
windspeed_knots_average <windy .
getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( ) ) ;
2 boolean bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsOne = (
windspeed_knots_average <(c ) ) ;
3
4 boolean bMoreLenientCase = !
bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsOne &&
5 bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsZero ;
The boolean variable bMoreLenientCase tells us when the average windspeed is in the in-
terval [.getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots()-1,.getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots()).
When the average windspeed is in that interval, does the fuzzy code cause retraction (if the
fuzzy code is allowed to process that case)? The following code tells us:
1 /∗ "MoreLenientCase" i s de f ined as a windspeed that does not cause
r e t r a c t i o n when R.T.D. i s 1 , but
2 ∗ does cause r e t r a c t i o n when R.T.D. i s 0 .
3 ∗/
4 boolean bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsZero = (
windspeed_knots_average <windy .
getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( ) ) ;
5 boolean bCrispRetractionThresholdReachedWhenRTDIsOne = (
windspeed_knots_average <(windy .
getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( )−1) ) ;
6




10 boolean bRetract ionCondit ionReached = f a l s e ;
11
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12 /∗ Ensure that a lgor i thm meets the minimum requi rements o f OLA ∗/
13 i f ( ( ( windspeed_knots_average < (windy .
getLowestWindspeedThatIsWindyKnots ( )−
RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE) ) )
14 | | ! ( no iseAl lowed . bIsNoiseAl lowed ( sample . date ) )
15 | | ( ha rve s t e r . getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (
16 ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca tedVi s ib i l i tyMinute sPerMonth ) ) >= 0 .99 ) {
17
18 ha rve s t e r . resetMode ( ) ;
19 bRetract ionCondit ionReached = true ;
20
21 } e l s e // use fuzzy l o g i c to dec ide deployment and r e t r a c t i o n
22 {
23
24 f i n a l double retract ionThresholdMembershipValue =
deployment_threshold_mv − 0 . 2 ;
25
26 i f ( result ingMembershipValue >= deployment_threshold_mv ) {
27
28 ha rve s t e r . setMode ( ) ;
29
30 } e l s e i f ( result ingMembershipValue <
retract ionThresholdMembershipValue ) {
31
32 bRetract ionCondit ionReached = true ;
33






40 i f ( bMoreLenientCase && ! bRetract ionCondit ionReached ) {
41




46 boolean bFuzzyRetractionThresholdReached =
result ingMembershipValue < ( deployment_threshold_mv − 0 . 2 ) ;
47 i f ( bMoreLenientCase && ! bFuzzyRetractionThresholdReached ) {
48
49 bEveryMoreLenientCaseReachesFuzzyRetractionThreshold = f a l s e ;
50
51 }
Now, we are ready to answer the question, Does the fuzzy code retract the harvester
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in every case that the average windspeed is between the two crisp retraction thresholds?
Running the code immediately above for every station for OLAs 3 and 4 indicates that the
answer is Yes.
And we have the answer to our original question, Is Fuzzy-Crisp performing on OLAs
3 and 4 much worse than Static and Aging because Fuzzy-Crisp is observing a stricter
retraction threshold than Static and Aging? The answer is No.
Now that we examined Fuzzy-Crisp's crisp code, let us turn to Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code.
Would Fuzzy-Crisp perform comparably on OLAs 3 and 4 to Static and Aging if Fuzzy-
Crisp used only its crisp code to retract? In the next section, we ask, How does Fuzzy-Crisp
perform on OLAs 3 and4 using only its crisp code to retract?
A.22.2 How does Fuzzy-Crisp v1.2 perform on OLAs 3 and4 using only its crisp
code to retract?
We commented Line 34 in the code listing above so that Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code does
not retract the harvester; Fuzzy-Crisp relies solely on Fuzzy-Crisp's crisp code to retract to
achieve the following test results: The modiﬁed Fuzzy-Crisp that uses crisp code to retract
and not its fuzzy code achieves
• an average NetNorm() score of 0.386 for OLA 3, and
• an average MQNetNorm() score of 0.353 for OLA 4,
which are comparable to the average scores for Static and Aging for OLAs 3 and 4 (Table 4 on
page 84). (Per-station results for the retract-using-crisp-code-only version of Fuzzy-Crisp
are shown in Table 80 on page 323.)
Thus, one or more aspects of Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code is causing Fuzzy-Crisp to perform
relatively poorly for OLAs 3 and 4. We explore what in Fuzzy-Crisp's fuzzy code in the next
section.
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A.22.3 How Fuzzy-Crisp combines fuzzy sets to determine a resulting member-
ship value
In Section A.22.1 above, we refer to a fuzzy set in which the harvester has the degree of mem-
bership indicated by the variable resultingMembershipValue. In the following paragraph,
we describe that fuzzy set. The fuzzy set is a combination of fuzzy sets such as WINDY AT
<STATION>, APPROACHING QUIET HOURS, and PLENTY OF ALLOCATED VIS-
IBILITY MINUTES REMAINING. The combination of fuzzy sets we use is shown in the
following code excerpt:
1 double result ingMembershipValue = Math . min (
membershipValueConditional ,
2
3 noPred i c t i onResu l t = Math . min (windy . getMembershipValueForWindy ( ( i n t )
windspeed_knots_average ) ,
4 Math .max(
5 not ( noiseAl lowed . getMembershipValueForApproachingQuietHours ( sample
. date ,
6 MINUTES_BEFORE_QUIET_HOURS_X_INTERCEPT) ) ,
7 ha rve s t e r .
getMembershipValueForPlentyOfAl locatedVis ib i l i tyMinutesRemaining
(
8 ws . iUsedAl l I t sA l l o ca t edVi s ib i l i t yMinute sPerMonth ) ) )
9 ) ;
where the variable membershipValueConditional depends on whether or not Fuzzy is using
weather prediction:
1 i f ( bUseWeatherPrediction ) {
2 // I f very windy tomorrow and running out o f time , r e t r a c t
3 // −or−
4 // Allow deployment i f not very windy tomorrow
5 //// −or−
6 // i f not running out o f time
7
8 membershipValueConditional = Math .max(
9 not (windy . getMembershipValueForVeryWindy ( ( i n t )
windspeed_knots_average_future ) ) ,
10 ha rve s t e r .
getMembershipValueForPlentyOfAl locatedVis ib i l i tyMinutesRemaining
(




14 } e l s e {
15 membershipValueConditional = 1 ;
16 }
We brieﬂy discuss the listing directly above in Section 3.6.2.3 and do not repeat that dis-
cussion here, but refer to the result of the code directly above as conditional prediction
because it depends on whether Fuzzy is using weather prediction.
The two code listings directly above translate into the statement
result = (conditional prediction AND (windy AND ((not approaching quiet hours) OR
(plenty of allocated visibility minutes remaining))))
which, in turn, can be expressed by the following linguistic statement:
If weather prediction is not being used, then the resulting membership value is higher than
otherwise when the weather is windy and if either of the following two cases are occurring:
1. the time is not approaching quiet hours or
2. plenty of allocated visibility minutes are remaining.
For example, if the time of day is approaching quiet hours but there are plenty of allocated
visibility minutes remaining, then the harvester will tend to deploy if the weather is windy.
For another example, if the time of day is approaching quiet hours and the harvester has
consumed most of its visibility minutes, the harvester will tend to not deploy, even if the
weather is windy. Not only will the fuzzy code of version 1.2 of Fuzzy tend not to deploy,
but the code will tend to retract under those conditions.
A.22.4 Eﬀect the eﬀect of Fuzzy-Crisp's plenty-of-allocated-visibility-minutes-
are-remaining condition
The membership value of the harvester in the fuzzy set PLENTY OF ALLOCATED MIN-
UTES REMAINING is calculated by the following code:
1 pub l i c f l o a t
getMembershipValueForPlentyOfAl locatedVis ib i l i tyMinutesRemaining
( long maximumMinutesAllowedToBeVisible ) {
2
304
3 f l o a t membershipValue = 1 −
getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly (
maximumMinutesAllowedToBeVisible ) ;
4
5 f l o a t ADJUSTMENT = ( f l o a t ) −0.1; // account f o r ad j e c t i v e "Plenty
" . The p lenty o f time l e f t overcomes the negat ive adjustment
6 membershipValue += ADJUSTMENT;
7
8 i f (membershipValue > 1) {
9
10 membershipValue = 1 ;
11
12 } e l s e i f ( membershipValue < 0) {
13




18 return (membershipValue ) ;
19
20 }
An example plot of the membership value function is shown in Figure 42 on page 261.
The membership value function is a linear function dependent on the visibility minutes the
harvester has consumed during the month and dependent on two constants: the retraction
time (Section A.3.5) and an adjustment factor of −0.1.
That adjustment factor had been intended to account for the adjective plenty in the
linguistic variable's name PLENTY OF ALLOCATED MINUTES REMAINING. It was
intended to shift the x-axis from the perspective that if the adjustment factor were zero,
then the code would be ﬁnding the harvester's membership value in the set A MEDIUM
AMOUNT OF MINUTES REMAINING. However, the way that the adjustment factor is
implemented in version 1.2 of Fuzzy actually shifts the y-axis.
That unintended implementation may be part of the reason that Fuzzy-Crisp 1.2 is not
performing comparably to Static and Aging for OLAs 3 and 4. Thus, let us test Fuzzy-
Crisp 1.3 where the adjustment factor shifts the x-axis. The Fuzzy-Crisp 1.3, where the only
diﬀerence in code from Fuzzy-Crisp 1.2 is that Fuzzy-Crisp 1.3 shifts the x-axis instead of
the y-axis as shown in the code listing immediately below achieves
• an average NetNorm() score of 0.367 for OLA 3, and
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• an average MQNetNorm() score of 0.289 for OLA 4,
which is much better than Fuzzy-Crisp 1.2 which scored 0.221 and 0.191, respectively, but
still not as good as the top-scoring Aging for OLAs 3 and 4, which scored 0.402 and 0.371
respectively (Table 4 on page 84) and less than the version of Fuzzy-Crisp 1.2 that does
not use its fuzzy code to retract (Section A.22.2), which scored 0.386 and 0.353 respectively.
(Per station results of Fuzzy-Crisp 1.3 are shown in Table 81 on page 325).
pub l i c f l o a t
getMembershipValueForPlentyOfAl locatedVis ib i l i tyMinutesRemainingShi f tX (
long maximumMinutesAllowedToBeVisible ) {
f l o a t ADJUSTMENT = ( f l o a t ) 0 . 9 ; // account f o r ad j e c t i v e "Plenty " .
The plenty o f time l e f t overcomes the f r a c t i o n a l adjustment
f l o a t membershipValue = 1 −
getFract ionVisbi lePlusTimeToRetractMonthly ( ( i n t ) ADJUSTMENT ∗
maximumMinutesAllowedToBeVisible ) ;
i f ( membershipValue > 1) {
membershipValue = 1 ;
} e l s e i f ( membershipValue < 0) {
membershipValue = 0 ;
}
re turn (membershipValue ) ;
}
A.22.5 Data of exploration the eﬀect of RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIF-
FERENCE in Fuzzy














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.22.5.5 Comparison of two values for RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIF-
FERENCE for OLAs 3 through 4 for all stations Please see Table 79.
Table 79: Comparison of two values for RETRACTION THRESHOLD DIFFERENCE for

















































































































































































































































































































3 KATL 0 1051150 754117 297033 112906 38% 38%
3 KATL 1 1051150 695702 355448 171321 48% 10% 48%
4 KATL 0 1051150 787199 263951 116086 44% 44%
315
Table 79: (continued)
4 KATL 1 1051150 722770 328380 180515 55% 11% 55%
3 KBOS 0 1051117 837708 213409 87130 41% 41%
3 KBOS 1 1051117 808810 242307 116028 48% 7% 48%
4 KBOS 0 1051117 831026 220091 99309 45% 45%
4 KBOS 1 1051117 797782 253335 132553 52% 7% 52%
3 KBWI 0 1051080 761673 289407 103547 36% 36%
3 KBWI 1 1051080 703920 347160 161300 46% 11% 46%
4 KBWI 0 1051080 794185 256895 110283 43% 43%
4 KBWI 1 1051080 725042 326038 179426 55% 12% 55%
3 KCLE 0 1051112 722009 329103 155492 47% 47%
3 KCLE 1 1051112 670422 380690 207079 54% 7% 54%
4 KCLE 0 1051112 727893 323219 179610 56% 56%
4 KCLE 1 1051112 668454 382658 239049 62% 7% 62%
3 KCLT 0 1051188 661719 389469 233003 60% 60%
3 KCLT 1 1051188 572034 479154 322688 67% 8% 67%
4 KCLT 0 1051188 692493 358695 258937 72% 72%
4 KCLT 1 1051188 587116 464072 364314 79% 6% 79%
3 KCVG 0 1051140 717780 333360 196232 59% 59%
3 KCVG 1 1051140 648034 403106 265978 66% 7% 66%
4 KCVG 0 1051140 730888 320252 194928 61% 61%
4 KCVG 1 1051140 654816 396324 271000 68% 8% 68%
3 KDCA 0 1050534 793999 256535 126236 49% 49%
3 KDCA 1 1050534 751441 299093 168794 56% 7% 56%
4 KDCA 0 1050534 800075 250459 147483 59% 59%
4 KDCA 1 1050534 747238 303296 200320 66% 7% 66%
3 KDEN 0 1051057 694819 356238 135351 38% 38%
316
Table 79: (continued)
3 KDEN 1 1051057 642345 408712 187825 46% 8% 46%
4 KDEN 0 1051057 756437 294620 146218 50% 50%
4 KDEN 1 1051057 693007 358050 209648 59% 9% 59%
3 KDFW 0 1051013 782964 268049 110034 41% 41%
3 KDFW 1 1051013 744976 306037 148022 48% 7% 48%
4 KDFW 0 1051013 790443 260570 110559 42% 42%
4 KDFW 1 1051013 752790 298223 148212 50% 7% 50%
3 KDTW 0 1051112 790573 260539 88498 34% 34%
3 KDTW 1 1051112 741503 309609 137568 44% 10% 44%
4 KDTW 0 1051112 792642 258470 94016 36% 36%
4 KDTW 1 1051112 741013 310099 145645 47% 11% 47%
3 KEUG 0 1050961 777877 273084 135119 49% 49%
3 KEUG 1 1050961 725335 325626 187661 58% 8% 58%
4 KEUG 0 1050961 766882 284079 157295 55% 55%
4 KEUG 1 1050961 705901 345060 218276 63% 8% 63%
3 KIAH 0 1051050 741267 309783 163510 53% 53%
3 KIAH 1 1051050 674190 376860 230587 61% 8% 61%
4 KIAH 0 1051050 732256 318794 170859 54% 54%
4 KIAH 1 1051050 664574 386476 238541 62% 8% 62%
3 KLAS 0 1050899 866482 184417 85292 46% 46%
3 KLAS 1 1050899 825713 225186 126061 56% 10% 56%
4 KLAS 0 1050899 867701 183198 86095 47% 47%
4 KLAS 1 1050899 827420 223479 126376 57% 10% 57%
3 KLAX 0 1050894 689170 361724 114184 32% 32%
3 KLAX 1 1050894 633204 417690 170150 41% 9% 41%
4 KLAX 0 1050894 708321 342573 113244 33% 33%
317
Table 79: (continued)
4 KLAX 1 1050894 652456 398438 169109 42% 9% 42%
3 KLGA 0 1051144 848065 203079 105134 52% 52%
3 KLGA 1 1051144 809147 241997 144052 60% 8% 60%
4 KLGA 0 1051144 826118 225026 113496 50% 50%
4 KLGA 1 1051144 784214 266930 155400 58% 8% 58%
3 KMCI 0 1051087 645927 405160 181086 45% 45%
3 KMCI 1 1051087 581491 469596 245522 52% 8% 52%
4 KMCI 0 1051087 652458 398629 185316 46% 46%
4 KMCI 1 1051087 585640 465447 252134 54% 8% 54%
3 KMCO 0 1051136 820396 230740 133647 58% 58%
3 KMCO 1 1051136 767817 283319 186226 66% 8% 66%
4 KMCO 0 1051136 806564 244572 152546 62% 62%
4 KMCO 1 1051136 746158 304978 212952 70% 7% 70%
3 KMSP 0 1051121 860814 190307 74626 39% 39%
3 KMSP 1 1051121 826127 224994 109313 49% 9% 49%
4 KMSP 0 1051121 857447 193674 78742 41% 41%
4 KMSP 1 1051121 821154 229967 115035 50% 9% 50%
3 KORD 0 1051064 724595 326469 164170 50% 50%
3 KORD 1 1051064 669328 381736 219437 57% 7% 57%
4 KORD 0 1051064 717450 333614 174162 52% 52%
4 KORD 1 1051064 657672 393392 233940 59% 7% 59%
3 KPHL 0 1051124 696194 354930 140689 40% 40%
3 KPHL 1 1051124 646562 404562 190321 47% 7% 47%
4 KPHL 0 1051124 741888 309236 166639 54% 54%
4 KPHL 1 1051124 676945 374179 231582 62% 8% 62%
3 KPHX 0 1050999 793937 257062 68279 27% 27%
318
Table 79: (continued)
3 KPHX 1 1050999 762349 288650 99867 35% 8% 35%
4 KPHX 0 1050999 916283 134716 72323 54% 54%
4 KPHX 1 1050999 864753 186246 123853 66% 13% 66%
3 KPIT 0 1051105 737087 314018 175265 56% 56%
3 KPIT 1 1051105 667649 383456 244703 64% 8% 64%
4 KPIT 0 1051105 742269 308836 180177 58% 58%
4 KPIT 1 1051105 669443 381662 253003 66% 8% 66%
3 KSAC 0 1050950 755064 295886 132824 45% 45%
3 KSAC 1 1050950 681701 369249 206187 56% 11% 56%
4 KSAC 0 1050950 774246 276704 139123 50% 50%
4 KSAC 1 1050950 694806 356144 218563 61% 11% 61%
3 KSAN 0 1050942 724452 326490 187399 57% 57%
3 KSAN 1 1050942 682387 368555 229464 62% 5% 62%
4 KSAN 0 1050942 739801 311141 183089 59% 59%
4 KSAN 1 1050942 695258 355684 227632 64% 5% 64%
3 KSAT 0 1051059 759105 291954 155122 53% 53%
3 KSAT 1 1051059 702972 348087 211255 61% 8% 61%
4 KSAT 0 1051059 776116 274943 152739 56% 56%
4 KSAT 1 1051059 717576 333483 211279 63% 8% 63%
3 KSEA 0 1050356 675363 374993 195477 52% 52%
3 KSEA 1 1050356 605911 444445 264929 60% 7% 60%
4 KSEA 0 1050356 667525 382831 198766 52% 52%
4 KSEA 1 1050356 594022 456334 272269 60% 8% 60%
3 KSFO 0 1050904 782433 268471 115018 43% 43%
3 KSFO 1 1050904 754832 296072 142619 48% 5% 48%
4 KSFO 0 1050904 782433 268471 115018 43% 43%
319
Table 79: (continued)
4 KSFO 1 1050904 754832 296072 142619 48% 5% 48%
3 KSMX 0 1050960 822403 228557 96097 42% 42%
3 KSMX 1 1050960 788031 262929 130469 50% 8% 50%
4 KSMX 0 1050960 824210 226750 99886 44% 44%
4 KSMX 1 1050960 790506 260454 133590 51% 7% 51%
3 KSTL 0 1051128 769605 281523 123509 44% 44%
3 KSTL 1 1051128 728849 322279 164265 51% 7% 51%
4 KSTL 0 1051128 833532 217596 112619 52% 52%
4 KSTL 1 1051128 787110 264018 159041 60% 8% 60%
3 KTPA 0 1051144 794480 256664 136915 53% 53%
3 KTPA 1 1051144 716268 334876 215127 64% 11% 64%
4 KTPA 0 1051144 796919 254225 137017 54% 54%
4 KTPA 1 1051144 717706 333438 216230 65% 11% 65%
Average: 8% 46% 54% 51% 59%
Standard Deviation: 2% 8% 8% 8% 8%
In Section A.22.1, we determined the answer to the question, Does the fuzzy code retract
the harvester in every case that the average windspeed is between the two crisp retraction
thresholds, i.e., when the more lenient crisp does not retract and when the less lenient crisp
code retracts (if the fuzzy code were to examine every case)? The answer is Yes for every
station for OLAs 3 and 4. Details are below, which are printed by the following print
statement:
1 System . out . p r i n t l n ( "FuzzyVsCrisp : " + s t a t i o n + " , " +
2 RETRACTION_THRESHOLD_DIFFERENCE + " , " +
3 bEveryMoreLenientCaseRestr icted + " , " +
4 bEveryMoreLenientCaseReachesFuzzyRetractionThreshold ) ;
1 FuzzyVsCrisp : KATL, 1 , true , t rue
320
2 FuzzyVsCrisp : KATL, 1 , true , t rue
3 FuzzyVsCrisp : KBOS, 1 , true , t rue
4 FuzzyVsCrisp : KBOS, 1 , true , t rue
5 FuzzyVsCrisp : KBWI, 1 , true , t rue
6 FuzzyVsCrisp : KBWI, 1 , true , t rue
7 FuzzyVsCrisp : KCLE, 1 , true , t rue
8 FuzzyVsCrisp : KCLE, 1 , true , t rue
9 FuzzyVsCrisp : KCLT, 1 , true , t rue
10 FuzzyVsCrisp : KCLT, 1 , true , t rue
11 FuzzyVsCrisp : KCVG,1 , true , t rue
12 FuzzyVsCrisp : KCVG,1 , true , t rue
13 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDCA,1 , true , t rue
14 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDCA,1 , true , t rue
15 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDEN,1 , true , t rue
16 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDEN,1 , true , t rue
17 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDFW,1 , true , t rue
18 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDFW,1 , true , t rue
19 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDTW,1 , true , t rue
20 FuzzyVsCrisp : KDTW,1 , true , t rue
21 FuzzyVsCrisp : KEUG,1 , true , t rue
22 FuzzyVsCrisp : KEUG,1 , true , t rue
23 FuzzyVsCrisp : KIAH, 1 , true , t rue
24 FuzzyVsCrisp : KIAH, 1 , true , t rue
25 FuzzyVsCrisp : KLAS, 1 , true , t rue
26 FuzzyVsCrisp : KLAS, 1 , true , t rue
27 FuzzyVsCrisp : KLAX,1 , true , t rue
28 FuzzyVsCrisp : KLAX,1 , true , t rue
29 FuzzyVsCrisp : KLGA,1 , true , t rue
30 FuzzyVsCrisp : KLGA,1 , true , t rue
31 FuzzyVsCrisp : KMCI, 1 , true , t rue
32 FuzzyVsCrisp : KMCI, 1 , true , t rue
33 FuzzyVsCrisp : KMCO,1 , true , t rue
34 FuzzyVsCrisp : KMCO,1 , true , t rue
35 FuzzyVsCrisp : KMSP, 1 , true , t rue
36 FuzzyVsCrisp : KMSP, 1 , true , t rue
37 FuzzyVsCrisp : KORD,1 , true , t rue
38 FuzzyVsCrisp : KORD,1 , true , t rue
39 FuzzyVsCrisp : KPHL, 1 , true , t rue
40 FuzzyVsCrisp : KPHL, 1 , true , t rue
41 FuzzyVsCrisp : KPHX,1 , true , t rue
42 FuzzyVsCrisp : KPHX,1 , true , t rue
43 FuzzyVsCrisp : KPIT, 1 , true , t rue
44 FuzzyVsCrisp : KPIT, 1 , true , t rue
45 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSAC, 1 , true , t rue
46 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSAC, 1 , true , t rue
47 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSAN, 1 , true , t rue
48 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSAN, 1 , true , t rue
321
49 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSAT, 1 , true , t rue
50 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSAT, 1 , true , t rue
51 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSEA, 1 , true , t rue
52 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSEA, 1 , true , t rue
53 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSFO, 1 , true , t rue
54 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSFO, 1 , true , t rue
55 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSMX,1 , true , t rue
56 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSMX,1 , true , t rue
57 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSTL, 1 , true , t rue
58 FuzzyVsCrisp : KSTL, 1 , true , t rue
59 FuzzyVsCrisp : KTPA,1 , true , t rue
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.24 EXPLORATION 2 FULL RESULTS
Please see Table 85.
Table 85: Results of the processing of OLAs 3 and 4 by Static (variant 0x0, i.e., current

































































































3 KATL 9 40 0.44 0.90 0.40 KMCI 12 41 0.43 0.93 0.40
4 KATL 9 101 0.44 0.93 0.41 KMCI 12 62 0.43 0.94 0.41
3 KBOS 10 30 0.35 0.92 0.32 KMCO 9 23 0.51 0.88 0.45
4 KBOS 9 113 0.34 0.94 0.32 KMCO 9 76 0.50 0.92 0.46
3 KBWI 9 32 0.55 0.89 0.49 KMSP 8 67 0.35 0.93 0.33
4 KBWI 9 81 0.54 0.92 0.50 KMSP 8 76 0.35 0.93 0.33
3 KCLE 10 43 0.40 0.90 0.37 KORD 11 35 0.42 0.90 0.38
4 KCLE 10 71 0.40 0.91 0.37 KORD 11 56 0.42 0.92 0.39
3 KCLT 8 37 0.53 0.88 0.47 KPHL 10 48 0.47 0.91 0.43
4 KCLT 8 50 0.52 0.90 0.47 KPHL 10 104 0.47 0.93 0.44
3 KCVG 10 51 0.44 0.89 0.39 KPHX 6 46 0.34 0.84 0.29
4 KCVG 10 81 0.44 0.91 0.40 KPHX 7 66 0.33 0.86 0.28
3 KDCA 9 45 0.43 0.92 0.39 KPIT 10 57 0.52 0.91 0.47
4 KDCA 9 89 0.42 0.93 0.39 KPIT 10 72 0.52 0.92 0.47
3 KDEN 10 36 0.41 0.89 0.36 KSAC 8 28 0.63 0.90 0.56
333
Table 85: (continued)
4 KDEN 11 109 0.38 0.94 0.36 KSAC 8 80 0.62 0.93 0.57
3 KDFW 11 28 0.36 0.92 0.34 KSAN 8 16 0.55 0.86 0.48
4 KDFW 12 68 0.36 0.95 0.34 KSAN 8 43 0.55 0.90 0.49
3 KDTW 10 44 0.48 0.92 0.44 KSAT 10 37 0.39 0.91 0.35
4 KDTW 10 44 0.48 0.92 0.44 KSAT 10 46 0.39 0.92 0.36
3 KEUG 8 38 0.57 0.90 0.51 KSEA 9 27 0.50 0.88 0.44
4 KEUG 8 71 0.57 0.92 0.52 KSEA 9 67 0.49 0.92 0.45
3 KIAH 10 31 0.49 0.90 0.44 KSFO 14 34 0.43 0.96 0.41
4 KIAH 10 52 0.49 0.92 0.45 KSFO 15 26 0.43 0.97 0.41
3 KLAS 9 34 0.40 0.91 0.36 KSMX 9 38 0.66 0.90 0.59
4 KLAS 9 63 0.40 0.93 0.37 KSMX 9 50 0.66 0.91 0.60
3 KLAX 10 22 0.56 0.90 0.50 KSTL 9 42 0.40 0.91 0.37
4 KLAX 10 72 0.54 0.92 0.50 KSTL 9 105 0.40 0.93 0.37
3 KLGA 10 53 0.37 0.92 0.34 KTPA 8 26 0.53 0.86 0.45

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A.26 FULL RESULTS FOR EXPLORATION 8
Please see Table 88 on the following page and Table 89 on the next page.
337
Table 88: Eﬀect of time horizon on Static (variant 0x3) processing KATL's data within OLA
5
deployment
time threshold window size
OLA station horizon (knots) (minutes) NetNorm MQMP MQNetNorm
5 KATL 30 14 14 0.273 0.932 0.254
5 KATL 60 13 105 0.281 0.928 0.261
5 KATL 120 14 84 0.274 0.940 0.258
5 KATL 240 14 116 0.271 0.943 0.255
5 KATL 480 14 117 0.273 0.947 0.258
5 KATL 720 13 119 0.267 0.941 0.251
5 KATL 1440 14 121 0.277 0.962 0.267
Table 89: Eﬀect of time horizon on Static (variant 0x3) processing KATL's data within OLA
6
deployment
time threshold window size
OLA station horizon (knots) (minutes) NetNorm MQMP MQNetNorm
6 KATL 30 14 99 0.276 0.935 0.258
6 KATL 60 14 106 0.272 0.935 0.254
6 KATL 120 13 105 0.286 0.940 0.269
6 KATL 240 14 116 0.271 0.943 0.255
6 KATL 480 14 117 0.273 0.947 0.258
6 KATL 720 13 119 0.267 0.941 0.251
6 KATL 1440 14 121 0.277 0.962 0.267
338
